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ABSTRACT
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A 28-day visit to the People's Repdblic of China
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the (flitted States, sponsored by the Committee on Scholarly
Communication with the People's Republic of China, resalted to an
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care: barefoot and traditional doctors: traditional medicine: -.
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planning innovations: and mental illness. Achievements noted were
preventive Fork anti antiepidemic services. However, medScal records
viol statistrcs lacked standardization. Barefoot doctors,
paraprofessiodals with varied but limited edicaftraining who
Perform certain health duties, evoked mixed reactions. Blending the
old and tradjtional methods with new. and scientific medical
,technigaes goduced puzzling aspects. Practitioners of traditional
medicine seemed to accept biomedical orientations of Western,
medicine, yet often employed contradictory approaches. Generally,
China was Judged as:achieving a momentous triumph in casing for its
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Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

.

The views expressed in this report are those of the members of
the Rural Health Systems Delegation and are in no way the official
views of the Committee on Scholarly Communication with the flvople's
Republicof China or its 5p olisoring organizationsthe American
Council of Learned Societies, the National Academy of Sciences, and

\-. the Social Science Research Councilor of the Fogarty International
Center, the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Health
and Human Services, or any other agency of the Federal Government

The visit of the Rural Health Systems Delegation to China was sup-
ported by a grant from the Department of Health and Human Services
This visit was part of the exchange program of the Committee
on Scholarly Communication with the People's Republic of China
founded jointly in '1966 by the American Council of Learned Soci-
eties, the National Academy of Sciences, and the Social Science Re-
search Council Sources of support for the committee are the National
Science Foundation, the International GommuNcation Agency, the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities, the Ford Foundation, arrid the.
ROckefeller Foundation

. The committee represents American scholars in the natural, engi-
neering. and medical sciences, and the socipal sciences and humanities
It advises individuals and institutions on means of communicating with
their Chinese 'colleagues, on China's international scholarly activities;
and on the state of China's scholarly pursuits Members 'of the com-
mittee are scholars from g broad range of fields, including China...-- studies. 't.

Administrative officest',of the" committee are located in the National
.. Academy of Sciences, Washington, D C 'ea.

.Editor's note Mandarin terms save been Romarnzed according to the
41,

pinyin system in the Chinese English Dictrary, Wu iirigyong, ed..
Hong Kong Conomercial Press, 1979 Taiwanese and Cantonese terms
have been retained in their onginal phonetic translations
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Foreword

Since 1969 the Fogal.t.) International Center has been publishing documents
designed to promote a broader awareness and knowledge of the gealth reseal ch
and Care systems of other countries to serve as a background fur enhancing
mutually beneficial Intelnational collaborative scientific ielationships The Cen-
ter's earliest studies dealt with the Soviet Union's programs m biomedical
research and public health. Subsequent ones have been published on the United
Kingdom and countries of Scandinavia andLatin America

In 1970, research ergs initiated on biomedical research and health activities
m Qat People'k Republic of China Since that time, the Center has published 14
reports andstudies concerning this country .

Rural Health in the People's Republic of China reports on some of China's
,less familiar areas They were visited by a group of specialists in several fields of

medicine, health care delivery, and the social sciences The resulting observa-
Lions and accriunts of interviews rth people at all levels of the Chinese health,
system provide a valuable addition to out steadily increasing knowledge of lire
in the People's Republic and suggest areas for further study by other visitors

# We are plSased to make this report available to a wide audience through
publican-Z-5y the-Fogarty International Center

4

Vida H. Beaven, Ph D
Acting Director
Fogarty International Center



Preface

The Rine Health Systems Delegation visited Chine in June and July 1978 as
part of the exchange wpm between the Committee on Scholarly Commu
cation with the People's Republic of China ( CSCPRC) and the Scientific and
Technical Association of the People's Republic of China The CSCPRC is won
soma jointly by the American Council of Learned Societiq, the Nahonal Mad
emy of Scaericesiand the Social Science Research Counctl

This program began in 1972 and has included an'exchange of delegations in
many fields,of scholarly endeavor', including naturaisciences, medicine, engi
neering, and the social sciences and humanities The Scientific and Technical
Association of the People's Republic of China coordinates the overall exchange
program in Ckna but 'turns over hosting responsibility to other organizations,
such as the 'Chinese Medical Association, which was the host for the Rural
Health Systems Delegation

Represented on the delegation ware pictfessumals in health systems planning
and administration, including urban community and rural health services, in-
ternal mediate, nursing, epiden-uulogy and infecUous diseases, psychiatry, and
pediatncs Also included were social scientists specializing in 4ociology, particu
lady rural sociology and population policy The group was chosen to represent
a broad spectrum of concerns in rural health policy and planning in the Lituted
States, in developing countries, and in china The particular combination of
medical specialists and sociologists helped produce this report, which is wide.
ranging fn its coverage of subject matter

The visit 'to China was funded by a grant from the Department of Health
and Human Services The Committee on Scholarly Communication with the
People's Republic of China expresses its appreciation to HHS for their.co
tinting support of CSCPRC medical exchange programs

Patricia Jbnes rsuchaarn
Assistant Staff Director
Committee on Scholarly Communication

,/ With the,People's Rtpublic of China
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1
-Overview of Rural Health in China

George I Lythcott

1

E* three decades scientific and -cultural exchanges between the Umted
States and the emerging People's Republic of China were almost nonexistent
Now, however, official diplomatic relations between the two countries have
resumed, and on June 22, 1979,presentatives of each nylon signed a 5-year
protocol for cooperation in the science and technology of medicine This poi-
tocol establishes afranyork for collaboration in every area of health,fium
biomedical research through health service delivery

Establishing:the foundation for this officially sanctioned cooperation has
been a project of the. Committee on Scholarly Communication with the
People's Republic of China (CSCPRCy The CSCPRC's piongenng work,began
in 1966, and the first fruits of its efforts were the visits of Chinese medical and
general scientific delegations to the United States in 1972

This report is an account of a 28-day visit to China by the Rural Health
Systems Delegation, sponsored by the CSCPRe.Oui team's visit was part of a
broader mosaic of information exchange made possible by the committee s
dedicated work on this:frontier, and we would like Co express our admilation,
for then enterprise in the field of Smo-Am srican scientific cooperation Then
efforts have been instrumental in helping to usher in a new era of crioperative
relations beflyeen the two nations

Our visit to Chmatook ciade between June 7 and July I, 1978 Members of
the delegation, who were carefully selected by a nominating committee with a

broad knowledge of American scholars and,institutions in the health field,
represent a spectrum of expertise in various public health and social science

. disciplines
So brief a visit cannot be expected Co yield a defifiitive-study of:China's

/rural health sysigan, but that was pot our ptirpose We saw our mission gas
providing an authentic overview that would be useful to others inteiested in
exploring aspects of that system in greater depth fit detail. In a sense, we were
not only looking for answerswhich we foundbut for questions as well, and
we found those questions in abundance.

t.



2 Rural Health in the People's Republic of China
e`

One ne of the issues we brought back commis the communications gap that is
inherent whein people !rum two widely disparate cultures meet and taIR We
found that gap particularly vexing whenetet we asked our hoists to explain

. aspects of Chinese traditional medicine, with which most of us were under-
standably unfamiliar

Cluw's ancient -system of medicine has many,theones 'hen to those of us
trained in the 'theories of Westein medicine Sete-ral members ut our delegation
heard concepts of disease explanied in teiints seemingly designed to make
Chinese traditional medicine understandable to westerners rather than being
tlescnptive of the actual concept or pracitice Such doubts can only be resolved
bk future researchers who can study Chinese physicians at wnrk and observe
the clinical, outcome of their treatment

A secon4 puzzle that again may be routed in cultural dilterences has to do
with the rdpurtedly low prevalence of mental illness, according to our Chinese
hosts The statistics we reviewedt several provinces supported thau assertion,
but our own observations cast heavy doubt on the claim Our psychiatrist
observer saw a nUmber of patients who would have been diagnosed in America
as having some form u mental illness Doubts were also raised by the reported

,incidence and prevalence figures we compared with worldwide figures Al
'though Meng County Hospital in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region serves a
population of '80,000, it reported Pleating only three cases of mental illness in
a recent 3-year period This is,in stark contrast to the World Health Organtza
tton-report of a prevalence rate for Western and non Western nations- for
schizophrenia alone ranging from 2 to 10 per 1,000,

We returned with -an other question How effective is combined treatment
with Western and Chinese traditional medicine' The late Chairman Mao
Zedong encouraged this approach, yet its value has not be dkmonstrated to
our satisfaction Our hosts told u that it has been shown to be empirically
effective, bdt we found no evil nce to-support their claim in the form of
followup studies on patients so treated We think that studies of this type after
mtngurng possibilities for the fu are

Two general cautions should be kept in mind,

iPostrevolutionlry China is a society in the process of change, and tle
perspective with which we returned may not prove to be valid 45 time \,,
goes on While we were there, for example, y heard high praiseIthitthe
barefoot cluc)ors but newspaper' accounts based un theilobservations of
other health offidials who visited China later indicated that the barefoot
doctor concept may be in the process df being downgraded Acctirding to
these accounts, `Chore kc medical officials no longer praise these nide-,
pendent practitioners primary care, and many peasants insist on by

ig passing them arid going directly to a county hospital for primary care
One must avoid transposing lessons from the Chinese rural health care
eSierience to Nmerica The Chinese approach has limited application

(
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Overview

here because it has evolved Iron) a culture, history, and political and
economic system vastly different from ours These ruo' y indeed be lessons

we can learn Nip China or China from usbut one should search for
them in the firm knowledge that the two systems have evolved from a set
of underlying conditions that offer more contrasts than comparisons

A few of those differences are worth noting briefly China Is a relatively

poor Elation A few years ago its annual per capita Income was only $410, while

ours was $7,890 This alone creates a different set of expectations among the

people It also means that everyday commodities we take for granted in the
health care field are either absent or in short supply in China CAT scanners,
sophisticated Xray machines, patient telemetermg devices, and so on

The U S economy is maiket-diiectedsand4ts health care system follows
pattern in general China, on the other hand, ISA 4entrally planned -ecorio

its leaders can allocate money told manpower accot ding fu, piiorrties they deter

; 3

a .0.
arY

mine.
Eirtally, and not least, our health care system has been shaped by the

t theories of Western scientific medicine, while China's must 'incorporate both

Western and Chinese traditional medicine This amalgamation has helped to

shape the design and fulfillment of the Chinese rural health care system
Despite the caveaswe have noted, ...one fact remains indisputably clear our

two nations can prOfil immensely by teaming more about one another Every
nation is rd'tccitaun extent culture-bound Thc methods and approaches it has
;volved In developing its rural health care system are circum bed by that
nation s unique social, political, and economic legacy To witngs how another
nation and culture goes about meetirrg a human need is also to obtain a view of

ourselves that would not otherwise be revealed It is toctiscover that rich vein
or human alternatives available to tit if we but open our minds

The importance ?i,airyternational cooperation irk the field of health cannot be

overemphasized. The re nt U.S. protocol agreement with the People's Re-
public of China has . ned wide' an exciting new set of opportunities to
deepen and strengthen our lies of mutualtideistanding-We look forward to
that era, and we thank the spoils* 6l our visit fu; the opportunity to become
a part of it 2

.
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Common Disease Patterns

Kurt W Deuschle

The disease pattern of China is a dramatic elemeiat in the struggle of a

transitional developing country contending with an enormous burden of infec-
tious' disease while facing the emergence of the chionic and degeneiative dis-
eases of a moderref-ociery What is so impressive is the rapid disappearance of
some of mankind's most seriOus infectious diseases as a result of the emphasis
on prevention since the establishment of the People's Republic of China in
1949.

cot

In this, 30-year period smallpox, cholera, plague, and venereal diseases have

been "eradicated," according to Chinese health authorities No other country
in the world has so successfully controlled venereal diseases Schistosomiasis
still exists in various' rural areas, but enormous regions have eliminated this
stubborn disease problem. Common infecteeus diseases that-can be prevented
by appropriate immunizations are rapidly declining Vaccination of nearly all
people in the areas visited by the Nal He'alth Delegation has resulted in
effective control of measleS,bdiphthena, pertussis, tetanus, and poliomyelitis
Universal bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) piugiams and monitoring of chronic
tuberculosis cases have reduced the tubeiculosis problem to a tolerable level

Emphasis on water q5ality anageneial enviionmental sanitation has reduced
water aid food-bome epidemics Although hepatitis A and B are prevalent in
China, typhoid and food Oesorung outbreaks no longei present a significant
health pioblem. Hookworm and intestinal parasitic infestations have also been
controlled efficavely. Although malaria, especiqfly vivax and falciparum forms,
still appears to be a threat in some of the ruial countryside, a constant effort is
made to combat the mosquitoes responsible foi the spread of these malarial
parasites

Although accurate health statistics f, e country as a whole are not avail-
ablfte six piovines we visited ha' ummaries of health data that

:1,40docu ment then success in dealing infectious diseases The re are
still new cases of Hansen's disease, aria' one province has at least two hospitals
where Hari,sen's disease patients are heated and isulate_d Tiachuma appaiently
persists only in small population pockets scattered in iemvte ruial settlements

the previous numbered page In 5
the origmalilocumenl was blank. .14



6 Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

When this descnpIlUR ul intectiousdisease control is contrasted with that in
pre-1949 China, the result; achieved with prevention and tr.tin-ant measures
can only be given high masks 'Massive health propaganda campaigns ale moving
the style of life in China toward preventive practices in health

However, the Chinese have not been totally successful Scientific technoskogy
is nut yet available in any country to c,untrol such infectious disease problems
as hepatitis, acute hemorrhagic level, and the syndrome ul necrutizing enteri-
tis On the other hand, the Chinese claim considerable success IR controlling
leptuspn usis and Japanese B encephalitis 'using domestic vdt,ltrItS Sporadic
meningococcal menimatis ,,utbrtaks are managed in much the same way as m
the United States

China's pattern ()I chrome degenerative and heupliastic diseases and that in
the United States have both striking similarities and differences Coronary
disease, strokes, and Lancer head theeirst of diseases producing mortality in
China, paralleling patterns seen in-/the Western countries There is a rather
impressive incidence of esophageal, stomach, and liver Lancers, however, which
ha 'ce a selected regional distribution Nasupharyngeal cancer also appears to be
more prevalent in certain areas More definitive epidemiulugic analyses of these
varying patterns of cancer would he instructive

Cancer of the lung has not yet emergecas a leading killer, but recent
smoking Ants of theChinese may increase the incidence of this condition
The Chinese du not share our concern about the effects of cigarette smoking If
the practice continues to increase in China, lung cancer and emphysemawill
probably increase markedly Medical people invanably told us they believed
published reports from the Western countries associating lung cancer, chronic
bronchitis, and emphyseina with heavy cigarette smoking Nevertheless, there
was little evidence of senous antismoking campaigns

In the category uf end&nne and metabulle diseases there Were also inter
esting palters of health and disease While thy ruid problems were not
uncommon especially in autprit-deficient aicasr diabets was not regarded as a
'Significant problem In the small unselected example ul hospitalized patients
we reviewed, we saw no case of diabetes as a primary admission problem.

Inasmuch as China gives preventive care top pnonty,..it was surpnising to
find that rheumatic heait disease and nephritis were highly prevalent In every
hospital there were cases tin both the adult and pediatric wards Review ul the
management.uf acute phaiy opus islieptucuccal disease) revealed a possible
explanation uf then 'preventable rheumatic disease problems The treatment
regimen consisted ul streptomycin and penicillin lot 3 day periods only This
was standard management in the outlyingproduction brigade health stations up
the line to neatly all the hospital clinics at the commune and provincial levels
Irradditwn la' this anomaly of Late, there was no utuscupic examination fur
middle -ear disease These practices will be discussed in detail in chapter 5

4
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Common Disease Patterns to 7

Little inturmatiun win avadable un nutntiunal problems Repurts ul dataw
heights and weights ul children indicated nurmal growth and decelupment, but
no definitive study 01 nutritional itun-deficienc4 anemia was presented to us
Iodine deficiency goner belts have been identified. but iudized salt has been
widely used to curret this condition Flerhaps the must impressive nuintiunal
findings were the tutal abseRce of undernutlitiun and the e;tremely tare ubser
s,atiun of utesity Altohulisni was not apothem. although ..irrhusis due to
infectious disease was reporte4t.

In summary, It should be nuted thai murnality rates appce similar to those`
in the lmtefl States, thekh demonstrating the success ul prevention and
control programs
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Community Health

Aaron Shirley

China's Rural Health System

China's health services are clearly geared toward rural health, since 80 per-
cent of China's population lives in the countryside Chairman Mao Zedong and
the Communist Party of China forniulaied a policy of giving pnunty in medical
services to worKers,peasants,and children, and in 1965 the Chairman issued the
call for medical and health workers to pracA more emphasis on rural areas Ovei
the past 28 years an ufficial organizational structure of health services has been
put into place in the countryside, leading to the development of an effective
comprehensive health netw rk throughout rural China The_hasic structure in
each of China's 2,000 unties consists of varying degrees of community
health facilities at the ounty, commune, and production brigade levels Each
county has at least one county hospital, a maternity and child health station,

rat an antiepidemic station. At the county level, medical services (regular sick
Me), maternity. and child health care, and antiepidemic work are 1, arned out

separately, at the commune level, all three services are offered at the commune
hospital, making this facility more or less a generaLhospital /

At the production brigade level is the brigade health station (cooperative
medical iervice), tvhere barefoot doctors provide flimflam medical services
diagnosis and treatment of common medical problems, family planning (in-
cluding inset nun of ILD's), delivery uf noncomplicated pregnancies, immune/A-
wns, health educatiun, and emit onmental health services The ty pia ; brigade
health station is staffed by two ui three barefinA doctors and varyin numbers
of health aides.

Ateach level the effectiveness of these systems In reavtung the masses with
their services and in respondig to the people is apparent Probably the most
Important contirnuting facto' is the unique (by our standards) position uf the

fr.
administrator in carrying out the mandate of the platy in health matte's The
dominant influence uf the administiatui at each governmental level is shown in
figtfres 1.3.

* .
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Community Health Care as an Extension of Hospital Facilities

Belling Children's Hospital (A Municipal Hospf

It seems out of place to begin a discussion of a r rally oriented system of
health care with a "secondary" hospital that serves a a teaching institution
until we look at the provision of primary care services China The hospital
furnishes general pediatric care, pediatric surgery, an nfectious disease con-
trol from birth to ne 14 in 600 beds divided into 20 wards' There .are 2,000
outpatient visits 'a day-from a service area population of 30,000 people

The hospital ,effectively extends its primary care services into the commu
nity, it has 14 medical care stations in key areas such as schools and kinder-
gartens, whete sick chOdren, who are seen by physicians and barefoot doctors,
also receive bask preventive hearth measures immunizations, intestinal parasite
control, and health education Routme vihtis for well-child preventive 'care are
scheduled at 3, 6, and 9 months Some housewives tare trained to offer basic
well baby care in the community School teachers and kitidergarten workers
are prepared as medical auxiliaries to provide ongoing health care in the
absenceof the doctors, but witkilpeir Special emphasis is placed on
middle schools, which serve the_needs of ?Adolescents going through sensitive
development stages -

Although each health station is on aouid extedsion of the Children s Hospi-
tal, it must .develcp its own health care plan for the school at district it serves,

ti
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Community Health .

1.3..
based on local needs and pnunties However, several pnnciples of prevention
are commonly applied at all the stations, as they are throughout the primary
care delivery system These principles apparently are diligently observed by
both traditional jhinese medical practitioners and those who use %estern
medical techniques These pnnciples of prevention are reterred w as the two
controls" and "the improvements" The s"two controls' refer to (I) dynling
Water and (2) body waste disposal The five improvements' include (I) water

%wells, (2)latnnes, (3I animal pens, (4)lightuig and cooking tacilities and
(5) environmental sanitation

The health stations draw providers from hospitals in other medical dis-
ciplines A. maternity hospital may furnish family planning and prenatal care at
the community level The typical health station outside the school or kinder-
garten is staffed by three or tour workers selected by tho neighborhood com-
mittee The basic criteria fur selection are a certain degree ot intelligence,
willingness to serve the people and ability Those selected receive extensive
medical training that includes health education techniques and methods ot
providing routine physical examinations, vaccinations, and immunizations
These providers supplement the work of doctors they are the bridge between
hospital, doclor, and community

)addition to their work alhealth care stations, the hospital doctois spend I
in the countryside each year as members of mobile medical teams These

teams provide care and upgrade the skills of the physicians in the country and
commune hospioals and of the barefoot doctors in the brigade health stations

,, - '

3ftvun County liffspital ileum Muni( (patty

Separation of the basic coMponents of community health care, medical
services, maternity anal ',had health care, and antiepidesmic work at the county
level is well dluArated by the health structure in Miyun (ounty.,about 2 hours
drive from Betting Miyun has 380,000 people 23 people s communes, and 330
Production hngades The hospital provi0es backup services for complicated
cases Telenet' from any 01 the commune hospitals and pnmary care for those
who live near the hospital Its staff of 282 includes 95 doctors and 35 nurses
The doctors regularly upgrade the competence of doctors at commune hospi-
tals by spending nine at the commune hospitals and having the commune
hospital doctors work in the county hospital The importance of the two
controls" and "five improvciments" appears to be secondary only to the work
of improving the diagnostk and treatment skills in these continuing medical
education programs

Visits to the Miyun County antiepidemic station gave us considerable in-
liftit into its g'ensitivity to prevailing hical health problems One section ot the

- chemical laboratory there consistefitly monitors the iodine level in foodstuffs,
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N.;
'since this aid is-endemic lui g ter Another section 01 the laboratory watches
the'lluunde content 01 Ovate! pplies in response to a high incidence of tooth

, staining and pant deformity , at aught he due to excessive lliii3nde Another 8

section checks nitiate level in water An excessiv&amuunt indicates the pies
elite ut nitrusammes, which are suspected to be carcinogenic The !Amatory
also monitors the bacterial content ol drinking water as well as industrial lihtgiene and environmental sanitation I Or problems identified at the county
hospital level

1 uancun Commum Hospital (hang'an Cowin 54aatai
..

This institution orpities the rural Chinese commune hospital that provides
general medical services With a staff of 64, this 50 bid facility has an outpatient
service of 100 persons a day In addition to canng for the sick, the staff
provides instruction in control of intectious diseases, the importance of tun-
munization, family planning, maternal and child health, and environmeptal .
sanitation Lige scale community oampaigis are conducted our times a year
to promote .the 'two' controls' and "five inprovements The hospital pro
vides backup tor the 18 brigade health stations that serve the commune s
production brigadcs It also provides training fur the 43 barefoot doctors work
ing in the hngades both at the hospital site and within the tingade health
statams. which the dcx,tors visit regularly"

Maternal and chid health care differs from that n the United States In the
Chinese commune hospital it is pnmatily concerne with obstetrice and gyne-
cology and family planning, Lather than ongoing care 1 the newborn The well
and siic child care components are supplied by the barefoot doctors of the
brigades, where regular well-child checkups are gwen every 3 months Pedia
tncians from the commune hospitaL guout to the bngades every 6 months to
provide backup and support

The immunization program is also tin st5CI it is nut necessarily a part ul '
regulak well-ctuld care One barefoot ductui in the bngat is responsible for
immunizations. another may be responsible tot the regular 3 month checkups
hen so, the immunization efluitS; nearly 100 percent eltec nue since the
balefout duck)r iza.chaige of immunization knows personally every family in
the brigade, when babies are horn, and the whereabouts of every child

li

Community Health at the Production Brigade Level

The Shenpagang Brigade, located in Macungling Commune MP Taoyuan
County, Hunan, has872 people in 195 households Observing the health work
at the bnggde health station gave us an excellentpic lure vl how primal), core

22
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facilities in China incorporate public health pnnciples in day-to-day medical
care

The facility itself is 'Jude, as were all the medial sites we visited It has
three or fvui regular examining looms, two observation looms where 4ickei
patients can be kept for several hours, a ruum for ubstetncal deliveries and
minor surgery, a room fur giving injections, a worn fur prepanng herbal medi-
cines, and a pharmacy dispensary The typical day of the two barefoot doctors
who work at the station begins early in the muffling Each sees an aveiage of 15
patients a day These ducturs also make 150 home visits a month, usually to
very young babies or the elderly.

One umque feature is the tiaining and use tat the five health aides who serve
the brigade's live production teams The health aides are a key link in ensuring
that the health system monitors dnnking water, latrines, pig sties, cooking
facilities, and other sources of envuonmental health pivblems These health
aides systematically Survey households, make recommendations, and assist in
improvements This activity is related directly to the clinical management of
patients using the health station, fur example, the treatment of recurrent infec-
tious diarrhea in an infant As part of tlfe management/of this condition the
health aide instructs someone in the home in the proper treatment of drinking
water or other potential sources of infection

General Observations

The foregoing description of the vanous levels at which cummuni health,
poi/tiled in China represents only a traction uf what apparently exists in this
vast land Howevei, some generalizations can be made from ow observations

Within the 2,000 counties and tilting thousands of communes we must
assume considerable variation and diffeient degieespf effectiveness. However,
when tine realizes the immensity of the task uf providing adequate health ',ale
to su many people in the face of so many obstacles including primitive sani-
tary and uthei enviionmental conditionsone can only marvel at the system s
impact on the health of China's people For instance, the system has We'll
dently immunivd almost eery child, (2) reduced infant mortality to the U 5
level or less, (31011 Ibut eliminated teenage pregnancy; (4) eliminated venereal
disease, (5)eliminated most flies, (6)controlled paiasitic infections, (T)po-
vided sanitary waste disposal and sale dnnking watch and (8)pol/hied pet-
Isonalized care for the elderly

Although we had Mme doubts about the acculacy of the datakeeping and
report systems, we SA enough evidence tu give general credence to the
accuracy uf the Chinese claims It was apparent that the effectiveness id this
system is probably due to an organuatiunal structure that, at every level, is
heavily influenced by people who are nut pivfessiunals in primary health care
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Their oversight has ensured a health care system brat is "community in every
aspect This in turn ensues that health services m China are readily accessible
and aitplble,to people a

There were similarities in the situauyn facing rural residents in both the
Ifruted States and China in 1965, when Chairman Mau dilected an emphasrtn
rural healtiare In the United Lutes, the lack of health plutessionels in rural
areas made, access to care difficult Pour environmental conditionsend, in
many places, poverty created health problems es well as barriers to are A
coherent system of services, fawn entry level to highly specialized services, did
not exist Federal initiatives begun in the late1960 snow provide financial and
professional resources and the framework for developing a comprehensive
health care, system for unileiseived populations in the United States The U S
Government's rural health initiative announced in October 1978 builds on and
expands ongoing efforts to pay for the trailing of health pielessionals in return
for serve in underserved areas, to develop rural and urban ppmary health care

e, delivery sites (many staffed with nurrpiactitioners and physician assistants)
that are linked to speciayty phxsicians'and hospkal services, and to develop
comprehensive cummunrfy health centers that include preventive and enviroi4
mental health services

Although thQ dityces in the health care delivery systems in Chine and
the Uted States are striking, /here Is a definite parallel in etturts to ensu%
access to care thiough the creation of effective systems of health care delivery
that link entry level care to progressively specialited.services and prutwiunal
workers

4
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Financing of Medical Care .

David Mechanic
Arthur Kleinman

Our conception of the financing if medical and other health services in
China was severely limite,d by the/diversity of situations we encountered and the
paucity of information, provided us Given the broad interestsl'of the dele-
gation, we did not devote much time or attention to financial questions Our
most detailed infpnnation came from the lowest levels of service delivery, we
encountered greater, difficulties M county, provincial-, and State government
levels

Cooperative Medical Service

The key financing structure of the rural health care system 15 the coopera-
tive medical service This is art in§urance system in which each peasant s yearly
contnbutions from earnings are supplemented by coninbutions from the pro-
duction bngade's welfate ifund, which is denved from agricultural income
These funds are augmented by revenues from the collection, preparation, and
sale of medicinal herbs (where this is done), cost sharing among users of serv-
ice, and various subsidies from the commune, county, province, and State.
The numerous and varied combinations make it impossible to provide one
descnption to fill all circumstances For example, in some production bngades
the total cost of medical care is assumed,by the welfare fund, as ulthe Dazhai
Bnsade or the Zhaozhuang Bngade No premium payments' may be required,
of they may vary from 40 fen (24 cents) in the Chenkequan Bngade rn Miyun
County, to 2.4 yuan (SI 44) in the Yanan Commuy in Xinhui.

Bngades earn varying amounts from harvesting medicinal herbs and may or
may not charge fees at the point of service The production bngades we visited
teported that total yearly cost per pits varies from I or 2 yuan to 7 or 8
yuan Expenditures depend on the a ount of drugs used and referral costs to
commune and county hospitals Mss,production brigades reported that 70.80
percent of the total budget goes for drugs, and referrals are minimal Because
the basic population units are small and referral of a few serious cases could be

17
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quite krostly,.expertence tut only I year could be deceptive Adecte cost data
woulerequile an average oveif sevetal years We obtained twosuch wiles from
the Shangdung Bengadc and the Fuwang Brigade in Ileng County lui 1969 77

fr.- These expenditures were so low, hovievel, that it Is dlitILUlt to Hite" pet them
These d4ta seem atypical relative to other production bligades we visited

For example, the Shangdung Bngade reported a population varying !WM 3,4,
in 1969 tu 5,070 in 1977 Total costs civet this period ranged from 5,652 yuan
to 8,910 yuan, with a total Lust et 6,406 yuh ($3,844) in 1977 Reteiral Lusts
averaged less than 4 percent over the 9eat period and never excleded 782
yuan (S469)in any year We could nut detet mine how much Lust sharing might
have been Involved in telenals within this brigade Smulatly, (Mal yearly ex
penduures in the Fuwang Brigade were exceedingly low, totality 5)82 yuau
(S3,229) in 1977 for a population of 4,693 One impression dearly emerges
Nuwlr did we hod referral claws- particularly high, the greatest expendr-
tur were consistently for the purchase of Western medicines

In most Lases we encountered, Lust sharing was modest Typically, a patient
might pay a registiatiun fee. ill 15 len (9 cents) un first LUMittrktU a commune
outpatient department In one production brigade in Heng County, Lost
shanng fur patient relenal to commune tit county hospitalswas tepurttd at SO
percent This was one 'A the lew instances of high risk ill Lust liability Many
poduction brigades in the same county required nu patient Lust-sharing obliga
nun on lefen al The Government subsidizes the cooperative medical service in
vatams wayrWasIeln drugs, fur example, y4lbe kept at an al tit-malty luwimi

c.,../puce, making it easier WI the brigade hull station tu buy them 1 dLLMCS and

of personnel by the MMU county,unty, and provincial hospitals is subsidized
cuntiaceptive materials are p uvided tree, and much of the service and training

1,,U

Barefoot doctors receive both their basic 1.14111174 and continuing education at
the commune htspitals, and mobile medical learns horn all institutions come
to the countryside tu assist in health campaigns, provide technical assistance,
and promote kontinuing education of haiefoot doctors and other medical
workers ,

Commune Hospitals

The Dazhai Bngadcl as toted cattle', does nut maintain its own health
stamni because its members live neat the commune hospital This hospital,
with 36 beds and 41 stall members, selves 11,600 people andhad a budget of
26,000 yuan ($15,600) in 1977 Twenty thousand yuan Lame directly horn
the province, laigely Iii staff salaries, while the remainder was earned in fees
hum the brigade cooperative medical service. Must such lees were tut the
outpatient department and were quite small The iegisuatwn fee there was 15
fen (9 cents), and a bed-day cost 40 fen, less food, which the patient's famay
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was expected to provide Surgical lees were 8 yuan (54 80) fun an appen-
dectomy, 5 yuan jot a tunsillectolny, 8 yuan ft)n a henna repair, ands 15 yuan

et for a gastric. resection Ewen fur hospitals, drugs were the mkt bnzdensu'rne
expenditure A typical 2-week hospitalization including chug Lusts aught total
30.40 yuan

A more sophisticated commune insntUyon was lie Sanyang Commune
Hospital in Taoyuan County, Hunan It ffiganizes medical servites in coopera-,
nun with each uf its IS production hngadeseucb cumplise 22,900 people
This hospital keeps 30 percept 4 couperaiwe medTcal fun& to provide care

and to finance relerials to more sophisticated 1.01.1piii institutions. It spent
87,000 jean (S5,2,200) in 1977 It received 7,000 yuan from the State for
salanes and a yeaslr, recurrent subsidy of 10,000 vuan In 1976 iind 1977 it
also received from the State a nunrenewabV giant uf 40,000 yuan fur construc-
tion and 10,000 yuan for equipment In 1977, 30 patients were referred to the
county hospttal, at a cost of 1;700 yuan In contrast to Dazhai Commune,
which had 52 barefoot doctors in 19 production brigades fur fewer than
12,000 people, Sanyang Commune had only 36 barefoot doctors fur almost
twice the population Mule cooperative medical funds were spetcriol baiefout
doctors at Dazhai, Ilnyang spent more for services at the hospital

A thud type uf commune liospital is the Chuanshan Central Hospital in the
suburbs of Guilin Presumably because ul its proximity to teitiary care

this hospital has only 20 beds, used primarily lot observation rather than
inpatient care, but it reported 39,500 outpatient visits in 1977 The budget in
1977 was 70,000 yuan ($42,000), 30,00P of which cam/tram the State,
prtmanly fur doctors' salaries In 1977 the hospital received a nuniecurreni,
cunstiuction grant of 20,000 yuan Other income souices included outpatient
fees of 5 fen fur each visit fium commune members, fees from noncommune
membots, and contractual lees from local industries for insured care provided
to then workers The largest single expenditure was rut drugs 40,000 yuan nn
1977.

County Hospitals

of Clina's 2,000 counties maintains a county hospital whose focus
depends on the needs of the Legion it series We Obtained some financial data
from three such county institutions the Chang an County Hospital in hi an,
the Taoyuan County People's Hospital in Hunan, and the Heng County Hos-
pital in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region.

The Changan Hospital serves a population of 700,000, with a staff of 208
(including 151 medical wuikeis) It has 150 beds and sees 6110 outpatients a
day. Its budget in 1977 was 510,000 yuan ($306,000), of which, the Govern-

... ment supplied 180,000 ($108,000). It obtained additional revenues thiuugh
fees, drug production, and the like, and spent 269,000 yuan on drugs
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The Taiyuan Cuun ple's Hospital serves 880,000 people, with a staff
, of 145 (including 106kriedical workers) and 200 beds It had a total income in
A. 1977 of 130,000 yuan ($78,000), 70,000 of which came from the County,,
,ii Health Bureau. In 1977 the hospital also received a 30,000 yuan nonrecuirent

construction grant This hospital serves 60 commune hospitals organized
around 8 central commune hospitals It has 4,000-5,000 inpatients a yea and
about 40,000 outpatients The initial outpatient tee is 10 fen (6 cents), with an
additional 5 fen for each subsequent visit.

The area also has a county hospital concerned with traditional Chinese
medicine The Heng County People's Hospital serves a population of 780,000

ry in 20 communes It has a staff of 136 (including 26 5-year doctors and 57
3-year doctors) The hospital has 145 beds and treats 4,000 inpatients and
150,000 outpatients a year Since it is in a minority area, 35 percent of the
doctors ate of the Zhuang minority The hospital's 154 budget was 390,000
yuah (5234,0001. 51,000 of which was supplied by the State, largely for
doctors' salaries Revfnues from lees totaled 150,000 yuan and fi um medica-
tions, 189,000 yuAii In 1977 the hospital received a nonrecurrent equipment
grant ul 6,000 yuan from the county Unfortunately, we were unable to get
data un financing of comparable institutions organized mound the provision ul
traditional Chinese medical services

Provincial Financing

The largest and most sophisticated institutions, as one would expect, are
found at the provincial level and at hospitals associated with medical schools
For example. lur the 33 nullion people in Guangxi, the regional hospital main
tams 650 beds and has 201 doctors and 275 nurses Most of its patients are
referred from lower levels The hospital collects 1,820,800 yuan (51,092,480)
m fees In addition to paying the salaries of physicians on the State payroll, the
State also provides a grant of 579,200 yllan.

A second example ut provincial financing is the Second Teaching Hospital
of the Hunan Provincial College of Traditional Chinese Medicine Having 370
stall and 150 beds, it received 800,000 yuan (5480,000) from the provincial
Bureau of Public Health in 1977 It also earned 400,000 yuan in fees foi treat-
ment, drugs, and legistiation payments Must ul the hospital budget was spent
on drugs

Antlepidemic, family planning, and maternal and child health piugiams de-
scribed in chapter 12 are financed separately from 4-mauve medical care, al-
though such efforts are functionally inttgiated at the county, commune, and
production brigade levels The antiepidemic station for Shaanxi's 25 million
people has.a staff of 204. and its 1977 budget was 2 million yuan (SI 2
milli un Vaccines,accines, disinfectant diup, and the biological products accounted

a

,
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for 80 percent of its expendituies The provincial antiepidernic station tit
Guangdong Province, with approximately double the population of Shaanxi,
spent between 13 and 1 5 million yuan on vaccines and 2 million yuan on
biological products Although the total budget was not ieurted, 2 5 million
yuan seems a reasonable guess

Family Planning Costs

Family planning is instrumental to China s health and development efforts,
it receives high priority in financial planning At every level, burn the health
aide and barefoot doctor, to the Ministry of Health in Beijing, attention and.
effort are,focused on policy and implementation The system ok vigaruzation
and planning Ore discussed in chapter 13 Here we simply note some financial
observations In Guangdong Province the family planning budget was 9 million
yuan MA million) in 1.977 These funds are then appropriated to prefecture,
county, and commune levels, depending on need Fier example, the prefecture
(consisting of 2 cities and 11 counties in the piovince) makes allocations to the
courtly Xinhui County, with a population of 830,000, received 115,000 yuan
in 1977 At the beginning of each yea' the prefecture appiopriates 65,000
yuan to the county, making supplemental appropriations as needed The
county gives work reports to the prefectuie each month Two km three times a
year higher level cadres review-the budget and expenditures

Training Costs

We did not have the opportunity to pursue the cost of medical education in
China but were told at the Zhongshan Medical College in Guangzhou that the
5-year program cost 10,000 yuan (S6,000) pet student Although we did nut
confirm it, we assume this total includes a modest living stipend for the
student.

All levels of health wuikers have health naming duties Hospital personnel
assist in the continuing education of barefoot doctors, who in win teach health
aides, and all contribute-to the health education of the masses through patri
otic health campaigns, health piomotiun, and propaganda efforts There ihr nu
adequate way to estimate the cost of such efforts But much of the time
devoted to this comes from "iecreational" time of commune members, so it
must constitute only a small cost to the system

Beyond medical personnel, the largest single cost has been the twining of
barefo4.doctors. Their formal training vanes from 3 months to 1 of 2 years
There is, however, a system of continuing education that calls on the resources
of the commune hospital and mobile medical iedinb. If we conservatively esti-
mate that the average barefoot doctuitieceives 6 months ul training (including

2 1)
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1,

continuing education) and that the educational costs arL one-hall those for
medical students for a given time, the total traindisubsidy per barelout
dixtur si.uuld be 500 yuan 15300) Considering that the barefoot doctors also
train health aides, frequently plant and harvest medicinal herbs, and do a
onsiderable amount of agricultural wortZ, their productivity in relation to the

cost of their training and maintenance is impressive
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Ambulatory Care

David Mechanic
Arthiir Kleinman

Interviewing Techniques

4

[kW a medical care system is organized and when and how it islised depend
in part on the attitudes, beliefs, and illness behavior of those it serves Chinese
culture is rich in traditional conceptions of health, illness, and treatment prac
tices. Much of this heritage continues in modem China, though perhaps in
altered forms Chapter 8 describes what we learned about the persistence of
traditional practices The focus hers will be on the way people deal with
apparent illness and their use of medical facilities

M of our inflormation was obtaintd through 138 short interviews with
Oa nts It appeared to us that it might be valuable to rigorously record trifor

tion received from impromptu encounters as we visited hospitals. Following
our brief formal introduction to an institution, we would request permission to
talk with patients in the outpatient division Dr. Kleinman asked the questions
and translated Dr Mechanic recorded answers and suggested foilowup probes.
After the visit we reviewed our notes to ensure that each interview was re-,
corded as accurately as possible, filling in informption we had failed to note
and discounting responses we felt had been prompted by hospital personnel

We gathered cases by selecting benchessi each hospital and interviewing
persons on each bench consecutively until we had completed all the available
cases or exhauitedour time We gathered additional cases by observing patient.
doctor encounters and interviewing both patients and doctors For the latter
interviews we concentrated on internal giedicine and traditional Chinese
medical clinics, attempting to select cases as randomly as possible. The institu-
tkins visited were hardly random, and rye make no claims about the representi-
tive nature of the interviews We often had problems because medical personnel
who accompanied us suggested answers to patients. We also had difficulties in
translation, and there was pressure to end our interviews to attend briefings or
leave for our next deitination. By usual social science standards, these data are
very crude and unsystematic, but to use a phrase often suggested to us in China,

i we felt that "half a loaf was better than none."

N
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One point should be madellahr ut privacy and informed consent We ub
viuusly interviewed patients wit the consent of medical autholities Patients
however, were nut asked fur c sent, and some seemed Vesitant tu answer in
the presence ut our host: Fe refused, though many left the waitilarea to
avoid questioning NIthutigh h American standards our interruption of doctor
patient encounters would he unsidered a violation of privacy, medical con
solutions in China as in Mil other countnes, take plate in puhlic areas
within earshot of others In China it is customary for doctors at adjacent desks
to see patients simultaneously, and .everal patients awaiting consultations are

w often in the room as well There was never any obvious embarrassment ahuut

our presence, although women were ye:arly reluctant to discuss female coin

plaints with us It is significant that must work in maternal and child care and
family planning at the patient contact level in China is per lurmed by women,
whether twetoot doctors, midwives, (q doctors

Analysis of Patient Inteniews

Although some 01 our interviews had considerable depth. most were quite
short, and we were able to code successfully only nine pieces of information
sex, rural suburban, province, type of provider, first or repeat visit, age type ul
referral, and two major symptoms Wetned to code self medication by Western
and Chinese medicine, but it was often impossible to deteimine whether the
remedies had been previously prescribed ui were self initiated In coding, we

tried to use the categunes ul the most common symptoms or complaints listed
in the U S National Arriholatury Medical Care Survey INA,MCS1 But because
of the ditierencc in context, the small sample, and the limited degree to which
patients specified their complaints, we had to use cruder categories

The nature of our sample may reflect the types of institutions and areas we
visited Thus, if we visited pninanly commune hospitals rune province and
county hospitals in another, correlations with a particular province will reflect
the institutions we visited rather than anything particularly characteristic of
the province We have not presented data that we feel reflect the pattern vigour

Visit

01 the interviews obtained, 28 percent were in Shaanxi Province. 30 percent
in Hunan, 20 percent in Guangxi. and 23\percent in Guangdong Sixty one
percent Were conducted in facilities we defined as curt and 39 percent in
facilities defined as suburban rural The interviews in Shaanxi (in the Xi'an
ma) and Guilin tin Guangxi) were coded as subui ban rural' Of the patients
interviewed. 57 percent were men, 38 percent women, and the rest infants or
children whose sex was not specified' Twelve percent of all interviews were
obtained in traditional Chinese hospitals and 12 percent in traditional Chinese
clinics in commune and county hospitals An additional 49 percent of the

32
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interviews took place in commune huspuals, and 20 percent in county hos
pitals Only 7 percent of the t terviews were ubtained'in production brigade
health stations, despite our ed efforts to maximue this pan @I the
sample

In 29 percent of the cases, patients were self-relerred to the hospital and m

15 percent a referral had been made by a barefoot doctor In 5' percent we

could riot prec'iselv determine the referral sequence Some ot the sett referred/
patients had bypassed the barefoot doctor Others were ta%tury workers,
cadres, or local residents, whu used the institutional outpatient departments as

their -usual source of can In 49 percent of the cases, the encounter was the
first for the condition in 3iiestiun tor 25 percent a reisit was invoked Re
could make no adequate determination for r percent ut the respondents Re
had the impressiun that many respondents were misreporting age, which was
commonly oven in round numbers (50, 60, etc ) some women seemed reluc-
tant to furnish this information Many patients luuked much older than the
ages cited, but this observation may, reflect our own Has rather than the
reality Fifteen percent reported ages of 14 or less 30 percent were between 15
and 30. 30 percent between 31 and 50 L'O percent 51 or over in 4 percent of
the cases we fadid to obtain the information

Table 1 lists pnmary presenting complaints Table 2 shows their combina-
tion fur the purpose of cross-tabulatiun analysis, and the4cundary complaint

TABLE I Pnmary Presentmg Symptoms or Complaints

Cold . 141 1G 1
Abdominal and stomach pain 1305. 9 4
Pan or swelling ot muscialoskek t al system 11 8 0
Headache 9 as 65
Ganntn, upset stomach entesins, nr +.110.1 pain 8 58
Cough 7 5

Lye problems 6 43
bronchitis 5 36
Arthntu 5 36
Skin untatiorts or reactions 5 36
Rounds of skin or trauma 5 36
Diarrhea 5 36
Physical exam, checkup, or family planning adsice 4 29
Tooth problem 4 29
Palpitations 3 22
110 blood pressure 3 22
Heart symptoms 3 22
I emale complaints 3 22
Asthma 3 22
Sputum or phlegm Ipurulent) 2 4
Sore throat 2 4
`seurasthema or mental h< alth problem 2 4
Depression
Ilepat IS

p 2

2

4
4

017111Ing 2 4
OtfICI complgants 10 2
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As table 2 shows,ktost presenting complaints are fur common and retarrent
problems Because must interviews tuyk place in the mithem part 01 China
during summer, the frequency of gastrointestinal problems is not surArising
This category :"Jccuunted lor one fifth ul all cases mule than we would have
anticipated Colds and muscuioskektal discomfort (particularly back 'fraini
were frequent The secondary complaints were fairly consistent with the pri-
mary ones, although relatively more were in jhe categories of headache and
lever, and neurasthenia This is in part a result of the way the data were coded.
For example, patients reporting sure throats might also report headaches and
fever, the sure throat was coded as the pnrnary symptom and the Lever as t.11C.
secondary symptom'

The Final column lists \AMCS 1976 summary data for pattcntx visiting a
sample ul office based physicians Patients seen in hospital outpatient depart
ments ur health centers are not included, as they are in the Chinese data In the

TAB 2 Priiniuy' and Secondary Presenting Complaints iReategonzed) As
red U S NAional Ambulatory Niedocal Care Surrey,

Abdominal and stomach distress
diarrhea,gastritis enteritis
vomiting

( old, sore throat c *Ugh
Paul or sweihrik of
rnusculaskele Lid system or
reported taints

Headache and or fever
Skin irritations or wounds
or shight trauma'

Heart problems. palpitations
hilt blood pressure

Pneumorua, asthma bronchitis
chtstvcomplants

Neurasthenia, depression,
anxiety, ,?eneralized multiple
complaints disturbance of
skep*

Eye problems
I ollowup care, progress
visits

Others
No symptom reported

PrImtry
Complaint

SecordarN
ompiamt

Perctni of
°ince visits,

S 19'6*

29 21 15, 11 5

25 18 9 .
is

16 12 4 3 13

143 7 16 12 3

Iii , I 1 b'

9 7 2

9 7 6 4 4

6 4 11 8 5

6 4 5

14
17 L2 2 9 13

64 . 46 2 /

*1976 National Ambulatory Medical Cart Survey Based on data to the
authors from the S National Center for Health Statistics.
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S survey the phy Skid!) completed a form fur a sample of patient consulta-
tions. recording .kn the patient s own words the principal problems, complaints.,
or symptoms that led to the visit Although these data have not been pub.
fished, the National Center fur Health Statistics provided us with a printout ot
the entire clistnbution of symptom code estimates tor the L S population We
wed to cuinbine them In a way that resembles the classification tit Chinese
data as closely as, possible but have only partially succeeded Fur example. 14
percent ut the NA51CS visits are for fulluwup care and progress visits, but in
the Chinese data we coded the complaint regardless of whether it was for 1.1111121

folluwup care Also, in combining categories in the NAMCS data, we used
many estimates based on very small sample sizes, possibly distorting the cate-
genes to some degree The two data sets, however, give us a rough comparison
ot patients in the two countnes

If fulluwup care and prug,ress visits are e4cluded, there is some similarity in
the relative frequency of different types of complaints The Chinese sample
reports considerably more abdominal and stumacb distiess but colds, sore
throats, and complaints of the musculoskeletal system are very high on both
lists Considenng the larger Proportion of other' symptoms and follow up are
in the N AN1CS, it seems apparent that the proportion of mental health prob-
lems and 'visits relating to the eye are more common in the American sample
Reported heart problems appear tube more common in the Chinese sample

Relationship Between Presenting Symptoms and Other %enables

One obvious issue is the extent to which profiles of illness varied by the
type ot facility we visited Certainly the logic ot an organized system would
argue that as one proceeds to more sophisticated and complex aistitunons, the
senousness anenrnplexity of illness should increase However, as we nutect
earlier, all the institutions we visite* took sume responsibility fur pnmary care

in their immediate catchment areas In any case there appeared to be a great
deal of self referral to all institutions Given the sample size, be types of
facilities, and 10 symptom codes, the sample size m any cross-classification is
very small, su we will review only the most obvious differences Even these are
based on all too tew cases and are no more than suggestive

The must general observation is that the entire span of illness was dealt with
at all levels of care County hospitals, fur example, treated more colds and sure
throats, relative to other illness, than any provider other than the barefoot
dock; Some illnesses, however, were treated at some institutions more cum-
mo than at utheis Fur example. most psychulupcal problems we identified
w e treated at traditional Chinese medical clinics in commune and county
ospitais Although only 4 percent of all complaints were In this category, 24

percent of the patients interviewed in traditional clinics in these types ot
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hospitals had such primary tumplaints Similarly, although 8 percent of iden
tilted secondary symptoms were in this category, 35 percent of patients in
traditional cluitcs reported comparable symptoms This was in sharp contrast
to the traditional.< hinese ht;spital, which had nu more complaints ul this kind
than the sample as a. whole Interviews with patients and hospital personnel
suggest that dut.tors in int nil medicine and other specialties referred patients
with psychulugical prublems, a cll as patients with chronic pain tor intracta
ble chronic rllnus to the Chinese medicine clinics in the hospitals Traditional
Chinese hospitals, in contrast, were integrated into the local systems of care
and had gtntral medical cure responsibilities fur the localities they served
Patients who come to these hospitals with d wide range of complaints probably
prefer traditional Chinese medico.' treatment '

There were also some other fairly distinctive differences Although there
were few cases In our barefoot doctor sample, there was a clear over
representation or colds and sore thro:Its, skin problems and slight trauma
Musculoskeletal problems and reported arthritis were treated mute commonly
in traditional Chinese hospitals and in such clinics in commune and county
hospitals Gastrointestinal problems were found must commonly in county
hospitals, constituting 37 percent of all reported primary presenting CUM-
plaints m contracts Ii 21 percent of the sample as a whole

Although there woe some differences in presenting complaints among men
and women then were nut great Men more Irequenth presented colds, sore
throats and gastrointestinal complaints women were more likely to report
heart problems musculuskeletal prublems.aithrius, psychological problems,
and chest plublems Sea was nut related in any appreciable degree to the type
of referral UT the type uf provider However, we interviewed ielattvely more
men in rural area and more women in rural suburban are It is impossible to
ricer tam whether this is simply an artifact of the places visited and our pro
cedures or whether a reflect> differences in illness behavior patterns by sea in
rural dled$ Relatively mule of the pren were making first visits to the facility in
which they were interviewed, while the wurnen more commonly were making
ICAISILS Also, mors<ul the male patients were younger 153 percent of men were
30 yeas 01 less as compared with 34 percent of the women), while more ul the
women were 51 years or more (28 percent versus 15 Percent)

In general, symptom profiles were similar in rural and rural suburban areas
The rural subui ban patients reported relatively more heart problems, headaches
and fever, and -psychological problems, and fewer gastrointestinal problems

flthough eye problems woe reported exclusively rural eleas, thn is because
we interviewed must uf the eye patients in a single ophthalmology outpatient
department clinic in a rural area In the rural suburban areas, a larger prupor
lion of patients were referred to hospitals by barefoot doctors, i the rural
areas more were self referred In more than hall the cases, we could not get

A adequate referral Infutmatiun to use the responses, so this finding is based on
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only 60 cases In rural areas, many cases were first visits, and more of, the
patients were ages 30 ur younger (51 percent versus 37 percent) It is not clear
whether the excess of initial visits is due to the large' sample ul men in rural
areas or the distinctive characteristics of rural areas

In the 60 cases for which we had adequate information to classify respond-
ents on type of referral, only one-third of the patients reported referral by
barefoot doctors Self refeiral was most likely to occur at county hospitals and
traditional Chinese hospitals, and least likely its occur, at traditional Chinese
clinics in commune ur county hospitals As indicated earlier, these units tend
to iecerve ieferrals from other hospital departments for certain types of com-
plaints Some rough indication of the logic of refeiral can be gleaned Irvin data
indicating the proportion of first visits to revisits One would assume that
referral hospitals would see more first visits, and the data support this Al-
though 67 percent of cotinty hospital patients and 53 percent of commune
hospital patients were first visits for the condition, only 30 percent of the
patients seeing barefoot doctors were first visits In contrast, only 19 percent
of the patients at traditional Chinese hospitals and 41 percent of the patients in
traditional clinics in commune and county hospitals were fist visits These data
are consistent with the profiles of symptoms and our Impressions of the way
these varying facilities are used

There was some relationship betwyn age and the f ity used Although 20
percent of the sample were 51 yearslpf age or older, y 11 percent of the
county hospital patients were in this age group Als , patients ages 36 or
younger were less likeIR to be seen in traditional Chinese clinics in commune
and county hospitals While 46 percent of the sample were in this age group,
only 29 percent of patients seen in such clinics were in a comparable age group

Both patients who were referred by barefoot doctors and those who re-
ferred themselves were predominantly initial visits (85 percent) In contrast,
only 21 percent of the patients fur whom we did not obtain adequate referral
data were first visits These patients were older on the avetage and more likely
tu have serious chronic illness Foi example, they complained more lreqtAntb
of heart, chest, and musculoskeletal problems, and arthritis They were con-
siderably less likely to complain of acute problems such as gastrointestinal
upsets and colds We suspect that this group of patients is a more apptopnate
'client group for these refeiral institutions Our difficulty in clearly char-
acterizing their refeirals into care is a product of their more complex patterns
of use

.
Patients making revisits were ulder than other respondents (71 percent as

compared with 50 percent in the sample as a whole) Such patients were more
likely to complain of musculuskeletal problems and aithnus, chest problems,
and eye problems. The profile of symptoms by age uffeis few surprises Chil-
dren have more skip problems and slight riauma Children and young adults up

3s1
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(to age 30 complain mure frequently of colds and sore throats and gastro-
intestinal distress Those in the middle adult working years, ages 31 to SO,
disproportionately repuit musculuskeletal problems Older patients are most
likely to report chest problems

SelfCare

Although we were unable to gather any systematic information un self'
medication in our patient sample, our impression was that well under half of
the patients interviewed admitted to the piactice Fur eltainple, at the Xinhui
County People's Hospital in Guangdong, only 5 of 14 patients interviewed had
used self medication for their present complaints At the Yanan Commune
Hospital in the same county, only twu of eight patients admitted using self-
treatment These findings contrast strikingly with research reportsibf selfcare
among Chinese m Taiwan, where more than 90 percent of 9,ase...episodes
received selftereatment (3) The difference probably reflects, in part, the
hospital based setting of ow interviews and the fact that officials and medical
personnel accompanying us tended to deny the importance of self-care and
sometimes seemed to transmit a 'negative view of it to our informants This
doubtless discouraged some patients from disclosing then actual practices

In other Chinese societies (Hong Kong, Taiwan, overseas Chinese commu-
mties in the United States), diet and special foodshave been found to be more
frequently used in the self treatment of illness than medicaments This inierence
was supported in our five inforibal, unscheduled visits to production teams
unaccompanied by officials or interpreters

During those visits, fir Kleinman casually asked 25 30 family members about
self-care practices, generall as part of polite conversation Twenty-twoAt
answered that when they were I they routinely used self treatment, i e , herbs,
medicines bought from State pharmacies, diet, and special foods Such treat
ment, they reported, includes balancing "hot' and cold" qualities of the body
that had been unbalnced by illness, eating special soups containing ginger,
garlic, and other traditional medicinal spices, and drinking Infusions of local
herbs to correct problems with yuilyang (hot/cold) or the circulation of qi
(vital energy) in the body

Neither these informants, nor those interviewed during our official visits to
medical facilities of several peasants' homes, admitted to a belief in the influ-

bence of gods, ghosts', Ur ancestors on health and health care. None said they
consult spint-mediums, fortune tellers, or other traditional Chinese folk
healers, who reportedly either no longer practice or practice only in remote
areas" Our informants insisted that sacred illness beliefs and practices are held
and performed only by certain old people who continue to believe in 'super-
stitions" On the other hand, some of our infovnants admitted to beliefs in
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fengshut (geomancy) and its in guence on the fate of thev health So, although
certain secular (naturalistic) folk beliefs continue in China, re saw no indica-
tions of sacred or supernatural folk beliefs and practices But our sample was
extremely small, and we spent little tune with peasant families, so this observa-
tion should be treated with great caution It may well be that sacred folk
healing, because it is the object of official ciiticism and suppression, survives as
a 'hidden" local practice Only field research in rural areas of China or inter-.
views with large numbers of refugees in Hong Kong can determine this

We were told repeatedly, however, that whereas former itinerant herbalists
often are trained to be barefoot doctors, there are no instances of former
sacred folk healers (shamans, priests, ritual experts) receiving such training
None of the barefoot doctors or health aides we interviewed reported having
sacred folk healing backgrounds So it would appear that while certain indig-
enous secular practitioners (e g', Chinese-style doctors) are legitimated to prac- r
tice and others are ietramed to perform modern paramedical functions,ur.ted
folk practitioners have been suppressed and are not used as a resource from
which to select and train modern health care providers

At several of the production brigades we visited, barefoot doctors noted
that mifang (secret knowledge of herbs and other theiapeutk remedies) had
been criticized as a relic of the old society and had been converted to "public
folk knowledge" that makes use of empirically effective local herbs and other
folk therapies for the entire community Not only do the barefoot doctog,....
collect this inforiation, they also share it with production brigade members
for home use Similarly, Chinese -style doctors (zhungyi sheng) at two of the
traditional medicine hospitals we visited and in several Chinese medicine clinics
in county hospitals stressed the importance of tapping mifang as a store of
unpublished Chinese medical prescriptions They said it could make an impor-
tant contnbution to the contemporary development of Chinese medicine
Several Chinese-style doctors told s of their attempts to collect =fang and
examine the practical clinical unlit of the remedies These and other issues
elating to traditional medicine are dts ssed in chapter 8

We obtained further information self-care in conversations with inter-
preters, drivers, hotel employees, an embers of local gioups we visited, most
of whom were urban cadres The eople said they hesitate to consult doctors
routinely unless they have a seri s health pioblem or their children are sick,
mainly 'because of the time and inconvenience involved In visiting health
facilities Three fourths of these casual infoimants asserted that they routinely
treat illness by going to local pharmacies to buy medicines that they believe
will be effective of that the pharmacists recommend They also use Western,--
and Chinese medicines kept in the home, They consult a doctor only when
such self-treatment is ineffective or the disorder is thought to be serious

In Nanning we walked into a well-stocked local pharmacy and leained that
anyone can buy antibiotics, injectable medicines, or a wide range of other
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medicaments without prescription 'Both Chinese and Western drugs are sold
The pharmacist repeatedly inquired about um health and indicated a willing-
ness to suggest appropriate medication She told us that she routinely advises
clients which medicines to try atter listening to their complaints Hence in
urban Chinese settings, the pharmacy would seenito be an impoitant source 01
healthcare, muclrisit is in most Asian and many Western cities

Another point about self care is worth noting because it allows tor aninter
esting cross-societal comparison We asked two of our interpreters in Guilin,
students at Amoy University in Fujian the province from which most Taiwanese
trace their ancestry if children m Amoy still wear hu-a (magic charms), as
De Groot had reported at the turn of the century and as Taiwanese children in
Taiwan still do We were told that many wear thtcharms to protect their health
and prevent disease But the few remaining tang-Ai (sliamans)tand sten-
sm-ma (wise women whu practice healing rituals), who formerly were as
numerous in Amoy as they arc in Taiwan, are strongly discouraged from
practice

At the Guangxi Nationalities Institute a college in Nanning, Dr Kleinman
interviewed three stdcighnts from 2 (Zhuang and Yao) of the 11 minority ethnic
groups in Guangm Alt ough these students were acculturated to the dominant
Ilan onentatiun, what little we learned is worth reporting because virtually no
information has been available about these groups The students reported that
simunans and other sacred folk healers, one numerous, are now much lewer
number and arc actively discouraged Nom practicing Traditional illness beliefs
and practices are common among the older population, especially in the more
remote regions These too are discouraged as superstitions associated with
the failings of prerevolutionary society that need to give way to modern scien-
tific medical ideas The only indigenous therapeutic interventions currently
sanctioned are local medicinal herbs, which peasants are instructed to use
according to modern empirical, rather than traditional symbolic, guidelines

'04

Psychological and Psychosocial Factors in Ambulatory Care

In all medical Laic systems, illness serves as an important and legitimate way
to *educe huidensomc hfe situations 01 plSillY personal failures In Western
systems it has been estimated that a significant proportion of patients seek
physicians because ut symptoms associated with psychusocial problems De
pending on cultural patterns, these patients may often openly acknowledge
psychological distress of express it through vague somatic complaints or
physiological concomitants %f anxiety an1j4epiessiun Given the pervasiveness
of such problems, it Ls 'applupnate to ask hoviite-rnedical care system in rural
China relates to psychosocial difficulties of peasant life )(Chaplet I5 deals with
psychiatric practices in China )
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Life for the average peasant has impioved a great deal, but it is still a hard
life requinng good health, eneigy, and luck Undoubtedly there are many
psychosocial prublems in families, teams, and bnydes Household income de-
pends on work points earned by family members n the rural areas there are
few acceptable excuses fur able-bodied workers not do their share of the
work There is nu sick leave, sickness insurance, or disability payments The

?lc only exceptrtm is work- related accidents A huusehuld member who fails to
meet work ubligations seduces the earning uf the household and thus increases
the burden on uthers So there must be great pressure to carry one's share of
the effort, 4

*
Sickness, even without compensation, is an ac...eptable excuse It is more

kkely to elicit sympathy and concern than condemnation frum family and
neighbors The sick role is thus an important way to relieve tension and to
smooth relations The production brigade health station pruv ready access

to care Chinese traditional medicine also provides both e theoretical basis
and the treatments necessary to encourage a person to return tu work in a
face-saving way It was t_ efure not surprising that many patients we inter-
viewed had vague and u wiled stomach complaints Many who suffered
from depression, &ninety, and a %randy of psychophysiological maladies
(typically diagnosed as neurasthenia) were more commonly seen in the train-
tionalhinese clinic . .

Ilnderstanding how such complaints are expressed and managed requires
understanding of Chinese culture In China the maintenance and restuiatiun uf
interpersonal ielktiuriships is a central theme, and an introspective unentatiun
is discouraged [I] Furthermore, mental illness traditionally has been highly
stigmatized (and this apparently has persisted) The Chinese thus do not have
an elaborate psychological vocabulary to characterize the quality of their dis-
tress, and negative emotions appeal to be muted ur suppressed [3,4] Instead,
distress seems to be expressed with somatic complaints lathe' than in terms ul

.
depression or anxiety 12,51.

In our interviews we heard frequent repurts of vegetative symptoms, which
$n Western cultures are usually associated with a diagnusis tit depression, It was
cleat from ou? zritemews that such patients were commonly diagnosed as
having newasthenia, and that they were more frequently referred or referred
themselves to a traditional Chinese medical clinic Some examples of such
syndromes, then inteipretatiun, and their management in nunpsychiatric set-
tings are discussed below (Clarice s uf neurasthenia as they [elate tu,American
and Chinese conceptions of dug sis are discussed in chapter IS }Wag

In the Luancun Cummune I spital, we ubseived doctor- patient Intel& nuns
in the Chinese medical clinic The duck,' staffing this clinic had received both
Westein and_tiaditiunal naming but heated patients only with herbal medica-
tion We saw consultations with a 5I-year-old motto, and her 22-year-old
unmarred daughter The daughter had many plesermplaints back pain,
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headaches, breathing difficulty, and pour appetite The mother reported that
the daughter did not want to du anything and felt out of sorts all the time, she
did not work in the house and did not have the energy to do outside work The
mother described her daughter's symptoms as huoqi da (excessive internal hot
energy)'1 The girl was obviously depressed When we questioned her, she re-
ported depressed affect and sleep disturbarre, with early morning awakening
She had begun to Teel this way at age 18 when she graduated trom middle
school but could not trace her feelings to any personal or social difficulties
When we asked what she thought the problem might be, she dented any illness
and said she had been brought to the clink, by her mother and the barefoot

*doctor- We asked her what might make her better, and she answered that it
there were "peace in the family" she would be better Possible family strife was
not pursued in any way by the doctor He explained that she had a Chinese
illness due to an imbalance of yin and yang Although he acknowledged her
hysteria and depression, hOrndicated that the girl.had a physical illness that
must be treated with herbs, and he wrote an elaborate herbal prescription

The mother, who was later treated by the same doctor, but independently of
her daughter, complained of trole with eating, a burning sensation in her
stomach, and a feeling of wanting to throw up She also reported headaches,
cough, and occasional stomach pains, but had no problem with her chest or
heart She also reported that when she went to work she felt lack of energy,
fogginess in her head, and tiredness in her legs In response to the doctor's
question, she indicated that she was not sure whether she had a "hot" or a
"cold" constitution. The doctor on "reading" her pulse reported it as "high,
strong, and fast In response to our fullowup questions, the mother reported
feeling somewhat depressed but said her illness was not the same as her
daughter's, though it was made worse by her daughter s illness She reported
that 11 people in her faintly, including 5 children, a mother, and an aunt, lived
in four rooms amid constant noise and turmoil She had the feeling that she

i"couldn't work with" the problems in her family.
It would he presumptuous of us, given so little information and the possi

'Any of misunderstandings, to analyze these cases or to,attrtbute any general
significanbe to the importance of the particular comments made Some obser-
vations, however, are so conststenk with many of our other observations and
interview's that we can suggest them with considerable confidence

II Mogi da has a precise technical meaning of pat hophysiologital change in traditional
Chinese medical theory But among Chinese patients it has been found to sigrufy weak

'nes& malaise, tack of energy, and symptoms located either in the mouth (Bad taste, sore
gums, thick tongue)pr in the upper abdomen (a sensation of gastric burning or fullness)
In patient usage it also frequently conveys a disturbed emotional state, including vita
tlitY.clysphona.Or general emotional upset 131
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First of all, at no time did we observe doctors pursuing psychosocial prob-
lems of patients to assess or manage complaints, although they readily seemed
to recognize "neurastheniaand hysterical complaints At no time, either in
assessing the patient or in treatment, were psychosocial issues seen as relevant
These complaints were always dealt with as evidence of a physical disease
Although doctors in the Chinese medical clinic used traditional concepts to
explain the condition and Western trained doctors viewed the complaints as
evidence of neurological disease, the treatment always involved some torts of
direct medication, never any explurauun of possible nonphysical influences
We have no way to assess the extent to which such issues are taken up in the
context of the tamely ur production team, nor cicowe know whether cnticism
or small group influences may he used to mediate psychosocial stress. Neither
can we assess the, population ul problem types that these referrals come from
and the way they might relate to other psychosocial problems that are not
referred What seems clear is that the medical system, for whatever reason,
chooses to ignore the psychonial dimensions of these consultations As our
data analysis indicated, there seems to be a dependence on the Chinese tradi
clonal clinic more than on internal medicine in dealing with this type of condi
non. Given Chinese culture and the problems of managing psychosocial issues,
we are not in a position to assess whether the dominant response is appropriate
or inappropnate

During the same clinic session we saw a doctor consult with a 34-year-old
man who complained of weakness, tiredness, back pain, and a constant feeling
of anxiety He also reported some depression, a poor appetite, and sleep dis-
turbance with early morning awakening. The patient reported having troubles
with other People He thought he had neutastherna We observed patients with
similar problems at all levels of care

For example, in the Western-style county hospital in Taoyuan County in
Hunan we interviewed a 25-year-old woman who reported a variety of com-
plaints for "long years More recently the had a feeling of dizziness and
developed palpitations when feeling tense She denied any affective symptoms
She reported that she had three children and much work to do Recently she
felt her heart rate quicken m response to her feeling that there was too much
work for her to do She had been treated regularly by the barefoot doctor with
both Western and traditional medicines and acupuncture She was told that her
symptoms could be helped but not cured
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Hospital Care
w

Richard C Reynolds

r Commune ur county hospitals, both of which have large outpatient clIIIICS,
receive patients dilectly as lamed (tom the production thigade health station
staffed by barefoot doctors, health aides, and midwives We observed inpatient
vale in sevetal commune and county hospitals. Breaking into small groups, we
visited hospital wards and outpatient k. iS to talk with public health and
preventive medicnie (antlepidemic) per n 1

Medical care in Mild emphasizes provision of easily accessible, inexpensive
ambulatory cart. But duiing our hospital rounds we saw a number of patients
whose illnesses by our standaids did not lequae hospitalization ur whose stage
of convalescence suggested that the ordinary tune of discharge had already
passed.

Chinese physicians in county and commune hospitals routinely emphasized
the blending ut Chinese tiaditional and Westein medicine fin the benefit of

, patients. It was common to see a patient m a hospital receiving a locally made.
intravenous infusion of herbs with simultaneous doses of penicillin and tetra-
cycline, .

Commune hospitals serve comm unities with populations of 15.000 to 50,000
and usually have 1540 beds and a staff rangingfit/in 25 to 50, of whom approxi-
mately one-child ale doctors In commune hospitals most ductursare of middle-

. level grade. which means they graduated fiorn a 3 -year school immediately after
plum high school Larger county hospitals, which serve appioximately one-
half million people in 10-15 communes, are staffed by a preponderance of
physicians who. af Lei graduating from senior middle school. attended a 5-year
medical school comparable in Avurriculum to US medical schools

On our visit to Luancun Commune Hospital. we made rounds with a staff
phy clan, After graduating Born middle Se600l (equivalent to out junior high
sch 11 in 1962, she had taken a 6 -year couise in medical school (now abbre-
viated to 5 years). graduating in 1968 She was fast assigned to a larger county
hospital and in 1972 moved to this commune hospital. The fust patient she
presented to us was s, 64 -yeas old Woman with hypertensive caarovasculai

rdisease The patient hal been admitted to the hospital with a blood pressure of
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1803I 10. chest pain, and an electrucaidiogram Co with changes said to t4e
compatible with an acute myocardial infarction The patient was then tree of
pain and nu lunges short of breath her blood pressure was 140 90 Her hus
petal record listed three I KG's that showed the evolution of an acute anterior
myocardial iniarclion The patient in the adjoining bed was a 14 year old gir'
described by the physician as having acute rheumatic Lever Auscultation u?the
chest was Nj to2 Med by One ul our delegation members, who noteda diastolic
murmur at the base of the heart and an irregular rhy tti,m that he thought was
caused by frequent premature ventricular cuntractiort;s The physician con
turned this interpretation of the heart murmur but suggested that the patient
had a first degree heart block and that the extra heart beats resulted from
premature atrial contractions (which were present on the EKG)

Vie saw several oihri4 patients including a 63 year-old woman with rheu-
matic heart disease, heart ladure and chronic headaches She was receiving
herbal medicines for her headaches and a digitalis preparation for heart failure
A 44year old male, a cadre from one of the production brigades, had been
,itimitted to the hospital with a blood pressure of 180 110 He received corn
bfned traditiorfal and Western medicines (including reserpine) and his blood
pressUre was now I 0 100 None 01 his symptoms would warrant hospitaliza
tion by our standards

We were tavurabl}, impressed by this physician She knew the history and
clinical details of each of her patients When we looked at the patient records
our tmerpretation of EKG's and .lab data corroborated her comments She
appeared comfortable with both Western and traditional medicine her pa-
tients, from our brief perusal, always seemed to lecekve appropriate Western
medicine for their ailments, along with traditional medicines

After rounds we met with the entire staff. whom we questioned about
hospital services In county and commune hospitals there is no loud service
Outpatients, many of whom are in attendance at the climes for most of the
day, receive only water Seriously ill hospitalited patients ale tended by mem
bers of the fanjAy, Who provide/food for the patient Obviously, there is no
attempt at dairary manipulation Patients eat soh t they can ul whatever food
is brought in

During the discussion with the personnel of Luapcun Commune Hospital we

were introduced to an internist cardiologist, a senior physician from the staff
of Van Municipal Hospital Unmarried and without family she personified
the cumvutmerit of medical personnel hum the large municipal husplials and
medical schools to serve the people of China This is usually dune by assigning
sen r personnel to the countryside. where they nut only serve the rural people
but alsu help diffuse medical knowledge from the large urban centers to the
heal sionals serving the people residing in the countryside

At no tim m either commune or county hospitals did we see a medical
,record library Records of outpatient vistis are written by physicians on small
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scraps of paper and given to the patients Patients ale responsible tor carrying
their own records to the barefoot doctors at theprtgade health station or to
physicians at the hospital Unlortunately, this seldom happens we rarely saw
any patients with their records Hospital records were available for cuttent
Inpatients, but we saw no records of earlier admissions

Little attention is given to the privacy of patients This bothered no one but
........us one clinic physician even thought that the observing patients wire able 10

learn twat the stories ut other patients illnesses In the hospital wards there is
a similar lack ut concern for privacy There are several patients in each room
Each is assigned to a small bed, usually covered with only a thin pallet there
are no curtains or partitions between the beds Again interviews and exam
mations were openly performed as tar as we could ascertain to no one s
discontent -

To observers from the Ur hied States Oleic are striking differences in the
buildings and equipment in Chinese hospitals The hospitals are dark, meagerly
furnished, and simply constructed in some hospitals we saw only one rang
cram and one centrifuge Although laboratory equrprRent was sparse and
X ray equipment was of an early vintage there was, nevertheless a tidiness ant
precision about the technical work being dune at the local commune and
county hospitals

Many of the hospital outpatient clinics for either adults or children had nu,
otoscupes In fact. it any wire present, they were said to be in the ear, nose.
and throat clinics, num which other physicians could obtain an instrument
This same observation had been made by a member of our delegation during a
visit to Chini5 years ago. Chinese physicians are nut unaware Lit the need to
examine the ears of their patients, but the lack of otoscopes exemelifies akk

atur conceptual difference between the development of Chinese medicine
strict 1949 and medicine as it is practiced in Western countries The Chinese
have focused their resources un solving problems of access and avartabdity of
health care They have emphasued public health and preventive medicine for
the masses of people They have eschewed creature comforts seen in modern
U S hospitals and avoided health technologies that would compete fur re

sources The question remains whether they can introduce some needed tech
nology into the existing system

The fact that the Chinese economy could nut afford a semblance of the
technology we are accustomed to and the presence of an already existing
traditional system of health care favored by rural Chinese provided us with
many paradoxes as we reviewed health care in Chinese hospitals In Heng
Guilty flea' Nanning in Guangxi we visited a county hospital of 145 beds,
which has q0,000 outpatient visits and 4,00() admissions a year The hospital
has a staff of 136. with 26 doctors and 57 other health professionals (nurses,
technicians. pharmacists) This hospital serves as a focus fur health services to
the surrounding countide at a given time 1015 percent of the stall is in
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nearby commune hospitals and brigade stations, where they provide direct
patient care and on thevb training tor the barefoot doctor

The and administrator of the Heng County Hospital emphasised their at
tempts to unity Western and traditional medicine and the good results from
this combined treatment Between 1971 and 1977 they reported 'curing
without surgery 640 patients with acute abdominal pain Nearly 2001ractures
had been treated with short splints In the same period they had used acu
puncture anesthesia on 5'0 patients and herbal anesthesia on 445 patients

We visited teceral sections of the hospital In the obstetrics gy necology
department do e were greeted by a woman ductui who responded confidently
and knowledgeably to d series of questions

"Are there any hemorrhoids among pregnant women""
"Sometimes, but they are uncommon'

, "Fibroids"
"The mosiscommon tumor we see
"Premature babies"
"Not many a 3 percent incidence
"Twins.'"
"One to 2 percent tit all deliyeries "
"How many babies die in the first 2 wet's\
"I 2 peri:ent per thousand
"How many in the first year"
"I 9 percent per thousand (These statistics refer urdy to thts hospital's

experience.)

"Who delivers at the hospital'"
"There is nu selection Most deliveries are at the commune hospitals and

brigade health stations First babies usually are delivered at the brigade
stations, the difficult deliyeries being sent to the commune hospital Any
woman in (he county may have her baby at the county hospital. but she has to
pay tor it

"Breast feeding"
"Yes, breast 'ceding is done by the great majority of mothers and they do

so for I year"
"Do you remember any patients with respuatury disease in the newborn''
"Yes, live with pneumolia in the lust 24 hours (period of-time not

stated)" To her knowledge (here wean° patterns with diabetes

On the internal medicine wards we saw d 45-yeat-old male who had been in
the hospital 2 days with a history of uppci gastrointestinal bleeding, abdominal
pain, and black stools The attending physician desuabed a hard, irregular man
on the surface of the ItYer extending into the left upper abdomen Lerrupra-
clavicular nudes were piesent, and anemia was fluted, Piesumptive diagnosis

48.
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losas hepatoms ut the lett lobe ut the liver or gastric carcinoma Onc ot us
examined the paftent and confttmed the pallor the irregular, har masa 19 the
lett upper quadrant ut the abdomen and the small but dermitels enlarged
ly rhph nudes abuse the left clavicle The doctor planned to do liver function
tests, and a (ol series/and barium enema The patient had been well wiorked up
and knowledgeably presented

On the surgical ward we were shown a Soong man who had been4dmitted 9
dales earlier with a pertorated appendix and peritonitis On arrisar at the hos-
pital, 48 hours after the onset it illness, he-had a blood, pressure of 90 60 a

finer ot 39' C 1102' F) and et white blood count ot 13,500 Since then he had
been treated dady. with penicillin 400 000 units streptomscin I .gram and
intr.a(enous tetracycline. I gram This treatment would continue for 15 to 20
daCs Several members ut our goup examined the patient Thes found marked
rebound tenderness in the right lower quadrant ofthe abdom,kindithe sug
gestion 01 a mass The patient was stdI very sick and must likely had an
appendiceal abscess In the Limed States he probably would have had mime
diate surgery to dram, the abscess In time this patient may represent however
one ot their "cures" ot abdominal pain without surgery

A I 3-year old boy was seen on the pediatric service He had already been in
the hospital for 5 days with bloody diarrhea and fever lie was toxic and
seriously ill The presumptirr diagnosis was necrutizing enteritis and he was
being 'treated with intravenous tetracycline No stool cultures had been done
We had no idea whether this patient had typhrdid or some other fulminating
bacillary dysentery It was unclear how his fluid replacement was being man
aged We could only lope that whatever his illness was, it would respond to the
tetracycline

Altogether we visited four countr, hospitals, one traditional count5, hospital,
and six commune hospitals The brier patient histories presented here represent
a mixture of professional care of high quality and a confusing blend of Western
medicine which we understood and traditional medicine with which we were
unfamiliar Despite the simple budilirgs, the lack of available technology, and
the absence ut die tery services and medical records the.tkatients received atte
tive thotighttul, and personal care Considering the economy and the late
numbers ot people in hina the existence of a health care system tha

%accessible to all frir both ambulatory and hospital care is in itself truly remark
able
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Barefoot Doctors

Everett M Rogers

China's rural health are system incorporates more health and family plan-
ning paraprofessionals than that of any other country Among these, the key.
person is the barefoot doctor I At the time of our visit, there were an esti-
mated 1 8 million barefoot doctors, augmented by 4 2 million health aides and
midwives World attention has focused on the barefoot doctor, and during the
19'0's the concept was introduced in Bangladesh, Botswana, Colombia,
Indonesia, Iran. Nepal, the Philippines, and Thailand (table 1)

Curiosity about the barefoot doctor has been stimulated by the term itself,
causing Dr Bernard Bere Ison, a former World Population Council president, to
wonder, whether there would be so much Western interest in barefoot doctors
if they had been called ANM'sauxiliary nursemidwives, the term used for a
somewhat similar role in the Indian health system

This chapter a an effort to dispel the myths about barefoot doctors, to
describe their origins, responsibilities, training, supervision, and relationships to
those they serve, and to assess their strengths and weaknesses It d based on
what we already knew, together with observations of their work, and inter-
views during our visit.

How the System Began

Understanding the development of the barefoot doctor innovation and the
closely related concept of cooperative medical service a essential to compre-
hending how the Chinese health and bipth planning system works. On the eve

of the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao ?-edong issued his June 26 (1965)

Of

1"Baretoot" tchtisoo) In the expression cht/ieo.yishate (barefoot doctor) is used to
emphasize that these Individuals are tint of all peasant, who often work barefoot in the
rice Beide of South China), who also perform certain health duties. In the latter rok they lb

usually, aka! shock
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Barefoot Doctors 45

duective criticizing the Ministry tit HeaRh and demanding that greater men
Lion be given to improving health care in rural areas Maucs directive initiated
the decentralization of the health system in rural China and prompted local
experiments to find effective ways to deliver luw-cust rural health care This
led to the development of the concept ut barefoot doctors and cooperative
medical service Both ideas had already been tried in 1960-61 but had tailed f
a variety of reasons 121

A national conference was called, on August 1' 196c, it revive the idea of
training large numbers of tanner doctors as key personnel in a rural health
system [81 The basic call for barefoot doctors the term was nut yet in
use was issued in the report from this national conference

A rural medical force should be created to provide every
production team with trained health personnel who continue to du
farm work [health aides) and every' production brigade with
trained medical personnel lbarefuotlloctorsi who are practitioners
part time and who do physical work

During the ( ultural Revolution which began in 1466, the Ministry of
Health was one of the most criticved government organuatums The Minister
and ail cix vice ministers were removed from (Alice in June 1967, and the
ministry's normal functions came to a virtual standstill It was, therefore, un-
able to issue guidelines or detailed instructions for implementing a rural health
system Mau's duective caused a "breakup of the monopoly of the medical
profession over health tasks' [8J It tecognwed the k9ability of the Chinese
medical profession, in terms of both attitudes and nurnears, to effectively solve
the problems of rural health The profession was essentially bypassed in estab
fishing a new health organvation

In the temporary vacuum created by a lack of central government direction
after 146, local units, motivated by ,the June 26th directive, engaged in inno-
vative activities to develop an effective, low cost rural health system Most of
these innovations failed But in the suburban counties ul the Shanghai Munro-

.pality ,2 mobile medical teams were sent from urban hospitals to train "bare-/foot doctors" in rural areas
The concept of starefoot doctors" is believed to have started in Jiancun

Commune, hawing County, Shanghai Municipality in 1465-66 [31 Until this

2rvery bags city in (Tuna incorporates one or more adjacent rural I"suburban")
counties into its Jurisdiction Ttwy are actually agricultural in nature, supply ing the qty
with vegetabks and other product, and with labor.] or example, the 10 suburban counties

"er in the Shanghai Municipality have a population of about S million 121
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local experience, pataprotessional, ies.embltng present do barefoot doctors ex-
isted in these subuiban counties and elsewhere in China but were called bao) tan
uan (health workers) Chairman Mau reacted favorably to an investtgati,,,e

report on the barefoot doctor program in Jiancun Commune in 1965-66 the
barefoot doctor concept was consistent with Maoist philosophy bn lu al sett
reliance and on the belie! that the highest purpose of the individual is selfless
.service to the people Art article about the Jiancun Commune expertence,with
barefoot doctors inciuuing Mao's endorsement ul the concept, appeared in a
September 1968 issue of Po /pk's Dail; Thus the SlUngnat model tot barekiut
doctors began to be implemented nationally

Several tears ,,t trial, experimentation, and local modification ensued belure
the present term of barefoot doctor emerged Development of the idea con
tinued during the 1965 70 period while it was being widely implemented in
production brigades

Viewed in the cont'ext of other nations experiences with health parapru
tesstonals as ut 1968, the bars:lout doctor concept was indeed a radical innova-
tion barefoot doctors are not a paramedical or doctors' auxiliary working
under supervision They are part time workers and part time doctors trained to
diagnose and treat without assistance the common diseases peculiar to their
region i8J One would expect such a radical innovation to face stiff opposition
from the medical profession, as it has in other countites where the barefoot
doctor concept has been introduced, such as India But China s Cultural Revo
lutiun had essentially "unfrueen the health sy stem, and the barefoot doctor
concept could thus be tolerated and'eventually accepted

The other potential source of opposition was the traditional health system,
which was very strung in rural China in 1968 The barefoot doctor system was
nut introduced in a vacuum Sidel and Side' [ ?J estimate that 500,000 practi
timers ul Chinese medicine (herb doctors, traditional midwives, etc ) were
delivering health care in rural areas in 1966 Tu immediately replace these
traditional piactitiuners with baiefuot doctors would have aroused their oppo-
sitiun Traditional medicine was integrated with Western medicine in barefoot
doctor training, and many traditional practitioners were retrained as barefoot
doctors

With the twrCi main potential sow ires of opposition neutralised, the barefoot
doctor concept dill used rapidly in rural China after 1968 Cell s statistical
analysts ul mobilwation campaigns in China [1J shows that the barefoot
doctor campaign was highest in achievements, with "no shortcomings, stand-
ing uniquely, as the most successful of the 36 campaigns that were investigated
This accomplishment is ,particularly outstanding because the other 35 4.4111.

paigns included "Learn" from Dazhai, "Learn" from Daqing, the Cultural
Revolution, and the "four pests,'' all of which are often regarded as unusually
successful campaigns
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Cooperative Medical Service

Without the financial support of the cooperatise medical service, bareluot
doctors' health activities could not lie movided Coupe lam medical service
fits consistently into the Chinese political plulospphy of centralized govern-
ment decision-making and decentralized implementation of policy

Cooperative medical services seem to have fast developed in 1968, in
Luoyan Commune, Zhuayong Cuunty,, Hebei Prosintc The late 1960 s was a
period of experimentation with rural health systems by movinces, counties,
and communes Many of the initial attempts to launch cuuperatisc medical
service faded. Eventually, the present form emerged

Annual funding for the cooperative medical service in a production
brigade comes from individuals, the production brigade's welfare lund,
and the commune's welfare fund
If this funding is insufficient to cover all health costs fur the production
brigade, the commune underwrites any shortages For example, one
might imagine a pioductiun brigade whose members had an unexpectedly
high rate of illness or injury in a given year Rather than allowing the
bngade's cooperative medical service to become bankrupt, the commune
(whose much larger membership provides a kind of "insurance" in
numbers) steps in to see that health funds are available fur the rest of the
year

We found that most villagers had accepted cooperative medical service in the
parts of rural Chula we visited Fur example, in )(Anhui County, Guangdong.98
percent of the 800,000 peasants participated in cooperative medical services
Half the money came horn welfare funds and the ()ther hall from individual
contributions In Yanan Commune in Xinhui County, funds fur the coopera-
tive medical service came from these sources in 1977

Total Contributions
Contnbunons per Individual Percent of

Source (yuan) (yuan) Funds

Individual
contributions 14,448 Z 4 32

Production brigade
welfare funds 25,284 4 2 55

Commune welfare
funds 5,500 1 0 13

Totals 45,232 7 6 100

5
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The average intlividual cuntilbution of 7 6 yuan16,020 individuals in Varian
Commune) is atobt Si4 56

The members of Clienkerman Production Bilgadi, Henanzhai Commune,
Miyun County, Beijing Municipality, contribute 2 y Liar) ($1 20) Aually to
their coo. perative medical swarm About 70 percent of the kinds go to pur-
chase drugs (mostly Western medicines) and the remainder pay tur the charges
incurred by brigade members who, are referred w commune and county
hospitals.

Responsi6ilittes of Barefoot Doctors

The barefoot doctor system in China is characterized by wide diversity
Westerners' reports about the 'health kespunsibilities of barefoot doctors have
therefow differed Sortie visitors to China have reported that the bareloot
doctor 7erfurms 'dative!), minpr medical guties, nut unlike those of Para-

* professional health workers in other counines fn contrast, other Western
accounts picture the barefoot ductal as having much greater medical response
Mines. Including, for example, performing minor'operatiuns

These liffenng accounts are usually based on visits with a very small
number of barefoot doctors in the suburban counties of metropolitan cities
Further, the technical competencies of many bareluot doctors in rural China
are now being upgraded through an inservice training program.

Here we describe the ditties of the 40 to 50 barefoot doctors we encour
lered in mid-1978 in the 11 production brigades, 10 communes, 7 counties,
and 6 provinces that we visited While thege units tended to be somewhat above
avoge, we believe that Lau conclusions about the responsibilities of barefoot
ch7cturs may be mute soundly based and up to date than weviuus accounts by
Western visitors to China

Supervising Health Aides

One responsibility of the baiefuot doctors in rural China is to supervise the
work of health aides There is' usually one-health aide (sometimes called a
"sanitarian") or midwife in each production team The production Learn con-
ssists of 100-200 individuals in 2040 households Theremay be 10 such teams
in a production brigade (see table 2) Thus the 3 or 4 barefoot doctors in a
production brigade typically work with about 10 health aides

The main tasks of health aides are to

Improve environmental sanitation by spraying insecticides for flies,
mosquitoes, and other pests. disinfect homes and latrines. 4nd check the
purity of water sources.

5r A
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Assist barefoot doctors in inoculating children,
Assist barefoot doctors in distributing contiaeptive pills and in other
aspects of birth planning. ,

Help carry out patriotic health campaigns.
Provide first aid for very minor injuries and illnesses, oftEn in the field
where the, health aide is working

The ennphain of the health aides' work is prevention They interface in the
health system bjtween paid and ,volunteei 'code's Aides'and midwives ieeiye
nu special pay tut then health wurk, which may lepiSra only a few days of
work a month Health aides typically receive about a ninth of initial twining

TABLE 2 Main Elements of the Chinese Rural Health System

Unit of Government
Ileac th / Buttf Planning

Organizations and Personnel

Nation

Provmet

(Prefecture or daunt)

County. population about .

300,000 (ranging from about
100.000 to over I million)

Commune (average popula-
tion about 20,000)

Production brigade (popu-
lawn from 1,000 to 2.000.
often coterminous with a

*natural village)

Production team (population
of 100 to 200 in 20 to 40
households)

Ministry of Health

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences

Research Institutes

Planned Butit Off ice for h4 (fate Council)

Provincial Health Bureau N)

Provincial antiepidemic center

Provincial hospitals (general. maternity.
Chinesernedicinc, etc )
Medial wIleges

Provincial buth planning office'

(District hospital)

County health bureau
Cpunty hospital

Antiepidemie station

County office of buth planning

Comnitine hospital

Committee on but) planning

Brigade health station and cogitative
medical services

Barefoot doctors f usually ;or 3, including
a female responsible for buth planning and
maternal/child health)

Health aides (usually I per production team)

56
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in lust aid and salutation plus inscirtce training and supervision by baretk)01
doctors

Health aides ustially are prorided with a medical kit similar in appearance to
4 barefoot doctor's kit, except ih,9.--romewhat smaller and contains !ewer
medicines anti less equipment (appendix C) Many of the health aides we
encountered vqre roung women, often unmarried and between the ages of 18
and 25

Patient Refc mil

NiAnother function of barefoot doctors is to refer patients to the second tier
in the ( hinese rural health system

A registration tee, often of 5 15 len (3 9 cents), is charged to each patient at
commune and county. hospitals NO registration fee or a lower tee of 3 S
ten is charged at the production brigade health clinic by the barefoot doctor
This charge is justified as a means of preventing overuse of bard out doctors

Charges for drugs, X rays, and other medical services at cuirtrnune and
county hospitals usually must be paid by patients who are not referred by a
barefoot doctor It the illness or injury is acute half or all 01 these fees may be
repaid to the patient by the production brigade health clinic (that is, by the
cooperative medical serrice) on the recommendation of the barefoot doctor
The patient must pay all the charges fur a 'nonacute injury or illness

It is more convenient for a rural client to be served by a barefoot doctor at
home or at the production brigade health clinic du at the commune hospital
or county hospital, which may be a day's journey b foot, bicycle, or bus
Time spent in travel and wailing means a loss of work p ints, and hence labor
ali.ome, to the individual and to the produc on brigade

The effectiveness of the referral process sly rests on the barefoot
doctor's ability to diagnose Great stress, therefore, is placed on teaching diag-
nostic skills to barefoot doctors and on teaching them bow to decide whether
to refer patients or treat them themselves

The Miyun County health director in Beijing Municipality told us that bare
foot doctors are taught always to refer a patient to the commune hospital if
they are in doubt In some cases, if the patient cannot be nerved easily, a

barefoot doctor can telephone the county hospital to reqiiest that a medical
doctor come to the production brigade healil>linic for consultation

Barefoot doctors treat most injury and illnei's- ases in rural China in the
units we Noted, we were tr,)lil that 75-90 pen. t of all cases are handled by
barefoot dotors at the production brigade h th clinic and the remainder are
referred to the commune and/or county hospital

The effectiveness of the Chinese three-tier health system rests on the ability
of i he barefoot doctor to make currekt decisions about referral because (1) if

5"i
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serious cases that should be ielelled a c nut patient care will super, and (2) d
barefoot doctors refer cases they ale able to handle, the upper two tiers in the

funese healthy system wdl become clogged and health call: costs will rise
A barefoot doctor m Daa hat Brigade Shaanxi Mosinee, estimated that he

and his two colleagues see fice ill six patients a day The most serious medical
problem he had seen was a Lac e& pieta Ass treated 6 months previously

A baareloot doctor in %wag. ling ( ommune Taiyuan County Hunan Priw
ince, Ic[xated seeing about Is patients a day most of them with headaches,
colds and other respirators diseases arthritis gastrointestinal diseases, and
parasitic intestinal diseases ",et referrals to 1.11c commune hospital were made in
19'7 or in the first hall of 1978 The last relerral, for removal of bladder
stones, was made in I9'6 The 4 barclout doctors ti Chenkequan Brigade
Mifflin County see about 10 patients a WO In 12 months they referred two
to three patients to the commune hospital In Tairxu Commune Meng Counts
()clang\ '6 percent ut all cases are handled bs baretout doctors at the produc
min brigade health clinics and 24 percent are named to the commune
hospital

Once bareloot doctots were trained and in place in Hunan Prostnce,a new
problem arose unerusc of the commune hospital's medical -.staff, whose
salaries ere guaranteed hs the county health departments The barel out dirclors
wen handling most of the patients at the production brigade health clinics and
referring only the mine serious cases to the hospitals Provincial health ollicials
responded by (I relaxing the requitement that clients be referred to the
commune hospital by their bate toot doctors 3 (2; pouching commune hos
midis with X ray machines (about one thud had such equipment by mid 1978)
and microscopes (about one fourth had them by mid 1978) so that commune
hospitals could handle some 01 the palients formerly referred tit county hos
paals and (I) sending increased numbers °I'M,: commune hospital stall to
production brigades' as mobtle medical teams to upgrade the competence ul
barefoot doctors

Thus the quality ill commune hospitals in Hunan was raised as a result 01
the lull scale implementation of the barefoot doctor concept In addition, the
pi osincial health &paltalents pit/Wed mans production brigade health clinics
with equipment lot ploceSSMg herbal medicines pill pressers, tumblers
crushers, and sliceLs This equipment provyled additional employment for the
barefoot doctors and lui ther reduced the cost of medicines to villagers

It a try nt ins pats.% tin.. battout dot or and iiicc duck Lb to the lummun. hototal
*oh an eihh.v4 of nuts [hat lint b.uclool doctor toula hat banditti tint (AMU must pay
tit tommunt hospital cur ail IM medical tothl TA hit h arc noticirnburstd fp, [ht t.00pera

nhd cal 09,144. tn tint them t (floatation bola& I ln,occrun,, Ric roil fOtUltkfrt/ntk
Itorn b4Ittool doktoit hat titircd to uttt the Irnancial ttltIt id the tommunk hoshtah.

,5s
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Treating Patients

Rural Health in the People's Republic &China.

Contintmg reports have come out of China about the types ul medical
procedures barefuut ducturs perfurm Some mums iepurt lhat barefuut
ducturs have performed minur uperatiuns such as abuttiuns, steirluations, and
appendecturnies Other mums claim that barefuut ducturs m China unly refer
patients tu the commune hospital tin such medical procedures Our delegation
had an unusual uppuitunity to explore this issue because, unlike must pieviuus
*ennuis tu China, we ,,tsited outlying pans of rural China as well as suburban
areas and were able tu interview and ubserve 40 tu 50 barefoot doctors in
various areas

With thg help of several of our delegatiun, we develuped a series of ques
lions tu determine the technical competence of the barefuut &routs Intel-
viewed Each was asked

I Do you give vaccinations/
2. Do you suture lacerations/
3. Do you insert intrauterine devices (IUD's)/
4 Do you give abortions/
5 Do you set fractured bones')
6 Do you dehver babies°
7 Have you ever performed an appendectomy/

Our general empressiun is 'chat almost all barefuut 1.11MUIS psrfUIM the first
twu functiuns Almust every pruductiun brigade has une barefuut doctor whu
inserts IUD's, usually a female barefoot ductui When this woman has received
advanced training in maternal and chdd health and birth planning, she usually
gives abortiuns and delivers babies (that is, nurinal births) Some barefoot
doctors with advanced trammg also give male and female stenlizations For
example, a 27 year -old female barefuut doctor in Xiaoxincun Brigade. Luancun
Commune, who has completed 6 munths of advanced training in maternal and
child health and birth planning, inserts (and remuves) IUD's, gives abortions,
and gives tubal ligatruns. Another fyfiale barefoot dutur in this production
brigade assists in these uperations, which are performed on top of the desk in

g the pruductiun brigade health clinic with a packed dirt fluter and a single bare
light bulb. Previuusly, an ubstetrics-gyneculugy specialist had traveled tu the
brigade health clinic tu supervise the tubal ligatiun uperatiuns perfurined by
the female barefoot doctor with advanced naming But fur the past yea', she
has upeiated without medical supervinun Of the- 224 fertile women of repro-
ductive age in the Xiaoxincun Brigade. 75 have tubal ligation

We encountered several barefoot ducturs whu set fractured bunes and une
who had performed an emergency appendectonfy However, it is our
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impression that most operations usually are performed at the commune hos
pital, where a blood supply is available and.where the staff includes dimurs
who are graduates of 3-year medical schools at least

Birth Planning,

Each production brigade typically has one female barefoot doctor with
special training in planned birth She inset ts and removes IUD s and can often
induce abortion by means of vacuum aspiration She also supplies oral contra-
ceptives and condoms and maintains a record for each married woman of
reproductive age regarding the number, age, and sellout- children, and the type
of contraceptive used 4

In addition to providing cuntiaceptive and abortion services, barefoot
doctors play an important rule in the informational and motivational aspects of
buth planning. They assist in the group planning of btrths at the study group,
production team, and production brigade levels las detailed in chapter 14)

`Through their contacts with their clients, baiefuut doctors are expected to take
the lead rn promoting idler marriage, longer birth spacing, and fewer children
Barefoot doctors are.thus a Vaal ingredient in all aspects of birth planning in
tutal China

Ilerb Gardening and Farm Work

Barefoot doctors typically spend about one thud of their tune in health
work, one -thud rn raising herbs, and one-thud in farm work The herb garden is
usually next to the health clinic (also called a "health station ') at the produc-

. non brigade level In this clinic the barefoot doctor sees patients on a regular
basis. A typical production brigade has three of four barefoot doctors, each
staffing the health clinic every third or foul th day, while the othersare engaged
in herb gardening and farm work

The farm work performed by barefoot doctors seems to be symbolically and
socially important in facilitating homophdy5 between barefoot doctors and
their farmer clients It thus encourages more effective communication Occa-
sional manual work Is generally praised at all levels, even for people in urbam
professional occupations, as a social leveling device A further advantage of
farm work by barefoot doctors is that d guarantees full-time employment for
the barefoot doctor, even when health work may be slack The growing and

,Barefoot donors arc also respohubk for reporting the incidence of disease to the
commune hospital.

SHonsdphity 4 the degree to two or more -individuals who svommumcate arc
imam in social status. personal teristica, values, etc. 161.
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piocessing of herbal medicine servesItIll (Wm similar to the laorn work I espon
slbdures of bareloot doctors and helps reduce )iealt h tare costs

One ul the live bat clout doctors in Xiatosineun BI lode has received ad
'danced twining in mother and child health and birth planning Another
41 yCJI-old male was onee a traditional (hintsc health indemnifier Renamed
as a baieloot doom, he spcculues ui herbal ewes and JcUpInWIe I' Ins erits,
including electrostimulation for atthritis All live ba,teloot doctots in the

brigade know 90 herbs and 100 acupuncture points Thes lain about 120 days
a Year Thes devote 3 5 Mu I about one l out al hectare! to hetb growing and
produced lb COO un (8,000 kilos) of herbs ui,the past 3 y easy tprepared in bulk
and as tablets and tinctures) Most of these herbal medicines are produced in
use in the brigade but some are sold

Training Barefoot Doctor,

To many toreign observers it semis inipossible that a peasant with an
elemen tan school education can be trained in 3 to 6 months to carry out the
responsibilities epecied of a bat efoot doc tor Certainly itamingisa key factor
in the SlIcteSS buteloot doctors in the Chinee: rural health care system

The erne'', lor selection are 111 at least 6 scars ul lormal schooling (2) d
"good class background with pr el erence given to children ul pour and

dpwer pdients and 131 tiarimilment to serve the people 121
Candidatesare chuserybubeir peers in the production brigade.

Role of Shiba( MAW Toms

One ul the 111$1 descriptions ul hale foot due tuts was given by Dr Joshua
Nunn 141, an English dt11.101 Jibing in China whiouined J MUblie medical team
sent I t Inn his Busing hospital to a I ur.11 urea in northern Ifebet Province One 01
the main tasks 01 the mobile team was to train the lust batch 01 bareftxst
doctors, then called "peasant doctors' in November 1965 The intent was nut
merely to impart medical knowledge, but to evolve J new kind ul

socialist minded lutal health worker who would rctain the closest links with
the peasants and be content to stay permanently in the counityside 141

In the late 1960 s and cads 1970's an important contribution to the
naming 01 barefoot dociois was made by mobile medical teens composes! 01
doclois and noises hum urban hospitals who lived in rural arias fur pettods
1 months to .1 scat (iA more In 1978 the Ministry of Health Iepurtcd that in
[scent *eats about 140,000 medical polesstonals and about 10 to 15 pet sent
ul all Fritaltai at.(07) work in iota' areas as 111011F)c IS of mobile medical teams
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Fur example about I I percent it the medical and noising stall at Bening
Maternity Hospital go to a rural counts about SO miles north of the cur where
they tram barefoot doctors in birth plannmg and maternal and child,health,,
supervise their work, and conduct rural surveys of specitie health problems
The mobile medical teams h,o;e facilitated le rapid preservice training of
barefoot doctors upgraded rural health are a rid reoriented the Chinese
medical profession toward rural health problems

Prtsenul Framing

Barefoot doctors are usually tiaincd in batches of 30 to 50 at the commune
hyspital, often in the winter season which Is slack for arm work Their
education emphasues a practical appioach 17, Icarning and teaching with most
instruction given br Ctimese and Westerns) pe doctors at the commune
hospital I xperienced barefoot doelors are trequentlr used as instructors

The presentee training of barefoot doctors tsprcallX includes

Anatomy and phy whip including pig dissection
Bacteriology, such as identin ing germs in contaminated water reeog
numg the eggs at worm parasites in excrels
Pathology ,

imettonmental sanitation including the construction and maintenance of.
latrines management of feces and purification of drinking water
Epidemiology including transmission at infectious diseases and their
diagnosis

Clinical medicine including use of the stethoscope, measuring blood
pressure, takulg a medical history, diagnosis of common diseases, sterth
cation tit needles and syringes, and administering injections
Acupuncture including memoritition of 40 to 50 acupuncture points,
Use and dosage of 40 to 50 drugs including both Western and Chinese
medicines (such as herbal medicines),
Examination of patients to gain experience at diagnosis
Birth planniefg, including training in contraceptive methods and abortion,
Care tit pregnant mothers and birth deliven

Presentee training of baretout dot tars in rural Chins varies widely we
encountered one barefoot doctor who had received no preservice training la
situation that way remedied al lei settled Sears of practice) Most have at least 3
months initial training, and mans receive 6 months

The wide diversity of the health system has led some r rvitms to conclude
correctly that "the Chinese health care system is decentralized so much that it
isepon-sy stem 12)

9
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The initial variety of approaches to the barefoot doctor program in the Lift
1960 s and early 1970's is gradually giving way to somewhat grealei standard'
talon tn training and ',Wei .0 ocedures, but a great deal of diversity continues
For example barefoot doctors' manuals are somewhat different tin various
parts cal China, perhaps because many were written by selected bareloot
della tui s with the occasional help of student writers 6 Furthermore the exact
diseases that' barefoot doctors are iiained to diagnose and treat vary according
to the incidence of local diseases

The Chinese have short training Ntiods 101 battillit lithriOTS Lit minunde
initial investment, spread out the total investment, and get services ult the
gruund as soon as possible" [2! Obviously, this quick startup must be rul
lowed by on the lob training to improve the technical competence or barely,'
doctors over the longer range

; hisen e Training

Insetvice training policies like presercice training, differ widely in rural
Chula Sloe learned of barefoot doctors who trawled twice monthly to then
commune hospital for training in Western medicine and once monthly for
training in herbal medicine In addition, an occasional I day training course
10.4.5 given on such special topics as setting fractures treating drinking *die!" a
providing inoculations, and treating snakebites

Since the mid 1970% when most tit China's barefoot doctors were trained
and in place, greater attention has been given to upgrading their technical
cjualificaticins through advanced spectalued tiaining courses One kind 01 spe

cialved training covers rmileinal and child health and With planning Must of
the production brigades we visited had one barefoot doctor with such training,
usually a mauled woman Other special instiuction is given in herbal medicine
and acupuncture., or other topics Specialized training courses span 3 to 6
months Advanced training also facilitates greater specialization among the
three in four barefoot doctors in a production brigade one handles maternal
and child health and birth planning work another specializes in herbal
medicine and acupuncture, and so forth

The advanced training 01 barefoot doctors is mote likely to be provided
county or provincial hospitals than is they initial training which is mainly
furnished in commune hospitals Fur example, 43 barefoot doctors in Luancun
Commune had received their advanced training as follows

6}lou,ber thq. aufrao htheng Shout 'Bard out DuLior Ilandbookipublithul in 1970
in Hunan Province seems to be widely available

1")
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Training Sue Number

Commune hospital 20
. May 7th University 7

County hospital 6
Shaanxi Provincial

Hos al (in )(fan) 10

Tidal , 43

Strengths and Weaknesses of Barefoot Doctors' Performance'

Our delegation felt (bat it might have gained a more realistic assessment of
the strengths and limitations of barefoot doctors than certain romantic advo-
cates of this model in the West have previously repotted We concluded that
China s barefoot doctors cue not the palamedical superhumans that some pre-
vious accounts might lead one to expect Barefoot doctors make mistakes in
diagnosis, in refezial decisions, and in treatment (we will document several of
these) Most of they patients have colds and other mum problems of chronic
disorders, like hypertension or di thmis Setious medical problems are tale In

many of our briefings at commune and county hospitals and in the Mintstiy of
Health, we were told that barefoot actors were nut the ultimate solution to
China s health care delivery problems We were told dui baiefpot doctors
require upgrading in technical knowledge and skdls, and that eat-dually belie'
trained baiefout doctors and physicians will delivel some of the primary health
care barefoot doctors now provide Indeed. upgrading was under way in the
communes and noel counties we visited The technical skills and competence
of barefoot doctors *my greatly, partly because some have received advanced
mservice training while oihers have not

When a barefoot doctor in MI) un County emptied her medical kit, she
could nut explain to us the uses of chlorpromaane, one of the 15 medicines
she carried. We noted similat gap& in knowledge on at least two other occa-
sions. Barefoot doctois did nut appeal to understand the uses and (oxidizes of
some of the few drugs they carried Further, they carried certain medications
Hui example, injectable chluiamphenicult whuse use would seem dubious for
the primary caw plovided by balefuot doctors, and which could cause poten
pally serious side effects

One of the staff members accompanying us, a former barefoot doctor in
Heilongpang Province, repotted that she and her colleagues were acutely aware
of then own inadequacies, which they feated would be exposed in the worse
of ileating patients, leading to pout therapeutic Jesuits, and that peasants

7This section u Sued on a draft prepared by Dr Arthur Kleinman.
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would devalue their services and seek help from doctors at the commune
hospital for example, this loonier barefoot doctor reported that on several
occasions because she had mtsdiagnosed pneumonia as a cold, she had not
provided the needed antibiotic coverage

In Chuarishan Commune near Guilin, a barefoot doctor had initially diag
nosed the illness of a 60-year-old woman as arthritis When this patient was
reterred to the commune hospital, the diagnosis was established as tuberculosis
ut the bone and appropriate treatment was instituted The barefoot doctor
visited her home daily to watch for signs of a relapse or related problems

As we observed barefoot doctors working with patients some of the "doctors
in our delegation did nut reel that several of the diagnoses were completely
adequate or correct

We asked a number of barefoot doctors how they would diagnose two
hypothetical cases (1)a 14 year -old boy who had had a pain in the lower right
side for I day, and who had a fever. and (2) an 8-year-old child t,vith a tempera-
ture of 36° C (101' I-), sore throat, and red, swollen tonsils, with pus on each
tonsil Most correctly diagnosed the first case as appendicitis but varied .0
their responses as to what drugs they would administer and how they could
know when to refer the t) oy to the commune hospital The small child was
variously diagnosed as having acute tonsillitis or a sore throat. and penrcillin,
aspirin, aridior streptomycin were recommended

We have already pointed out the costs and dangers of incorrec)clitrtmoses-on
such referrals of patients to commune hospitals Nevertheless. we feel that the
strengths and shortcomings of barefoot doctors' performance we witnessed are
about what one might realistically expect, given their training and supervision
Production brigade, commune, and county leaders universally expressed their
great appreciation for the primary health care services delivered by barefoot
doctors in a countryside where medical services had never before been de-
livered We, too, recogntze this great achievement

In analyzing the Chinese rural health system, we must keep in mind that
"the realistic choice for China, as for most third-world nations, is not between
high-quality and low quality services Rather, it is between competent care for
some, available at great distance and prohibitive costs, and sonic care for all, at
a cost bearable to the masses 01 peasants" 121 Obviously, China followed the
latter alternative by providing low-cost health care to everyone

The shortcomings in the technical capabilities ul barefoot doctors that we
have Just presented must be considered in light of China's policy of health care
for all Barefoot doctors are not Just physicians' assistants, they are expected to
diagnose and treat common diseases without clUse medical supervision Under
these conditions it is tr be expected that they will make some mistakes

Compared to other developing nations, China has not allocated above
average budgets for health Chen 121 estimates that the 1473 national budget
for health was 1 76 percent tit China's gross national product,. or about SI 32

0:7
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per capita These relatively mudetts costs are, tit 1,l)urse, supplemented by local
resources in the form ul labor and financial contributions horn commune,
production brigade, and individuals So the per capita cost in the Chinese
health system is reasonably low A considerable part of it comes from local
sources rather than the National Government

Barefoot doctors play a key rule in keeping down the r:ost oi health care in
rural China The bareluot salaries are paid by the production brigade
Their growing and processing, pt medical punts result in further savings Most
primary health care in rural China is priarvided by bareluut doctors who cost
much less than M D 's op other providers

In short, the el lectiveness of barefoot doctors should be fudged in terms ot
their relatively low cost per patient treatment

Rewards'for Barefoot Doctors

Flow does the system motivate barefoot doctors to high performance in
light of their lack of medical supervision'

The main reward for a barefoot doctor is to serve the people and this
motivation was continually stressed in our interviews with barefoot doctors A
barefoot doctor receives the same income as an average farm worker in the
same production brigade Fur example the barefoot doctors to Qixing Brigade
Chuanshan Commune, near Guilin in Guangxi, recovc 45 yuan (521)a month
(In comparison, nurses receive 40-100 yuan and medical -doctors 50 300
yuhril Nu income is obtained by barefoot doctors from patient fees

Certainly rt Is mule prestigious to be a barelout doctor than an ordinary
farm worker in a production brigade Barefoot doctors are treated with respect
by their peers Our observation ul their daily clinic duties suggests that there is

some monotony in their work, although it may b'e less routine than that of a
farm worker in the same production brigade The monotony is interrupted by
an ocirasional training course and by the more speciallied duties that result

Upward mobility Of sonic barefoot doctors, especially the rusticated youths
from cities, is possible Fin example, about 10 percent of the approximately
2,000 medical students at Zhongshan Medical College in Guangihuu were for
merly barefoot doctors One criterion for atimisstun to this medical school is

evidence (p'rovided by a letter fi um one s peers inthe production brigaderfhat
the individual has displayed a willingitir to serve the people

Supervision of Barefoot Doctors

Supervision of barefoot doctors is mainly the Job of the stall of the com-
mune hospital,It is achieved through visits to health clinics (at the production

BC
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brigade level) by medical staff and shalt teim tiaini*ng meetings at the com-
mune hospital Also a barefoot doctoi may accompany a patient to the coin
mune hospital in certain emergency cases.

Most production brigade headquaiters buildings, wheie the health clinic is
1all/y. located, di e linked to the commune level by telephone This communi

cation channel is sometimes used foi supervision of barefoot doctors or for
emergency referral of patients

Barefoot doctors receive much less medical supervision than health paiapro-
fessionals in other nations Such minimum supervision veitically is consistent
with the general pattern in China of horvontal control by peers And as we
have noted, the concept was a iadical innovation in China In the mid-1960 s

because barefoot doctors were expected to diagnose and neat common diseases
without close medical supervision Iryshort, they ale not doctors dUNillidlICS, as
are health paraprofessionals in other'nations

A certain amount of mutual "supervision" is piovided by the three or four
barefoot doctors in a production brigade We were inluimed that one of them
is usually regarded as a "leading member,". with a certain degree of,respon-
sihtlity fax ovei seeing the work of the others This often includes making daily
assignments foi health clinic duty, farm woik, and herb raising Several bare-
foot doctors told us.that an important part of then training occurred on the
job, learning from the more experienced barefoot doctuis in then Production
brigade.

Close supervision of barefoot doctors is impossible in i uial China, where the
medical doctor is often located in a commune hospital 10 to 15 miles from the
barefoot doctor's health clinic

A variety of manuals have been produced for barefoot dooms in different
parts of China They describe and illustiate preventive, diagnostic, and curative
techniques The manuals ale a partial substitute foi close supei vision by health
professionals.

Barefoot DoctorPatient Relationships

Based on observations, our general impression is that the relationship be-
tween barefoot doctors and then patients is one of respect and effective com-
munication. The quality of this relationship is one of the strong points of the
rural health system in China

The official in charge of limit health wutk in Hunan Province told us that in
the late 1960's, when barefoot doctors were lust being trained, some peasants
did not accept health care num the baiefuut doctors because they did not
perceive them iv be competent The potential opposition of traditional medi-
cine practitioners was ovcacume by officially declaiing the shamans ( 'witch
doctors") illegal and by letiaming uthei tiaditiunal piactitioneis as baiefout
doctors,
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Sinv theiripreseiyice hawing IS short term and is provided locally di the -

commune hospital, balef out cloctois JIC seldom absent burn then prpduction
brigade tot long. This precludes inauthentic mulessiumilitation 8 The main
reference group 101 bJletUot 1.104, LOIS IS then peels, nut medical prof essionals
rnc honmpinly of baielout duct or s with then clients facilitates effective com-
munication and provides safety! credtbility9 because.they ate similar enough to
their clients to serve as a comparable rule model This enhances rapport and
oust in the barefoot doctur-client relationship and probably encourages the
client to follow the medical aijv ice given by the bard out doctor

People iccruitcd locally tai paramedical training aml av3igted back to their
pierce of ol {gin upon completion of toning ire more likely to be cuttent with
slaying in rural IledS, according to Chen [21 Other developing nations have
been plagued by difficulties in mous/dung health WOrkeisto work and live in
rural areas

China's baieloot chs.toic icon to have relatively high cteclibility in the eyes
of their clients, for severalreasons

They are highly humuphiluus with their clients and are accessible 24
hours 3 ddy

Their primary motive is "to serve the people
They administer both Chinese traditional and Western medicine, and
rural people place much lash in such traditional treatments as herbs and
acupuncture Many barefoot doctors perhaps as many as one third
-were once "kerb doctors- and carried their previous credibility (and
perceived expertise) over into their new position
They are the lowest level and entry point in a three tier hierarchical
referral system, so people know there is a competent medical backup
system fur complicated cases that the barefoot doctor cannot handle
They speculate appropriately Fur example, most of the barefoot doctors
in maternal anti child health and birth planning woik are females, often_
maimed, with children, and likely to be using Lontraception themselves
Each production j.brigatle typically has one such barefoot doctor and
many brigades have one barefoot doctor, usually a middle-aged male,
who was once a Chinese herb doctor

8Thc grouts through which nonprofemon.th ukt, on the dress, speech or Abet
identifYing marks cal piolessiunAls m Lheu held 161 PahoutessiunAls Lend to mimic thbor,
AppegtAnut. lAnyuagt, And vibe' behavior ui the prolessiutuls. This natural ttndency'nuty
be due tu the mulession.ds hither socioeconomic sums, power. And elan. inauthentic
pturessitinaltzwison WAS itpurted Iv have attuned in lid:nun lummune. where barefoot
doctors refused to go barefoot any longer and demanded white 'moth 131

9The degree to which a communication Wert* IS perceived As intending to convey
valid objective rnessaire, antis not having selfish motrvellfl
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. Traditional Doctors

Arthur Aletnman

Sacred Folk Medicine

Tiaditiunal Chinese healing can be divided into sacred and seculai systems
ut lulk medicine Both lloulished in China beton: 1949 and ale found among
Chinese m Hung Kong and Taiwan, the SOUItC uf must uf uur research know}

edge [4,51 S+ red lulk healing in China encompasses a wide assortment uf
rellgiuus ewer Is, including shamans (KO, Taunt pilesls and magicians, VdIIUUS
sprit- mediums, into preteis of fortune, and temph based inual specialists In
Taipei there weir: at least 800 practicing shamansWang-Win 1975 They were
uutnumbeled by inteipieless of own (fortune papei) apd uthei temple based
practitioners Fur the urban towel class and rural peas&firts of Taiwan, sacred
folk healing is by tat the manor fuim ul health eate uutside the family But in
China at Inge, it has been branded a leudal supeisistiun ' Temples uf China's
Taoist-Buddhist-Cunfucian traditiun have been closed and sacred fulk healers
prohibited from practicing

There are anecdotal it:putts that some folk healers still piactice surrepw
nuusly in rural areas. As much was admitted tu urn gauup by lueal officials and
peasants. But we never met anyune who had recently knuwn a sacred folk
healer or whu uuld recall sumeune who had been neared by une We heard
about only a few shamans in vely iemute areas" Nu duubt many people were
reluctant tyr repoit to. us intulmatiun untid th t ng the official ideological
positiun that hulk healing WAS dead, and we hesitate to accept the ufficial view
withuut better didenee Even it shamans and other sacred folk healers still
practice swell), in some I wal areas, it is haul to cunceive of their playing a
signincant rule m present -day health 4.41C Inasmuch as Chinese fulk religious
beliefs and piactices are diffused amung the peasantry and institutiunalned rn
Jowl temples and shrines, a sulistantial amuunt uf sawed healing could take
place cuvertly in rural tamales and social networks, but we saw nu evidence of
this Indeed, during 1, asual cunversations with peasant families even when we
were unaccompanied by uffkials Ul inteipieteis peuple spuke openly about
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secular folk medicine but denied that gods, ghusts ancestors, or other super
natiicalagents were believed in or even regarded as a possible cause of sickness

Some peasants told us that ferigshui (geomancv ) and bad late still were
taken into account, but these were clearly regarded as naturalistic not
supernatural explanations, as they frequently are among overseas Chinese
Similarly, the Chinese culture-bound disorder "flight' (unexplained irritability,
episodic crying, and loss ul appetite, usually without fever, in infants and small
children) was reported by peasants and barefoot doctors in each region we
visited but was explained in naturalistic terms In recounting these notions, our
peasant informants made certain that we understood these were no longer folk
practitioners who interpreted geumancy and bad fate These impressions, like
the ones -recounted aboik, must also be interpreted cautiously Our contacts
were superficial and brief, and to regard these conversations as ethnographic
Interviews would e coolish It is doub Hui that anything short 01 actual field
research will pro de us with reliable evidence on these matters

In the abse ce of such work impressions must suffice Our findings are
(1) ficiab sponsored interviews with six peasant families 12) five

informal, u -heduled, "unofficial" visits to production teams by two to five
members of our group (including at least one Chinese speaking member), unac-
companied by officials ur interpreter (during these visits, we casually conversed
with 25-30 tamily members, routinely asking about several folk illness beliefs
and practices) and (3) conversations with barefoot doctors and other health
workers, local cadres and public health officials

Secular Folk Medicine

cular folk medicine has followed a very different course in modern China
is group of healing traditions spans widely differing components The classi

cal stream tit Chinese medicine (.7hongl i) is an ancient literate tradition that
began to professionalve and bureaucratize before 1949 [2,61 It has achieved
legitimacy in China, both as an autonomous therapeutic system and in cum
bined practice with Western medicine (xa!) [see relevant chapters in 4,7,81

Secular folk medical practitioners included itinerant herbalists, oaten il-
literate, who once practiced an empiric herbal tradition far removed from
classical Chinese medical practice (some of them have now become barefoot
doctors) bonesetiers, masters ut calisthenics and martial arts conducted for
health purposes masseurs, street vendors of special teas and other foods be
teved to have medical effects, and others [3) Some have been retrained as

- modern health care providers But few of the traditional practices have been
officially "blessed Most seem to have withered away
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Twice during our visit we saw individuals ;addling local inedicirul liLihs on
the street One, in Guilin, Iurtivcly paeleed away his heibs when 544. hqdr1 I
photograph him The rdhei, a pt. Ssin in Guangdong open's sold his wares at a
telly landing Though tailiquan iNthiduv. bovangt and other iheraperritc sales
themes are Popularly pursued we were told that instruciors of these oi other
tolls healing disciplines neither belong to pliriessional institutions nor pi a, tic c
piovstelv These activities are ptirSLILd as I-MIMICS

Obsenations

Our t}hYervdtlorIS folk medieme were limited io %hardline! p7a,rniorkie
the high order literate tiadition of Chinese medieme izirongi t NlitrW) The till
lowing comments are therefore restricted to the specialist practice (r1 Chinese
medicine in medical settings Comments on lay lulls hellos and practres.S were
reported in chapter's

Our observation ill traditional Chinese medium: began with a visit to the
Institute ill Acupuncture and Moxibustion ul the Academe of ( hmese TTddl
Itunal Medictne in Bening The existence of such a specialtred institution re
Neils what we witnessed throughout our trip the traditional holistic inte

.1,Tatton ill Chinese medieint as a comprehensive system of general health exe
with multiple treatment modalities has undergone change in modern China
Chinese medicine has been plutessionalved and bureauciati/ed leading to spc
cialitation This fragmentation was noted at the institute. where the stall was
relatively uninterested in traditional herbal, boriesetting exercise and theta
peuti, breathing techniques In contrast some of the Chinese medical clinics
we visited in counts hospitals and the First Teaching Hospital of the Hunan
Provincial College Chinese Traditional-Medicine emphasiied herbal and
bunesetting, iechnryues lit more than acupuncture The same disorders were
treated in one place with acupuncture and in another with herbs

These ditielent settings of traditional Chinese medicine shared a sumatu
psychic lather than a psychusurnatie orientation to illness Psyehosueial aspects
Lit disease were either disregarded ur treated as a result of underlying organic
problems that required somatic, not behaviuiaI intervention Fur example, we
interviewed a 30 -year old lernale patient undergoing acupuncture treatment at
the Institute ul Acupuncture and Moxibustion She had had a histeny since
adolescence of more than 30 discrete, multiple, lecuirent physiealltmplaints
involving at least nine areas 01 her body Some of het problems had never been
definitively diagnosed Her history was consistent with Briquet's syndrome
(hysteria) She had recently exhibited the vegetative complaints ulydepiessiun
with depressed allect and anhedonia as well as physical complaints She le
ported problems at work and In her family The Chineke-style doctors agree)
with us that she was depressed, but they stated that acupuncture would relic
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her psychological symptoms as well as her physical symptoms According to
the doctors, the psychological disorder was the result ul an underlying organic
problem that would respond to acupuncture

Similarly, doctors in the department tit Chinese medicine oi the Mivun
County Hospital near Beijing stressed herbal rather than acupuncture treat
ment They reported that patients were frequently referred to them Isom
internal medicine with chronic illness or neurasthenia in which there were
psychological problems But the doctors treated these problems sule1A, with
herbal and other traditional Chinese somatic therapies which they believed
were specific remedies tui psychological as well as physical problems, rather
than with "talk" therapy

Much the same was reported to us by a Chinese style pharmacist preparing
herbs to treat neurasthenia at the Dathai Commune Hospital In chapter c, we
illustrate these points with cases Crum the traditional Chinese medicine clinic of
Luancun Commune Hospital Of the seven cases observed in that clinic, six
seemed to be cases with primary psychological problems and secondary somati-
cation, yet the doctor gave neither supportive care nor psychologically minded
treatment

One patient was a 41 year-old man with headaches, joint pains, insomnia,
"too many dreams." loss of appetite, and weakness He also believed that some
problem with his brain caused his scalp to sweat excessively It seemed to us
that this patient had a depressive syndrome associated with a lixed idea that
could have been a somatic delusion In treating him, the doctor diagnosed a
skin disease of the scalp as the cause of depression He prescribed herbal
medicine that he claimed would improve the scalp problem and through it, the
patient's "brain function," and in turn would cure the depression In the entire
interchange between doctor and patient, both illness and treatment were
treated solely in somatic terms

This doctor spent an average of 7'4 mini s with each patient, while the
AL Western-style doctors in the internal r-iht., ie dintc spent less than 5 minutes

with each of the six patients we observed them treating In other visits to
Chinese medicine clinics it was uui impression that the traditional Chinese style
doctors spent more time with their patients than did their Western style col-
leagues in.neig,hboring clinics This has been found true in health services
research in Taiwan, where Chinese-style doctor patient consultations txclapted
a mean time of 7 minutes, 35 seconds. with 3 minutes, 10 seconds devoted to
verbal communication and 1 minute. 47 sect:IP/ids given to the doctors" explana-
tions to their patients Western-style cluctui patient consultations took a mean
time of 3 minutes, 15 seconds. with 1 minute, 18 seconds devoted to verbal
communication and 40 seconds spent in explaining (31 Unfortunately, during
pur visits to clinics in China. Aye were unable to record even rough unpressions
of time spent in verbal interchange or in explaining
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Combined Practice

The ( hinese styli doctoi Just described had been trained as a Western style
physician and took special courses in Chinese medical 'herrn and treatment
techniques Wc met three indictduals with a similar background and one
Chinese-style. doctor who had Wei trained in Western medicine Although
these practitioners and other Chinese style doctors claimed to practice a come
bared' treatment approach that integrated Chinese and Western medicine each
appeared to delme and implement the integration ditterentts

For example the doctor in the traditional ( hinese medicine clinic at
Luancun Commune Hospital though lull> trained in Western medicine used
only a Chinese stile physical examination with each of the seen patients we
observed lie ckamtned the Nise or the traditional Chinese stile looked at
tongue and skin color and smelled the patient's breath He did not use a
stethoscope or measure blood pressure hen with a patient complaining of low
back pain he did not ask the patient to disrobe so he could examine the
at tected area He dtd not palpate the spine or test tot range of motion or
trigger points of the pain Instca tithe behaved as it he we solely a traditional
( hinese physician Whcn we asked about this I adore to combine Western and
( hinese physical examinations he admitted it was so, but justified it on the
grounds that this is what, patients who came to this clinic expected In all seven
casts he prescribed herbal medicines but no Western medicine Howoer, the
concepts he used were a combination iri indigenous Chinese and Western
sy m ptu rns and disease categories In one case he attributed the patient s corn
plaints to an excess tit "lue but used the Chinese term tganhuo) in the
modern hiom%hcal sense of hepatitis rather than in its traditional meaning
Hence this doctors "combined practice" of Chinese and Western medicine
consisted or using Western and Chinese thew, often translating the latter into
the former, while apply trig almost enlist+, traditional Chinese diagnostic and
treatment methods

We obtained a somewhat different perspective on "combined practice'
I rum our Hsi' to the Fir st Teaching Hospital of the Hunan Provincial College al

Chinese Traditional Medicine Founded in 1963 this hospital has more than
300 beds and 370 stall Although it specialues in traditional Chinese medicine
the 800-1,000 outpatients who visit its clinics each day include local people
who use it lot primary care and emergencies Its departments are orgamted
along the Imes of Western medical specialtie, surgery, pediatrics obstetrics
gynecology ear nose and throat diseases, and internal medicine This hospital
is reported to be lallIOUS for its traditional method of healing trauma and
fractures it has an orthopedic *aid with 50 heds devoted to accident cases and
patients with bum diseases In treating a wide assortment vl orthopedic prob
lems the stall uses KIWI incriationx, traditional splinting methods, and class
cal exercises and manipulation,' combined" with Western medical knowledge
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and rrictliods The doctors an this ward include individuals trained in bath
( Wiese and Vrstern medicine so that both systems of urtflopedies earl be
applied F or example these doctors can peiturrn open reduction (11 tractUILS
and internal Initial' with 'octal flails as well as uadwunal methods (it eluscd
rcdUct ton and application it anthtic splints We s..0. Lases illustrating both
types of treatment In dLscUSSIng Western inclilk,J1 approaches the stall used
Western concepts and terms but in discussing ( hinese medical treatments they
used traditional ( hinese ideas and terms Ilowever ( hmese treament concepts
were often interpreted and explained lion a biomedical perspccwe suggesting
that the two theol Les weft not autuflolliOUS rather that the underlying frame
work was Wornedieal science with ( hinese theirs to g waring live elements
hilt; Ling Foie body spheres) used wagmaticalls when traditional treatments
were desired hence 'integration- occurred within a Western medical frame
work ( hinese medicine simplY was used as the maw: treatment modality
Although tiadawnal ideas guided its use the ultimate rationale lot diagnosis
and therapy was biomedicine I

On the internal medicine ward patients with chronic glamerulunephritts,
hypertension or heart disease, and one with leukemia were treated with bath
Western and Chinese drugs mostly the latter Each case was first diagnosed
according to Western diagnostic and symptom categories Thereafter most
chiantc and nun We thieatening cases were given Chinese herbal medicines To
du this, a translation was made front Western to Chinese disease categories For
example, m one use we were shown "nephritis was given the tiaditturial
Chinese diagnostic label "kidney delluency, Isiunluo and thereat let treated
with herbal remedies held to be effective against this problem and the lack of
rung believed to be associated with it 01 the 100 000 yuan IS60,000) this
hospital spends on medicines each month, 70 percent is spent for Chinese
medicine and 30 percent fin Western medicine Thus, even though our hosts
did not say su, "combined' care appears to reflect the appropriate use of
available economic resources Chinese medicines, 80 percent of which are

I This pattern of 'combined piactiee' m a Western medical framework in which incbge
nous Oxinest therapies arc used ptilitmati-alY n one cal many treatment modalities though
it requires a special theory and t aimmuioo We commonly I viand this practice among the
barc(ekit doctors we interviewed tste chapter 7) But in stveral production brigade health
stations we met barefoot doctors who were identified to us as traditional Chines,.
medicine barefoot doctors. One such person was introduad to us at the Seven Star
Production Bin:a& in the suburbs of Guilin He had studied with a Chinese-style doctor
before bittonn4 a barefoot doctor And had Ixcome skdlcd m using complex herbal
compounds and acupuncture He appeared to be mewed by both his fellow barctoot
doctors nd members the s A specialist who was called on when his particular
thtrapcutic knowledge and skills wire desired We never learned whether or not he also
Base Westaan treatment It is difficuledo know what signifkanct to attach to this division
of labor among barefoot doctors, Our overall impression was that this wasa minor variant
of the dominant prototype of "combined" general practice
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grown in this province, ale murk available, less expensive and not surprisingly
more frequently used 2

This hospital's orthopedic and internal medicine wards disclosed more
about the different orientations in Chinese medical practice mentioned above
Both wards used herbal itmedies much more frequently than acupuncture
even for disorders that were tiedteJ by acupuncture at the traditional medicine
hospital we visited in Beijing

In contrast to the attempts at integration' it ideas and methods in the
traditional Chinese hospitals we visited, the Wcstern medical institutions
seemed to segregate traditional Chinese medicine into special sections labeled
"Chinese medicine" or "combined practice" clinics That is, while Western
medical personnel told us that traditional and Western medicine should be
tntegrated, and while Chinese herbs were used by some of them, the only
examples We Saw of combined use of concepts and terms were in these special
chines (e g. the Chinese medicine clinic of the Tauyuan County People s Hos-
pital in Hunan)

Recent Developments

In the past, Chinese medicines (zhorigiau)have been compounds of several
ingredients, mostly herbal Besides these prescribed medications, there were
local herbs (caviar), usually sold and prepared individually The former were
recorded in the classical pharmacopeia and were prescribed by Chinese-style
physicians The latter were part of local oral traditions and were what itinerant
herbalists and peasants generally used Zhorigity) traditionally contained in-
gredients grown especially in Sichuan Yunnan, and Hunan Provinces Indeed,
even today, it has been estimated that 80 percent of Chinese medicines in
Taiwan come from these provinces via Hong Kong But in China, there seems
to be a blurring of this distinction as well as a tendency to rely as much as
possible on local herbal medicines For example, in Heng Count?, Guangxi, we

211ost of the production brigades and communes we visited had put aside land to grow
local medicinal herbs Some also possessed small 14cluf/CS tor making herbs into powders
pdla, and solutions. We saw injeciabk herbal solutions Nang prepared at Dazhai and
elsewhere, We specifically asked whether public health olliesals supervised these produc-
tion Processes to ensure sterility, but It was unclear how such regulation was handled
Since traditional Chinese medicines were not given by injection in the past, it is uncertain
how this mockrn technological development was introduced and what is its rationale But
a deal dance] would seem to be the introduction Into pilaw, of foreign bodies or even
potentially infectious materials. Our hosts iectgnized these potential lailogcnie effects,
but could not explain how they were &voted It would be valuable d iuturc visitors could
obtain more information on the therapeutic Justification. effects. and toxic-flies of inre-
table traditional medicines.
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*ere told that IOW mu I 200 hectares) wcre dorrIcd to drovsing local meek
cinal herbs which were clam used in their trout state or made into powder
pills plasteis and injectable solutions Mule than 10 dillerent herbal n:dames
woe prepared These inedicincs we went lusher intormcd accounted for most

the ( hinese n edicines administered in the county ( se or ( hinese medicines
imported Irian riutside Ileng ( ountS was said to he limited This represents
minor change in the practice of traditional ( fluky. medicine 1

'mother aspect of traditional ( hrTuese medical practice that seems tri hate
changed is the arthrumlie patunts In the ( hiriese medicine clinic of the
Tutu (iimmurie Hospital in Deng ( (mute we were intiur es.1 Fic the stall that
patients utter' specite schdt treatment they prefer c g hut), acupuncture
cupping Western medicine and that is what they usually recciYe Smularls
patients thtselycs often decide which clinks in the hospital to suit and
whether they wish to chanec links This pattern which was reported to us at
other hospitals as vac') to the traditional ( hinese doctor patient

m (hi° prior 1949 of in present day Taiwan which tolluws
( untucun master disc tic par., n in which treatment is doctor centered and
patients arc expected hi he passiYe d cur hint But in spite ill what we were
told, many of the ( hmese sty le patient doctor interactions we obserred corn
ported with the il.alitiunal model the patients acting del erentialls and doctors
authoritative's \lost of the Yuba] inicrchargcs wcrc one skis sl with doctors
tilling pat rents what was sslonit and what the treatment would he Nonetheless

to out eses ( hincse >Isle tIttstors were Itss authoritarian in their professional
hehayior than their counterparts in Hong Kong and laicsri and patients
scented mote accustomed to speaking ap This is lust the kind of unsuh
stantuted impression that needs to he insestigatcd systematically it we are to
compare ( hinese medical practice in simtcrupotartr China with (tuna Ware
1949 and othcr cur rent day overseas ( hincsc communities Intriguingly at
three places': Western style physicians told us that the doctor not the lamely
or patient was most responsible lei the patient s total safe This is similar to
the attitude tit Western style Joctprs in the lnited States and Taiwan but
directly counter to lay and ( hawse ritredisal prastitioncrsyCiews in Taiwan 131
Hence this aspect rit Western style doctors prolessinat'brehacior seems to cuss
cultural and political ()ruder s and apparently has not been completely attested
by China's restilutionars egalitarianism and the attacks on physicians "proles
storlalisof during thc ( ultural Resolution

30ut .snip saw tilt le ill the %stride pubiteued ue it aaupunatota I OT sit Foal
anssthaals lhatalors tije not sosarsd this cubic -el \ of tut Lump!, tcncec sake the
%se attempted to upset other suis)etc, such as the sorsirucition and ./k. pin of herbal
rna.disinta to *lush our .totip devoted on is I ml0.d allanttontEnsa arc drscUSStd. ro
&Lain the re port' of othat stiantilts dslc4,4nonc that has etsitsd( tuna

4th' internal nnaltsins duns-% at bosuan (Horns the inhui ((Junta Ptopls Hos-
pital and tte dspallment tit itaVshialrs (11 Icachind Winn, els idlest School
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On several (Asa SIMI) we observed lilt use of combined treatment apposiches
by ( hirkeui style phssislans with Western nisdacal training Sonic to example
used iiaditional herbal medic Ines with piedmont in three patients
with chronic ar thrIIIS Ihp111111s, arid hepatitis 1.1though wa were assure) that
111eSt ItIlledleS had becll dtIllolhilalCd to be cilective when used
together there did nut scorn lo ha a hod,. 01 knowledge based on actual
outcome studies ul patients mated with both ( hinese and Vicstcrn medistrie
This is another important area lot loran IIISCSOplIoll (Olt that would seem
appropriate tut cirllabiriation W111111ILJILJI researchers from the lAcst We hope
that twilit orcharigcs with ilic Psoplc s Republic will lead to such studics
Rescaich rs surds [Resit,' to substantiate claims like those at the lierig ( {fumy
Hospital that 640 cases of "atilt'. abdomen we it tined without singers using
c0111111(1Cd We stern and ( hinese medicines

Patient Preterence

Pgiants who go It, ( [WW1e madame clinics it counts and CO171111Ulle has
MIJ1S lold us thie do so for a sartety rit 'COSMO (1/ hinese medicine is mote
sticstise than ',Castor' medicine illf their pi ()Hems which usualls are chitin

CharaCterlied as flineSe disorders' le g a 21 year old ternale at !Lug
(aunts Hospital who complained of malaise and weakness caused by Aix

posurc to wind I 121( hinese style phystuans are better diagnosticians 101 Ilk
kinds iit conditions they suspect the. have (31 they fw 1111 to obtain treatment
with acupunt lure" cupping of 101115 0111C1113J111011J1( hinese therapy (4) they
regularly try ( hinese medicine lust lor a nut very serious disorder then it it
does nut walk )K114.1110 Irke$lern ma dicine, which is beheted to he stn Unger

We did not heal patients ascribe fewer side effects to Chinese medicine
competed to Western drugs This belie! is widely held in Taiwan Hong Kong,
and among C !iffiest in the I ruled States This finding could either reflect our

sample of informants and the superficiality of our altertrews with them
or it could represent a 111/1e6C01 thy dillciente Again only systematic research
will he able to establish or discredit this impression

To Illustrate some of these points we present several lases seen in the
outpatient clinic at the kinhui ( ounty Hospital of Chinese Traditional Mcdi
sine in isruangdoni, One was a 15 year old female with chronic arthritis, whit
told us Oral she had consulted Western style doctois and had taken many
Weston medicines with no all act She had (Aim ( 'finest tried tune on the
advice of 6uends and had conic to thLthospital because it was locally renowned
lot a special Chinese he ibal rued icine used 101 treating 411h1111S In the same
clinic a 70 Scat -old woman with chionic bronchitis reported that ( hincse mcdi
one was MOIL el lective than Western rnedIODC in treating thionic disoiders In
the combined ( hinest medicine Western medicine clinic at the \inhui ( mints
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People > Hospital a //cal old Mall "0/ 1111 hypotension was rehired lioiti the
hospital s internal 'miacuie cluuc becarly, he wished to ialsc ( hmese medicine

holey. style dipoii, (who also had trained in Preston medicine) treated
him with both Western and Chinese medicines the former lot hypertension
the latter Iii kidney deficiency it& n Atti) BCLJUse both patient and doctor
regarded this JISOldt1 as "cold they agreed the patient should eat hot
foods to restore the balanv: or his body s constituents The Weston sts lc
doctors accompansing us .unwired with the combined treatment but were
unable to follow the ( hinesc medical theors outlined bs the J06.101 in charge
irt the clinic The only classical medical concept the patients appeared to be
concerned with was the "hot cold distinction The Chinese stsle doctors we
intersiewed told us then paticntsctsualls understood Preston medical toms
better than ( hmese in.jejteal terms

Linpirtcal Use of Traditional Medicine

In the main traditional Chinese treatments are used empirically For ex
am plc public hcalth officials in lieng ( ounty encourage tar/Idles to boil smegai

inside then houses to prevent colds because they claim this has been found to
have SWIll practical efficacy Thor recommend it as a public health inter
vention in the same was sanuars measures and control.ol drinking water are
prescribed al Nit 01 communitsside attacks on infect:pus disuses Similarly
in addition to isolation 01 patients anti proper disposal of feces, herbal medi-
cine and traditional tonics are administered to the healthy population for
prevention of dsscnters Herbal drugs ,ire used along with Western chugs in they
treat ment ul psychiatric disorders because 01 the known tranquiliter ell ects 01
both The development ul herbal anesthesia, like acupuncture anesthesia, was
based tin /111sCl/old empirical Iindings Although little attention is paid to illness
beliets and srinbtitte healing piaetiees 01 the Guangxi minorities eAePt to
discritnage them, local medicinal herbs are systematically collected and then
therapeutic effects valved

AU of this is a far cis from the sanctioned use of Chinese medicine in the
past The tiaditional Chinese pharmacopeia rationalised the properties and
therapeutic indications sit Chinese medicine within the closed systemol tradi-
tional ( hinese medical beliefs Fen it many_ remedies were discuseredby
obsciving thcii empirical cllects then later use was ni.n.le meaningful in terms
of classical medical 1.11C01, When applied by a Chinese style physician, they
were used on the basis 01 theoretical notions such as their tat, tang, "hots
cold,' wet Ws clean pciisonous ehaiacteristies, then putative influence on the
balanced (low 01 yi (vital eneigy) in the body Our instance, to lower hiroyi
tia excessive internal hot eneto) their symbolic coil espondence according to
"five element" (turvig) theory, etc
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NOS...1th> s as we have suggested this theoretical liamewriik seems to he.
taken_ less seriously In ( tuna Nut only are cmplikal idiots ciiiphastied but

these elfects arc studied within the iraniewolk ul bnimedical science It is our
general impression the thew) is employed because it is needed in the practical
pies,clibing of herbs, which unlike actipunettne minus ale nut id themyses
munediately available turn clinical expeimientatton Instead dies at known in
the traditional (114 ng (nuntlestatam types) 01 diagnostic labels with which

they are associated in the ancient texts
We iuutinely obsersed Vrestetn medical ideas guiding the empirical use in

( h11.1s medicines and we saw Ilaskt1011,11 ( fltileSs !radical SinIttnIS translated
into Western medical idiom But we new encountered 34 cSitlfl Inca Isar treat
merits,' used within the context of ( hmese medical divots Mat we Mice at
the thui ( mints I hospital 01 ( hinese Traditional Xicclictrie in Guangdong was
the uke of ( Illness medical terms nut in then traditional sense but as trans
liter400ns of Western medical belicts Hence "hirer Inc and kidney lire'
were ;explained to us as 'tnilaniniation (a Western nottun) ul these organs
The logic employed in these instances was Vicste in, inasuillch as traditiunal
(Iti4se medical theory dues Hurt Intaril a structural language ul rugan specif ic
t w o s but radio a lunc mina' language that doodles the ItaillItl101.1} relation
ship ml internal and external lunctional ssstems Becausy we were a Western
medical gtoup, perhaps what we heard was an attempt to render Chinese inedi
einq understandable, to Western medical eats and nut the was it is actually
pia treed in modern China II this is su it is interesting nom theless, because
the e translalltIlIS all. what batelout doctors lacy air d 33estcan style phytacjerlIS

art taught Ilence tts syncletISIII is becoming, it would scem the functioning
( h nese medicine of contemporary China

hen we asked the deputy director 01 the hospital it this impression seemed
to feu to him he said it ...mid he true But he At) assured us the change we
w re ubsersing was lut the better What IS Important is ellectIVC treatment
I- en in the past, the ideas changed But now we have the 4upportunity to
1.1 derstand what we du scientifically and to use what is most ellectise fiuln
b h systems and discard what has no et t ect .

Ills pragmatism impressed us as much as did his obvious SOIWIS11011 that
( littlest medicine was an clic.. tise therapeutic system lie was inquisitiYe about
r ess therapies that might help his patients and he wislisd to int Ol ni us about

c successes ul his therapeutic J11114111entaliu% lk rumecteB an image of
4

ompetence and extensive clinical expelmenu. as w 11 as warmth and empathy
is pi actical orientation and conlidence in his ell ectiveness and pei sunar

t strengths impressed us as possibly I:turretsal attribuks ul successlui clinicians
anywhere

These attributes doubtless also contiibute to the placehu response but they
hull further significance fur us They suggest that il we are to understand how
indigelous Chinese medicine actually Junctions in contemporary China and

011
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asses. its achrei,entent' and limitations I Jrui whai thelapeutls system does not
pussess to\ kitics aloq. skitt potentully cItc,tive treatments) then ace must
conduct detailed st talks suc.h practitioncis ssteinaticalh Joao thinF how
they pratice and pres. N Jett:miming the impact of those practices on
patterns hell we possess reliablic and t.alid in depth I miltrig. We must rcrnatrl
susplcious of arty account that claims to tell us about traditional mc.cli..t.ine iii
'Modern II lima This t. all the more iv,AWri to owNlikv Jro (htnesa colleagues
to sanction comparative ft*Ncsral kir] Ihe inner workingy tit Western and ( Innese

pratilce se, that we can better understand universal and culture spec it tc
features of tltnicai cart in the hope 01 (lc livcring hetrcr care to patients iii otg
iNkoit),1t.IICS
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Integration of Traditional and Western Medicine'

Although traditional Chinese medical practitivner s weie held in low repute
and ridiculed prim to the 1949 revolution, Mao Zedong popularised and sanc-
tioned traditional medicine by hailing it as a great resourje Our ',1st( to the
Academy of Chinese Traditional Medicine in Beijing underscored the itch
historical routs of Chinese medicine as well as the respect and admiration that
Chinese traditional doctors now enjoy We saw the actual merger and inte-
gration of Western and tiaditional Chinese medicine hum the level of the
Wichita doctoiS in 'mal villages to the must bight; specialved, must sophis-
ticated institutions at the provinuial pielectuie and ministerial levels

Tiadiuunal Clunesc practices are becoming part of the practice ul Western
ur mudein doctors Graduate physicians have enrolled in tiaditional medical
schools 1t some hospitals we visited. up to one-thud of the modem physicians
had both the NI D and the traditional Chinese doom's degree. Muieuvei, some
tiaditiunal Chinese doctors have gone to medical school and have received M D
degrees In addillun ru these dual degree effuns, integration uf modem and
tiadniunal medicine has been enhanced lay shun couises, apprenticeships, and
continuing education provided by mobile medical teams Buclout doctors rely
greatly on the use of herbs, acupuncture, and other traditional medicine prat
tices We were told that must baiefuut douivis had mastered about 100 difler-
cnt acupuncture points In illetilcdi schools, Uaditiunal Chinese medicine has
been incuipuiated into the modern medicine with-ilium, while selected dim
of modem (Weslein) medicine have been included in the curriculum uf the
Chinese traditional medical schools

I The flat two sections or this chapter were contributed by Dr Deuschk
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Education and Tr Lung

According Eu'the spokesman at the Academy dl Chinese Trattional Medi
tine, the lust traditional medical school in China was Ivunlied in 700 A D This
shool taught acupuncture and inoxibustion The lust traditional medical
schools founded in the new China were located in Beijing, Guang/hou, and
Shanghai There are now IQ

Changsha we visited the Hunan Provincial College ul Chinese Traditional
Medicide, which could b"e described as a hospital based medical college it was
establPened in 1963 with 300 beds and now has a stall ul 370 The hospital is
organised along conventional departmental lines internal medicine, pediatrics,
surgery, obstetrics-6 necology, El- NT, and smaller subsidiary departments

The 300 beds are distributed be specialty as follows

Internal medicine and pediatrics 150
Surgery

Traumatology 50
Ob/Gyn 25

I-ENT 25

The direcior of the hospital spelled wet. their three main tasks providing +.7

medical care educating and training interns, and conducting scientific research

There are now national medical entrance examinations and standards for
"admission to Chinese traditional medical schools Those passing the examina
lion are eligible fur selection to the 5 y eat program 4 years of course work and

"Mk I year of internship The internship training program provides clinical rotation
through' the various hospital services in a pattern similar to Western medicine
At the time of our visit, the Hunan Provincial College of Chinese Traditignal
Medicine had 70 interns under tr`iiining The staff includes 102 doctors, of
whom 29 are Western-trained arid 73 traditional Unfortunately, we 4lid nog
have an opportunity to meet with students and faculty involved to the 4year

4 ecourse work progr,

he directu of the _First TeixhingH rospitalaffiliated th this medical
oo mated that about 70 peu-eni of their practice involves traditional

trredicine They claim a high late of success with uitho problems, espe
orally in treating fiactuks with small mobile splints. Cu an diseases treated
there include coronary artery disease. respiratory diseases, rheumatic heart
disease, chronic nephritis. and hepatitis Clivir.al practices.used in traditional
Chinese medicine-are briefly described below .
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Balance, is an important concept in Chinese medicine Nature maintains d
balance in all things Human Niro are seen as a microcosm within a macro
cosm, and their energy interrelates with the energy of the universe Both qr
(energy) and ling (sexual energy) ale vital life eneigics kept in balance by the
dual polarities vi itn and yang )'In is described as negative, dark, cold, and
feminine, and yang is positive, light, warm, and masculine Whatever the ter-
minolua, there must be a balance of positive and negative polarities The
delicate balance ul and rang Jesuits in health imbalance or disturbance ui
this energy may result in disease The techniques and practices of traditional
filtdArle ale based on this (admittedly) oversimplified fiarnewurk and die at-
tempts to affect the balance of energies

Acupuncturt Acupunture treats disease by puncturing certain "points" of
the human body with metal needles to induce stimulation by valious manipu-
lation methods. A point is a specific spot on the body surface where needling
ur moxibustion is applied to MNS: a certain reaction in certain regions or
viscera so as to produce therapeutic effects Acupuncture needles are of various
shapes and forms, the must commonly used being filifurm, three-edged, "plum
bknaorri, electro, and intradermal needles The sensation produced may be

distention, or heaviness The electrical and plum blossom needles
are examples of implored technology and represent relatively recent innova
(ions in lidditiundi medicine Acupuncturc_anesthesia, which was introduced in
1958, has received widespread attention from the international scientific
community,

Moxibustion Moxibustion is the treatment of disease through thermal stim-
ulation by applying the heat produced by ignited muxa wood over specific
areas of skin surface Moxa wood is the shredded dried leaves of Chinese
wurnipiod (Artemesis 1.tilgans), an herb with an aiuma to marijuana
MtAd is wound into pellets, that are burned over the acupuncture puints and

removed when the patient (eels heat, Moxa now comes in cigar form it is

burned and held over a particular acupuint foi certain conditions to bring
about the sedation tunific.ation of energy either to take away some energy
or iu give more eneigy,asthe case requires Heat application by mumbustion rs

considered by its practitioners to be mute deeply penetrating than are the
infrared treatments used in Westein medicine The herb must be 9 years old Its
potency is lessened if it is younger or older

Though acupuncture and muxibustiun ale diffeient techniques, both ale
applied to points selected on the basis of the Chinese theory of channels and
collaterais, which maintains that all points are capable of both reflecting func-
tional changes of the viscera on the body surface and passing sensakons fiom

2Th is section was contributed by Dr I linor4
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the body surlacc to the viscera f turn ancient writs, they have utkri been used
in coordination It has been stated that rmAibusiton mac he applied when
and where acupuncture alune prows mellcctiYe, gli,ing the rationale lor the
long-term luxtapositii'm

I cuprt ssure, at torus sagt , and (, upping Acupressure and acurnassage as

their TWITIO imply are techniques related to acupunctyre Both use acupuints
in the body and the meridians in which energy flows io direct Ike practitioner
to the appropriate place to apply pressure or massage

( upping is another traditional healing prukedure A heated bamboo cup is
placed on the skin As it cools it cuniracts, drawing the skin and the energy
into the cup Applied I riction or pinching ut vital spots in the body to release
congestion is a modified form of capping

lferbulo Mao Ledung's statement that Chinese herbs area tre,i5ure house
that should be utilved was frequcritN quoted to us The use of herbs is wide
spread in traditional Chinese medicine IlerbulogN is the use ut natural plant or
animal substances to boost the bodl, s natural cncrgy ants health when
nutrition and other presentrse methods have failed lierbAists areas of specials
/anon include conditions such as skin disease blood drilders and internal
medicine problems particularly in celatirun to the gastrointestinal tract Inter
ttuus diseases generally fall within then area ut competence Chinese herbal
medicine, unlike Western medicine Is usualtl'taken in the turn) of broth made,
by boiling the ingredients prescribed by the herb specialist

kJ
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Training and Education of Nurses

Joyce A Finzore

During the Cultural Revolution, must formal nursing schools in China were
disbanded, as was the Chinese Nurses Association During that period proles-
stunal assbciations were viewed as elitist As a result, there was a decline in
educational programs and standards

The Nurses Association was reestablished near the end ul 1977 During our
visit, we were told that an annual meeting ul the group would take place in
Beijing in December 1978 The clinical sessions at this meeting were to focus
on nursing of attliovasculal diseases Two representatives of each province
would be selected by then peers to attend In Guangzhou we were told that the
Chinese Medical Association published a Nursing Care Journal three ur four
times a year However, we were nut able to louts copies at the library of the
Zhongshan Medical College, and therefore it was not possible to prepare a
review of articles written by*Chtnese nurses.

Formal nursing eduation rs provided in China at the provincial, district, and
county levels, but not at the commune or brigade level

A novivial Nursing ,School

The nursing school at the Pi ovincial Hospital of the Guangxi Zhuang Adion-
omous Region was founded in 1972 The school has two classes, with a total
enrollment of 100. students, and nine special ou.upational teachers Many of
shit faculty members have been head nutses fur a long time, some are also
graduates of the medic l college All the teachers of the basic nursing courses
are medical graduates 1p.icturs also teach MI the students come Born Guangxi

&foie being considered Fur admission, applicants must have graduated laum
middle school and must pack a standardued test Only 50 students are selected
each year Those who lad may repeat the examinatton fur admission to the
following class Before graduation, students must serve 36 practice weeks m the
hospital and pass examinations in basic nursing Laic. inteirral medicine, and
surgery Cumprehensise examinations are given at the end of each course and
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at the end pit the entire piogram There aft. Ili/ licensure requircincnis for
nurses Tahlc 1 sUTIlf11J71/t., the curriculum at this nursing school

The chiet muse at the hospital planned to institute required e \animations
her nurses who had hecn on the start fur a long time M. I or those w h been

emplosed more than 10 sears, the other for recent gruclua cs The nursing
ultc is alrskl Iespunsible till clinical practice Ifl the hospital A,ny nurse who

not pasNhe examination Is counseled and assigned to clinical areas in
which she needs practice

Retort, the ( ultural Resolution it tr ilk t scars to complete. the nursing
school clIffILUItirn but during that period some programs were shortened to 2
scan and othels were abrilishecl ultirge the/ the time rat our visit schools were

oft returning to 3 s ear curriculum, which allosss more time for clinical practice
The few continuing education courses for nurses usually lucus on clinical
knowledge Facults members of this school hase been tit-ironed ro lq pest
graduate courses in this hospital in the past 2 }ears

The dirtctor graduated trom nursing school in 194 Ten years later she
took a postgraduate course, She has also spent nearly years in part time
study of medicine and clinical nursing Five Years ago she was appointed to her
present position

Assisting the director are a seven nurse faculty who also serve as head
nurses in the carious hospital departments The curriculum coordinator who
teackies the pharmacology course prepared herself by studs mg pharmacology
in the medical college for 1 scar She graduated from a 3-c ear nursing school in
I y59 and has since completed a 1 Ilaf continuing education course in internal

41- medicine and nursing care

The remaining faculty are head nurses in the stomatology , FENT, general
surgers pediatric obstetrics-gynecology and externai medicine departments
All the lac ultc members have taken continuing education courses in sarious
fields One of them had joined the arms at the age of 15

a
41

General Observations

Nurses who will he assigned administrative duties usually are sent to a larger
ispital to learn management skills In some hospitals two group leaders are in

charge of nurses and nursing service,s The group leaders report to the hospital
administrator On clinical matters pertaining to patient care, nurses report to
the doctor in charge I that ward and to the department head, as well as to the
department of medical administration

I very hospital has a director of nursing who supervises all the chietnurses
esery tlinrc.al department has a chief nurse In the absence of the chief nurse,
her assistant a charge nurse, serves as head The leading nurse member kit one
hospital was the associate director of the hospital in another, one of the rturses
was the leading member of the revolutionary committee
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we met one male nurse during our entire visit ursmg is nut viewed us
marl work in the Chinese culture It seemed to he erir\idered a misuse oi
manpower fur a s uhla NI healthy man to do nursing The lew male nurses are
nut restricted Irum As nursing care activities but tend to work in outpatient
departments /nd operating rooms

We reviewed record I omis in one hospital Theysc+re similar to those used
in hospitals in this country doctor s ordeis TPR history and physical ctarm
nation discharge summary labiria tory tests rnedieahru a Lards and is hour sum
mar s sheets Oppendoy

During the duly shill from 30 a m to 3 00 p In a ts plea) 3 nurse team
starts the day by making the patients beds Then one takes charge or treat
rents one manages medical or de is and one makes rounds to cheek on
patients conditions respond to their requests, and monitor intravenous ad
ministratiiiins and blood transfusions These aetisities aft. usually, completed by
noon when a report is winter about each patient The chief nurse Incorporates
these notes into her 8 hour surnmars. which later becomes part of the 24 hour
slUTIMary The reports Include conditions rat seriously ill patients those on
intravenous fluids id rile dk,aLluris and pie and pustoperative patients Special
treatments are described All instruments on the ward arc accounted lor

There are usually three lesels ol nursing, Lee lese-I I for critically ill

patients who are entirely. dependent and Inas he cOnsciuus or unccriscious
level 2 I Ul patients who require intermediate care but are able to du sole
things lop thernselyes and level 3, ambulatory patients whir can bathe
themselves, make then own beds and otherwise care I or thernselses etcept for
certain treatments medications or drat...Rustic. tests The doctor s orders-usually
Indicate the lerti of care required bt each patient

At orretiosmtat we visited m3ris or the nurses were (ider and much more
experienced in many ways than the beginning doctors Since doctors and
nurses 'fess alike and perloini many of the same functions it was often drItt-
cult for us to distinguish between them

Ircro%tud,

A list 01 20 questions was developed to establish la ppoit with the nurses
and learn about then life style, education lamely and siockoteunignic status
Our general interests were nursing education, (raining sersice, and continuing
education Since Intcrsicw time was limited to a pew minutes with each nurse
it was not always possible to gel all the questions answered Twenty nine
idersievio were concluded roost of emir, Guangxi

The irdueation of the nurses varickl horn!, months to 3 sears partly because
ul the catppressii in of eduwtrun during the ( uhuiat Revolution The nurses had
graduated between Igc I and 1976 and reelected a wide range ot age and
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experience Table 2 gryesilhe name cat the school, the length 01 the program

year uf graduation. and postgraduite ur continuing educdtion ICE) courses
completed since graduation for each nurse interviewed

Seventeen of the nurses were married, and two were single Data were nut

collected on the menial status ut the others Table 3 compares the ',slates and
positions uf the married nurses with those 01 their husbands The mailed
euttits had Irum two to tour children Nurses with more than two children
said that the third land fourth) had been before Oil campaign to limit each
couple to two children or had resulted hum tadures in tdmdy planning

Summary

Nursing services in the hopsitals we visited were similar to those in the
United States. Routines,iprocedures and hospital record loinis were quite
familiar In general, the hospital technology its not at the loci cal that in the
United States, but all citizens have access to the health care delivery sy Stem at
minims*. cost We were impressed with the smooth tuncrioning of ductursAnd
nurses as a team

TABLE 2. Training of ludnidual Nurses

Nurse

School
_ of
Nursin..

Length
of

Program
rs)

Year
of

(ibiduAtion

Postgraduate

(I I Counts Length

1 Guilin 2 1950 Operating room
theater And acu-
puncture (1967)

6 months

Improving technical
nur suss skills (1974)

6 months

2 Shanghai 3 1962 None
Oscupational

3 (Mtn 3 1975 Changzhen Medical 3 Yeas
( °liege doctor s
training

4 Nanning 3 1962 Clinical prAstice 1 year
(1962-63)

Posticaduati- course 6 months
(1974)

5 Nanning 3, 1962 (linisal practic-c
(1962-631

1 year

6 Nanning 2 1972 None

9 0
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TABLE 2 (=timed)

Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

Nurse

School
art

Nursing

Len,,,th
art

Program
oersi

Pos4radualc
of or

(,radiation CE. Courses Length

7

8

Teh Spe.sal
District
Hospital

Teh Specvt
Distrm

1961

1961

None

Traditional Chic esc
medicine theory

Hospital (1964)
9 F uzhou Middle 3 1962 None

Level Vocational
Medic) School.
Jiangsu

10 Teh Special 1 + 1 1951 Additional clinical 1 year
District 1963 experience
Hospital

11 Hunan 3 1963 None
Provincial

12 Ling Ling 3 1953 None
District

13 Lei Lin Medical 4 1959 None
College

44 Lei Lin Medical 3 1961 None .1
College

15 Lei Lin Medical
College, traditional

2 1974 Bone disease course
orthopedic ward, op.

1 yeas

Ottnele medic-we
school

_ eratinza room theater
(1961)

16 Hubei 1 1948 Postgraduate course
(1958)

Part-time study in
medicine and clinical
n us sing

t<173

17 1 ushou 3 1959 CE course in inter-
nal medicine

I year

18 Nanning 2 195; Shanghai Nursing
School cardiac sur-
gery course (1963,
1973)

Part-time study
(1977)

19 Liaoning 1951 t'art tune study in
hospital pharmacy

20 1 cizho;1 2 1952 None
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Nurse

School
o(

Nursing

Length
ui

Prok.ram
lyrs)

Year
of

Graduation

Postgraduate
Of

CF Courses Length

21 Nanning 2 1954 19 courses during
past 2 years for
new knowledge and
updating

22 I uzhou 2 1955 Yes (no explanation)
23 F sahou 3 1954 Age 15 Revolutionary

Army

Work and study at
t uberctlosis hospital

24 VII Hi Hygiene 1976 None
School

25 Xian 3 1972 None

26 Guangzhou 3 1975 None

27 Shaanxi Province 2 1974 None

28 Shaanxi Province 3 1968 None
29 Changan County 2 1974 None

TABLE 3 Monthly Salaries and Positions of Nurses and Their Husbands

Husband Wife

Occupation
Salary
(y uan) Occupation

Salary
(yuan)

Leading member of
machine tool factory,
cadre

Medical industry planner,
cadre. physician

Chief. internal medicine
deparftrient. physician

Hospital pharmacist

Member. revolutionary
committee

Cadre, vegetable
cannery

Teacher

Inland water navigation
"shipping company

68 (S41) Chief nurse, Chuanehuan
Central Hospital

90 (554) Nurse/doctor, Chuanchuan
Central Hospital

70+ (542) Head nurse, Guangxi
Medical College

70+ ($42) Charge nurse, County
Hospital

Associate director, Heng
County Hospital

56 (S94) Charge nurse, Heng
County Hospital

Charge nurse, Hen
County Hospital

47 (320 Staff nurse, Heng
County Hospital

0 0
kJ 4.,

65 (539)

50+ ($30)

50+ (530) 4%,

50 (530)

42 ($25)

A ($25)
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Rural Health in the People's Republic of 'China *

Occupation

Wife

Salary
(Yuan) Occupation

Salary
(yuan)

Teacher, high middle 58 ($351 Staff nurse, Heng County
school \ Hospital

Scientific and Techni- Due ctor, Guangxi
cal Bureau. Guangxi /twang Nursing School
Zhuang A R

In charge of Weather Curry:I)ium coordinator,
Bureau Guar*xi Zhuang Nursing

School
Bureau of Health. Head nursestomatolcegy '

Guanteti Zhuang A R department
Surgeon Head nurse, FONT

department',
^ Health Bureau, anti- Head nurse, general sue

schistosonuasis anti- gery department
epidemic station

Institute of Pharmacy Head nurse, pediatric
department ,

Bank of China Head nurse, OB-GYN,
department

Head nurseCultural Bureau, Guangxi
Zhuang A R

46 5 (228)

vv
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Training and Education of Doctors

Kurt W Deuschle

F rmal Education

Medical education in China has expanded rapidly since 1949 There are now
l's----...

1 medical colleges in China i 1 l and, according to information presented by

t e Bureau of Medical EducatiOn and Medical Sciences of the Ministry of

aith, 310,000 physicians have been graduated over the past 28 years

Officials at the Bureau of Medical Education stated that most medical

hods now have a Lull 5-year curriculum that includes training in seven major

specialties medical therapeutics, hygiene, stomatology, pediatrics, Chinese

medicine, clinical pharmacology, and pharmacology In June 197$ there were

two other categories of medical schools of higher learning Chinese medicine

and pharmacy, with a 4-year curriculum, and a vocational program with a

3-year curriculum. Even though graduates of the 3-year curriculum have less

scientific training, they have "M D." status Specialization training for the

4-year doctors is emphasized. Graduates of 3-, 4-, and 5-year curriculums enjoy
the same appointment privileges at hospitals and have the same responsibilities

for health service. During the 1960's the 6-year medical school curriculum was
reduced to 3 years in an effort to rapidly expand the number of physicians

Experience with the 3- and 6.year curriculums indicated that 3 years was not
enough and 6 years was too much, Although the 3-year program accelerated

the graduation of doctors, the 5-year program has been recently established as

a more reasonable time for the medical school curriculum, and the 3-year

program has been abolished.
Students selected for medical schools of higher learning come from a pool

of senior middle school graduates Those given priority for admission are con-

sidered on a number of criteria, including scholarly competence, moral, intel-

lectual, and political excellence, and performance on an admission

examination. At the time of our visit, in addition to studying medical subjects,

Chinese medical students spent about 30 per5ent of thick time learning political

science (history of socialism in China since the revolution) and performing
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nulitarr drills and physical labor This is no longer true During their education
in medical school they must also learn nursing skills and techniques, first aid,
and macs healtIreducation

Atte' graduation, physicians are assigned to various positions in the health
are system The preferences of the graduates are considered Postgraduate

training 10f specialization is 3 years Candidates selected from the health insti-
tutions are enrolled in spectalwation tr*acks under the supervision of medical
experts in the specialized ttelds

Continuing Mucatton

Continuing education in medicine has verb high priority There is a vertical
line of responsibility in which the highest level ul specialization provides train-
ing and courses tor the next lower level For example, an expert in cardio-
vascular disease at the provincial hospital level might spend a year sharing
expertise at a county hospital In turn, a physician from a county hospital
would share am new or upgraded skills and knowledge with doctors in the
commune hosptals The commune hospital doctors would subsequently be
able to share their learning with the barefoot doctors at the production brigade
health station

Other forms of continuing education include short and long courses, in
advanced concepts, techniques and procedures in medicine at all levels of
health care from commune hospitals to the ministry level Correspondence
courses arc also popular

Mobile Medical Teams

The mobile medical team concept is a key component in the constant effort
to increase the competence of health workers in the Chinese health care
system The mobile medical team does .more than visit rural areas to take
modern knowledge and expertise to the barefoot doctors Experts are a
assigned for periods of several months to a year as part of a continuing educa
non effort Medical facilities are used by the mobile teams that are frequently
assigned to rural posts for I of each 3 years of their medical service

The term "mobile medical teams" may lead one to assume that the activity
is a short-term assignthent for a specific medical task Such assignments for the
mobile medical teams in the countryside are usually for 1 year, but may range
from 6 months to 2 years Some 160,000 urban physicians were permanently
assigned to the countryside in a 7 year period (1966.73) This unprecedented
exodus resulted in long waiting lines at the urban medical facilities from which
these health service personnel were drawn Estimates of urban hospital profes-
sional personnel assigned to medical postoin the countryside varied from 15 to

if
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25 percent However, no 'urinal data were available at any of the urban hos
petals Wt visited, nor could we obtain the infoimatvn indnectly by noting the
composition ul urban assigned peisunnel at the 'trial hcalth 'acuities we visited

Zhongshan Medical College

During our 3-week trip we visited one medical school the Zhongshan
Medical College in Guangihuu, founded in 1953 The curriculum there has
undergone many changes, especially since the Cultural Revolution The medical
school complex has five teaching hospitals -three general and two specialty
with a total of 2,100 beds The staff of 4,000 includes 1,000 teachers and
doctors Enrollment in the medical school is 2,000 with 200 students in a

1year advanced graduate program
The curriculum requires 5 years, having gone thioug14 6 and 3-year trials

Selection of candidates for admission to the medical school is said to be, lust
and foremost, determined by "good. political attitudes, followed by love of
physical labor, study of the revolution," good health, age (20 years or so),
single marital status, and good performance as a factory at agricultural worker
Candidates are selected fium the pool of senioi middle school graduates to take
a unified (national) e Ka:inflation, and admission is recommended on the basis
of test performance

In general the curriculum can be divided into three stages premedical,
preclinical, and clinical The premedical courss,4tven during the 1st year,
include biology. chemistry, physics, mathematics, and a fuieign language. The
2d and 3d year courses covet the standard basic medical sciences The 4th and
5th years provide clinical training and practice experience Changes in text-
books and teaching content have been initiated in response to comments from
students and teachers

It was not possible to review the entire curriculum In response to a ques-
tion on preventive medicine and public health teaching, the dnettui stated that
90 hours were devoted to hygiene and epidemiology There am formal courses
in epidemiology and statistics as well as hygiene The Faculty of Hygiene offers
six courses for students graduating with this emphasis epidemiology, environ
mental statistics, foodstu 'lf sanitation and nun awn, statistics (biustattstics),
and hygiene and sanitation for children and adolescents

A major effort has been launched to develop unified standaid textbooks for
all medical students so as to confOlidate the basic cure teaching Three prin-
ciples are emphasized to combine traditional and Western medicine, to give
prtority to prevention as well as theiapeujics, and to combine theory with
practice.

We asked about internship and residency prugiams at Zhongshan According
to the director, The 5th yea& of medical school is equivalent to an internship.
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There is a 1 year pustgraduateprogram 'to upgrade the skills of doctors who
come back after practice in the field and a specialty residency program of 3
years for doctors under 4a wishing to specialize Many short courses and tor
respondence curses are also provided for health personnel requiring advanced
training

Zhongshan Medical School enrolls minuiltY students fwm China and some
foreign students At the time of our visit there were 25 students from 13
countries, most of them African China has many_rrunority ethnic groups that
do not compete as well academically fur admission to medical, school, and
special efforts are made to obtain a representative pibportion of minStity
medical students They receive remedial work if required and get special con
sideration se that phys&ins hum these groups are.avadable to practice medi-
cine in their home communities Women constitute about 40 percent of the
medical school graduates Only 10 percent of the medical students were.
formerly barefoot doctots All students must pass a final exam to receive a

certificate in medical science Most of the graduates are assigned to practice in
factories and mines .

Some special features of the Chinese medical education system are worth
noting In the selection process there is peer ranking of the factory ur agri
cultural student group a potential rtlisal student must be chosen at first
screening by fellow workers The student must also qualify academically
through graduation hum senior middle School and musrpass a national exami-
nation Students may meat the It mination seveiartimes it necessary Being
allowed to repeat the exarnitfailiefrippaiently linked to the applicant s age
Successful candidates may indicate then first, second, and third choices of
medical school Prospective students may also request a specialty area from
three faculties general medicine, dentistry Istumatulogyl, ur public health
Their desires arc considered seriously, but the final decision is made by the
authorities based on the State's priorities

.Faculty are chosen on the basis of qualifications and competence The
faculty A Zhongshan includes graduate ductois from then own medical college
as well as from other medical colleges The lowest faculty rank is acting
assistant, with no fixed period, followed by lectuier, assistant professor, and
full professor Facutty are appointed initially at Junior levels and progress
according to then competence in basic science apd c inical teaching We were
told that no faculty had been iiiomoted at ZhongS an since 1966 Students
participate constructoely in efforts to improve faculty teaching, course con-
tent, and teaching methods

The only concrete budget figure un medical education given to the dele-
gation was the 10,000 yuan ($6,000) yearly cost foi each medical student
While medical education is "free" to the medical student, the State assumes the
overall cost, and the 10,000 yuan figure,meiely reflects the amount budgeted
per student This figurewas not broken down for us
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The overall attrition late from admission until graduation is 2-3 percent
The reason for dropout ui ftduie is usually given as puui health ui puOr
learning. Medical students are discouraged from marrying

Although very litt/I was said about research, clinical rattler than basic
science ieseaich was briefly uudined Family planning research with vial curl
tiaceptive pills, and exploration of family planning through a combination ul
Chinese tiaditiunal and Western medicine were specific examples of ongoing
investigative studies by the faculty, with support from the State

Zhongshan. Medical College has one of the witstandinplpecialty cancel
hospitals in China Patients are iefelled thruugh a legiunallied chain, going
from ,commune.huspital, to county hospital, to provincial hospital, to piefec-
ture hospital, to this university center hospital

Assistant Doctors 4

In addition to training full M D 's, China has been training assistant or
middle level ductuis, selected from the iuniul middle school (equivalent to out
4unior high school level). These students ale admitted to a so- lied- middle
medical school, which is a vocational type twining piogia raining is usually
for 3 years, and the level of proficiency and expertise v ies considerably
According to Sidel [4], there weie 230 middle-level ;,iihuols in China in 1965
and an estimated 172,000 assistant ductois in 1966 These middle level doctors
might be equivalent to Soviet feldshers Unfoitunately, we did nut have an
opportunity to visit a middle-level schuO) ut to ubtain any detailed birefrng un
this category of medical manpower

In summary, the physician in China graduates from a medical school of
highei learning. These are 100 such medical colleges Although we had an
opportunity to visit oily one medical carnpusythe infoimatiun gathered from
our half day visit pro ded impui taut and useful data un mudein medial edu-
cation in Ch,tna A sample of one of 100 medical colleges gives only a candid
camera" shot of one point in this vast network, so one must refrain from
generalizing about Chinese medical education However, our observations and
the infoimatiun we obtained theie agree with other reports gathered by U S
delegations who have iepuitesi on Mule extensive visits to the Chinese medical
schools tn many sections of the country 11,2,3i
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Surveillance and Antiepidemic Work

.

f William Foege

Introduction and Organization

Antiepidemic, stations are expected to cairy uut prevention, research, and
training. The scope of services was nut consistent throughout the provinces we
visited In general, antrepidemIc responsibilities include communicable disease
control, special programs fur vaccine-preventable diseases, odrtipational safety
and health prograrrk projects, for the control of vector-borne diseases, and
earronmental sanitation. programs. In some areas (I e screening for
tuberculosis and leprosy is part of th.e antrepidemic serves s In uther areas, it is
included in chronic disease services fri, some areas4i e , Guangdung), occupa
tional safety and health does nut come under antrepidemic services The recent
dramatic increase in life expectancy and improvement in child health has been
attributed largely to antrepidemic services. We were interested in their ur ganiza-
non and programs. , .

At the provincial level, antiepidemrc services may involve d staff of 200 or
more An example of the Nanization at this level is found in the Guangxi
Zhuang/Autonomous .Regiun, where 2.12 pelso.ns staff a department of epi-
demiology, a department of hygiene, and an institute of parasitology Their
principal responsibilities are as follows

Department of epideguology
...k

Epidemiology surveys and 'analysis of epidemrologic and seasonal pat-
terns,

Control of communicable diseases,
Technical supervision, N t
Preventive, and occupaanal programs.
Departmen of hygiene
Survey of la or hygiene In factories and mines,

ir.Supervision of criteria for labor hygiene,
Enforcement of labor protection regulations,
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Inspection of factories,

Programs for environmental sanitation and hygiene in urban and weal
areas,

Survey of pollution and foodstuffs,
Examination of schobl hygiene
Institute-of parasitology
Surveys of schistosomiasis, malaria, fdariasis, and hookworm
Prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of parasitological conditions
Consultation on parasitology, '
Eradication of the four pests

Another type of organization is seen at the Shaanxi pion-mai antiepidemic
station, where 204 persons staff departments of hygiene, labor hygiene,
endemic diseases, and parasitic diseases

At the county level, 3 10 persons are generally employed in each anti
epidemic statteir However, Miyun County had a staff of j2 County anti-
epidemic services may be housed with other medical services, but functions and
responsibilities are kept separate At the commune level, one to three persons
are responsible for antlepidemic work carried out as part of the services of the
commune hospital and at the brigade level, the barefoot doctors of the co
operative medical station have this responsibility

In addition to the above structure, there may be antierndemic prefecture
stations between the provincial and county levels We were told there are 15 of
these in Guangdong Province, each with a staff of approximately 50

Twu distinct chains uf command ale evident in the antiemdemicse,rvice
General admmisti.ative supervision is provided under the usual county, cum,
mune. ur brigade structure Professional supervision. un the other hand, is
dearly the iespunsifaility uf the antieplmic services A barefoot ductup ulti-
n;rately receives prufessiunal supervision and guidance num the pity/Irma' anti
epidemic service, while administrative supervision comes Irom the brigade

Medical students in ZhdIngshan Medical School are given 90 hours of instruc
non in hygiene, including statistics, and 75 hours of instruction in epidemi-
ology, as compared with 160 hums of training in pediatrics (The epidemiology
lecture topics are listed in the appendix to this chapter )

There are no special schools for those-wishing to specialize in intiepidemic
or public health areas, but several educational possibilities aie Nailable One
approach is to attend medical school fur 4 years with I year devoted to puklic
health, followed by a 6 month internship Another is to graduate from a schdp1
of medicine, then take a I -year postgraduate course in public health at the
medical school ,A medical college gkaduate can also- apply for a special 3-year
postgraduate COLIES in public health,
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Medical Surveillance

95

, In the past 25 years medical surveillance has dccluped rapidly un a global
basis Iris nuw considered to be the luundatiun fur successful disease control
programs and occupational health and safety efforts, a; well as the basis fur

systematic epiderniuluvAt studies. WI. were mien:sled in the type of sunedlance

programs instituted in rural China, particularly in how data are collected, ana

lyzed. and used The billowing information concerns data un infectiuus
diseasessas well istnvironmental and occupational hcgiene

,
Data Collectton

System in urban areas health statistics ace collected by the health care
divisionkan, each huspital A doctor is given responsibility fur collecting data
fiord one ur two health stations Information un ak,ute disease problems is
turned over to the antiepidemic program The health care division pruvides
information to the hospital s statistics section, from which it is sent to the
Ministry of Health

Volunteers in rural dices repurt disease conditions to the cooperative health
station in their biigade Each brigade in win tepuits to theecurnrnune hospital

antiepidemic station We were nut, able to discein a unifuirn itporting pattein
for the entire country we were told that in some brigades lhe bare out ductui
is expected to send a monthly lepult tu the commune hospital here the

antiepidemic station summarizes information to be sent to the c unty 'anti
epidemic station, Provincial antiepidenuci staliuns icCeive repuICS frum the
cuunty and in turn are responsible fui reporting to the Mir-ashy of Health If a
patient guesseluectly to a county huspudl without Ming referred frum a con
mime huipital, the cuunty huspital tepuits the illness back Whe commune
level.

While different lepui ling frequencies ate appaientfy expected in diffeient
provinces, in nu case did we detect a specific negative i eptrting system, that is,

one that requires zero cases of a particular illness to be reported
Reporting forms While negative lit:putting as such was nut emphasized, must

areas required d specific form to he used km i eputtable diseases A standard
national turn-is not used Samples of!surne of the lepuiting foirris in use are
found in appendix E Case reports andsummancsuleaA disease ate .cornpiled
by geOgraphic pint

InfonnatwA tollected Standardization lux the enine county apparently
does not exist, but cumrnun 10poltable cundifiuns include diphthci Id, measles,

pehu. pertussis, meningitis, hepatitis, influenza,. dysentery, tuberculosis,

malaria, tables, Japanese B encephalitis, leprusy. x.arkt level. typhoid. and

lelapsing fever
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At each provincial. county , commune, and briga health enter we tried to
ascertain the leading causes urf infectious disease illness Ind death as reported
by the surveillance system The major reported infectious diseases were
influenza, dysentery, measles, and hepatitis In-selected areas, epidemic hemor-
rhagic fever, Japanese B encephalitis, malaria, and trphuid fever were listed as
major causes of infectious disease illness Maim- causes ut death from intectrous
diseases included Japanese B gncephalitisoepidernic hemorrhagiclever, polio
myelitis, and 14 one specific area, rabies

An example of the information available to us corms from Chang an Count'
in Shaanxi Province, which has 43 communes and 700 000 people In 1977,
4,598 infectious disease cases were reported The most frequent was dysentery,
with 2,398 cases Second was as measles, with 889 cases, or 129 cases per
100,000 population (26 per 100,000 in the united States in 1977) Third vr`as
epidemic encephalitis, with 264 cases Infectious clisese deaths were un-
cinnmon, with eight deaths due to epidemic encephalitis, seven to polio-
myellitis, and one to Japanese B encedialais

As could be expected, wide variance was found in the adequacy of informa-
tion collected Some counties and provinces kept extensive information, while
others had little data Variations were apparent even for such basic information
as the number of rrnmunizations given In Guangdong, for instance, we were
told that of )07 counties, 47 kept good immunization records, including
numerators and denominators, while 41 kept fairly good records, and 19 ha'.
poor records

Analysts

Data are analyzed at every level. a recommended practice Most health units,
from the brigade hearth system through the provincial antiepiclernic station,
could provide numj ors and denyminaturs as well as rates !go most report
able diseases We 1.1.1ot 'See more extensive analysis age adAted rates, age-
specific rates, evaluation of immunization status, and significance testing info'
matron were not readily available

-44

Response

While there was a functional system to convey information flom lower to
higher levels, we did not iiiircountera standardized surveigance reporting system
that returned information and analysis to lower levels --

Outbreak investigation capabilities see.rned well developed for instance,
suspected cases of polio appeared to be adequately and quickly investigated In
some cases the response was very systematic In Hunan we were told that not

I1J
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only are reports of dysentery sent from the lirigadI to the commune but a
standardized reaction has been developed If only one or two cases are reported
from the brigade, the barefoot dth.tor is expected to investigate and respond
appropriately If three or more cases are reported, however, the commune
automatically sends an ,antiepidemic team to the brigade if the ;lumber
mounts to some unspecified level or the commune requests help, the county
also responds ,,

In Guangdong we Were told that provincial antiepidemic teams launch in-
vestigations whenever,-(1 I the Ministry of Health requests, (2) problems are
detected by their own data analysis, or (3) problems are detected by reports
from the county or commune For instance, because of 204 cases of meningitis
reported by one county in Ahe summer of 1977, the provincial antiepidemic
station initiated an investigation and diagnosed the epidemic as due to Japa-
nese B encephalitis Their investigation was self-generated', initiated by their
expectation that meningitis should be a rare condition in summer Personnel in
the' ktieficlemie station at the proyincial levels are expected to spend about

a

one-half their time in the countryside in investigations or on consultations
In ,principle, a medical surveillance system in rural areas provides informa-

tion from every brigade, eventually reaching the Ministry of Health There is no
national standardization, therefore there are different forms, different report-
able conditions, and various periodicities Improvements 'm the data collection
system could be achieved through national standardization of forms and infor-
mation requested

Data are analyzed at all levels, making a response possible at each level
Coordination of reporting through antiepidemic stations, chronic disease
centers, and maternal-child health centers could improve the understanding of
disease probtems4ced - 1

Results of the Anuepidemie Program

Smallpox

SmIllpox, which was endemic in Cffina in the 1940* was markedly jedute)
by the mid-I950's, the last'outbreak wac reported i March 1960 in Yunnan'tle
Provuice The method of smallpbx eradication van In October 1950 a
iSationwide program was aunched through the health)tructure to vaccinate all
newborns and to revacc ate children at 6-year intervals, but some provinces
used other systems For example, in one province 'teachers and cadres vac-
imated every village each year after 1949 We were told that in early years in
this province 'the regular health structure was bypassed and th5 vaccinators
were unpaid volunteers In the early 1950's they used liquid vaccine, which was
kept cool in brooks or wells Freeze-deed vaccine is now used Vaccinators

A
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were taught lo lead veccinallun tales and told to repeat any vaccinations that
did not take.

Several lines, of reasoning lead us to conclude that.Chine no lungei has
smallpox (1) China's medical and social sti uctuie, unlike that of must coon
tries, provides a mechanism foi vaccinating every person Thereloie, it is not
only theoretically possible but has been demonstiated in uthei campaigns that

.. every person can be leached by a pi opera (2) In must health units we saw that
the date of the last case of rnallpox could be ascei tamed, a' rid that the inlot
citation was consistent with data fium uthei sources (3) Vaccination scar fetes
die very high reports of 95 percent and mule in the Childhood population ate
consistent with both piugiarn leput is and our observations (4) The reporting
system ft um brigade to commune to county and province is sullicientiy good
fur other cominunicable!diseases that it would be urt i ly that smallpox cases
could have been missed for 20 Yeats, if indeed they ha occulted Unlike mari),

rt?

countries, no suable propuition of .the population is inaccessible to China's
surveillance system (5) The absence of pockmarks in children has been re-
peatedly reported by obseivers, which isi,curisistent with over 18 years 01
smallpox freedom (6) Theic is nose discussion in China that smallpox vaccine
tivn proceduts can be changed, the first step being to vaccinate only newborns
and persons living along bolder sieas, and the final step, to abolish small'pox
vaccinations in general Chinese public health officiils tuilld hardly consdei
such steps if they were not thoroughly convinced that smallpox has d(s
appeared

4

Other Vaccine Programs

At with some Lithe' piugiams, we fotind little national uniformity and a

great deal of provincial diversity in piggrams Ica vaccine-pieventable diseases
Even withilta single pluvince, we found wide vaitations for example, in
Shaanxi we were told that 80 peicent of brigades Lamed out planned immu-
nvations, while 20 peicent did not follow the pluvincial schedule Types of
vaccine used vatted, as did the time of administration In general, BCG,
measles, polio, triple vaccine, and small,pox vtcinations wei$ almost universal
Smallpox vaccine is now given, by 1 yeai of age and repealed at approximately
6 yeais of age BCG vaccination was fiequently given at bit th and iepeated it
the skin test al age 3, 7, or I ?proved negative Appendix F illustiates some ut
the immunization forms used

Measles (live, further attenuated Peking 55) was given at about I yeai of
,age, but in practice (in brigades wheie it was given only uricc a yea!) children at
least 8 months of age were vaccinated with a repeat dose at about 4 teats ut
age We welt told the vaccine,cuntained 102 5 tissue culture infective doses pet
0 1 ml and that the average dose of vaccine was 0 2 ml Measles vaccinft:s

'A
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irequently given to the swing Brigade officials !Munn the cumniune how
Many does ul measlecvatcute ale needed The commune in turn urdeis sac

cme num the county II is delivered hum the cuunty thiuugh the cummune to
ths barstool ductur in the bngadc in 2-cc ampules, in a thermos with ice

Live polio vnttine is universally given lust, type 1, fulluwed by a cumbina
lion of types 2 and 3, 1%3 to 2 months later Putty vaccine is given at ages I, 2,
3, and 7 As with measles vaccine, polio taturte.is given tin a paiticulai day,
with tilde's plated in ailyance, usually dining the winter lu avoid interference
horn ythei entouviruses In genetal, we were told that vaccines were given on a
specific day, and held beyond that time only tut chddien whu had been sick ui
away hum the brigade on immunization day On um Inigade metrical coupela-
Live wall, we saw a sign interpreting regulation 3, which indict/led mute
flexibility in the vaccination schedule The sign duelled stall tt5 finish immu-
nizations within the Jullow ing (lilies measles 3 day s, puliu 5 days, ankkuthers
within 7 days

Othei immurniatiuus administered iuminely in sumt counties and pi uvinces
include Japanese B emephalms, leptuspausa, typhuid, cholera, tables. end
tetanus vaccines Diphthciia, pertussis, and tetanus vaccines ale used, nut
always in the same cumbinatiun In sume counties, DTP is used, but uthel areas
use only DT vaccine ui pertussis tuxual In at least one place a DP vaccine is
used without the tetanus component

When requested, the balefuut tjuttuis could tettieve an immunimnun card
for each child lmmunuatiun levels of 95 percent and eve' were common, and
we were tuld that baiefuut doom would actually take immunizations to
individual houses if the chddien there had nut come tube tdatunated fur some
reason

Tuberculosis It is difficult to evaluate the tole of BCG in the leductiunuf
tuberculosis because scieeningiand tiealmenl uccui yffnultaneuusly Fut
stance, in 1973 -a mass X-ray survey in Commune (11,000 population)
revealed 53 cases of tube' culusis Althuugh thew aie the same piublems with
cumpliante in taking meditatnfits that have been ubselved in the United States,
in that Migade all pieviuusly itthagnused tases`of tybeiculusis ale uncle' treat-

ment or have/completed treatment, and there are nu cullently active cases In
Luancun Commune (pupulation 17,340) unty 10 cases aie under therapy, with
no new cases reported in 1977 Among 18,600 peisuns screened in a Guilin
suburb in 1976;130 cases of tube' tulusis were found We were told that many
brigades have had nu recent cases ul tubeitulusis rte penuns uncle' the age of
15 While, this appeals likely, it is impossible to evaluate the iule tit BCG in the
achievement

licasles As in the United States, measles may pruvtde une ul the most
sensitive indicatois.oi the adequacy ul an immunisation piogram Only I in
years of [educed thud will permit a tesiiigence of measles Even adequate
tuveiage iates, it associated with impotent vaccine, will be tinily reflected in

11wvv
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increased incidence of disease In China a wide spectrdm of measles incidence
was found consistent with excellent programs in some areas and defects in
others (table 1) In general, it appears that defects may be due to cold chain
problems and administration of impotent vaccine rather than to incomplete
coverage It is most impressive that some brigatles and counties have remained
measlesfree for 3 to 5 years

Polunnvehtis We 'saw wide variations in the incidence of poliomyAtis
(table 2) Some counties have gone years without a case 31 polio For example,

TABLE 1 Measles Incidence Rates, Selected Areas of the People's Republic of
China, 1977

,

Area Population , Cases

Rate/
100,000

Population

Guilin suburb commune
Taoyuan County (2 bpgades), Hunan
Henanzhat Commune, Miyun County
Heng County, Guangxi Zhuang A R
Miyun County, Beijing Municipality
Dazhat Commune
Guangxi Zhuang A R
Ma filing Commune
Ch 'an County, Shaanxi
Xinhui County, Guangdong
Luancun Commune, Chang'an County

,,
18,600
2,25§

21,0011
780,000
180,000
11,600

30,000,000
21,636

700,00e
8Q0,000

17,340

0
0
0

3

24
X89

100m-

$ 0
0
0
3

4
26
38

111
127
137
576+

8

S measles rate in 1977 = 26 1 Per 100,000, with State rates rangulg from 1 2 to,150 5 per 100,000 population.

TABLE 2 Polio kicidenee Rates, Selected Areas of the People's Republic of
Chula, 1977

. .

Area , Population Cases

Rate/
100,000

Population

Guilin suburb commune
Heng Cognty, Guangto Zhuang A R

18,600
780.000

0
Q

' 0
0Taoyuan County, Hunan 880,000 0 0Hunan Province 48,000,000 1.Z0 0 04Guangxi Zhuang A R 30,000,000 0 05Changan County, Shaanxi 700,000 50 7

Luancun Commune, Chang'an County 17,340 ,,,, 9, 51,9
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Taoyuk County, with a populsatun of 880,000 has been polio freeeor 3 years
On the other hand,,Chanean County, with a population of 700,000, recorded

. 50 cases of polio. in 1977, with 7 deaths Nine ofithe patients had preyiously
. received polio Nitv, cm e, but then recent immunization lecoids were not avail

able .Hunan Province, with a population of 48 million, recorded 20 cases of
polio,in 1977 Nonetheless, as with measles, the incidence must)ae viewed in
relative. terms and is fat below that of 20 years ago In-Guangxi, for instance,.
the incidence of polio between 1969 and 1971 was 2 73 cases per 100,000
1?kiPulation In 1975 and 1976 it was 0 1J per 106,000, and in 1977 had

copped to 0 05 per 100,000 In this province 'approximately three-fourths of
the polio patients are uhimmunized The remaining one fouith have a history
of immunization, but their recent immunization experien!..a was not available/ t/ Penults Thet reduction in pertussis is exemplified in Heng County In
1953, the incidence of pertussis was iecorded as 674 per 100,000 persons, in
1977, it was 34 per 100,000 Rates as high as 130 per 100,000 were-found in
Xinhui County and as low as 11 per 100,000 in Miyun County

Diphtheria Raies for diphtheria were difficult to obtain However, for
Guangxi we were'told there were 2 8 cases per 100,00 in 1977, while in Heng
County the diRhtheria tate had dropped from 13 5 to 0 2 per 100,000 between
1953 and 1977. .

In summary, the campaign against vaccine prhentable diseases-in China has
been an outstanding success, with marked reductions in disease rates over the
rest 15.20 years However, as in the United States, there are wide discrep-

, ancies Irrational figures werelnot available in China, and We were left with--the
impression that in general vaccine;preventable disease sates have a wide range
consistent with the variety of approaches to immunization programs

/ t
Otherlelected Communicable Diseases

Influenza, pneumonia, dysentery, and measles were the most commonly
mentioned causes of itlfectious disease morbidity In selected areas other dis
eases were added to the list malaria 43. Hunan, pertussis in Guangxi, and
typhoid fever in Xmhui County

We requested infectios disease mortality, data at each medical center In
children, measles moital y whet primary u) secundaiy to pneumonia was
most frequently-mentioned In several areas deaths due to Japanese B ern
cephalitis were included in the three leading causes Of infectious disease mur
tality (Chang'an County, TatiyuanCouniy, Guangxi, Guangdong) 'Ep'idemic
hemorrhagic fever was the leading cause of infectious diseasedeaths in Hunan,
whileAbies, hepatitis, leptuspilusis, dysentery, and meningocuccal meningitis
were include0/1 specific areas

4-> 1..itiS
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lrilluen,:a Influenza was cited as a niajui plublem iu must places visited
Both H3N2 and HINI wele.repuited m 1977 and early 078 Influenza rates
of 300 ptr 100,000 in 1977,were cited for Xinhui County

Hepatitis Hepatitis was frequently lepoited as a mewl communicable dis-
ease problem The Beijing Children s Hospital reported une fourth of then
cases as positive fui Austialian antigen Miyun Cuunty leported 72 cases of
hepatitis [ler 100,000, with 4 2 deaths per 100,000 in 1977 Luancun Com-
mune reported 60 cases in 1977, 346 per 100,000 (The U S rate for all
reported hepatitis in 197? was 16 cases per 100,000 )

Epidemic hemorrhagic jeter Epidemic hemouhagic level was mentioned
various places but appeared to be of paiticulai significance in HOnap Health
authorities there listed it as the major cause of death due lit infectious diseases
Cases appeat lit be sporadic, cuncentiated in bulb kin and Nuvembei, with 'a
mortality late of 3.4 peicent `toeing peuple dung manual tabu, the its must
frequent victims. It is nut cleat whether the disease is increasing, but some
authulitigsthuught it had been a special problem fui the last 10,yeais
, Japanese B encephalitis Japanese B enceph Us was cited as a poraiculai
prublem, and immunuatwns fui this disease v7eIr given in buth Shaanxi and
Hunan In Guangxi an incidence of 2 7 per 10P,000 was reported in 1977,
down from ;4 5 in 1969_In Heng County. the 1977 incidence was 0 7 per
100,000. and in Xinhui County the reported incidence was 0 5

Schistosomiasis One. remarkable impluvement has been the decrease in
schistosomiasis While its existence is acknowledged by health auttities
various provinces, (here is nu question that huge areas have becuthe flee cif,
schistusomiasis, and there has bean a dtantatic decrease in areas that still hat but

it.
Meningitis Meningocuccal meningitis was tepurted as spuiadic in VdIIUUS ,

provinces In Miyun Gusty neat Beijing it was said to have resulted in 14 7
cases and 3 2 deaths per 100)00 pupulatiun in 1977 Gawp A stiair44re said
to predominate t4e.

4 44

Parasitic Diseases

As could be expected, parasitic disease rates appeare4 to increase in
surthern China as compared to the nuith Since uniform infoin,691/49 is not
available hum all movinces, examples must suffice Screening for intestinal
parasite, in VIM Guilin suburban commune in 1977 showed that 14 6 peicent
of the population had Ascaris Occasional cases of hpukwuim ui whipwuim
appeared Houkwupi is also present in Hunan-and Guangdung and in 10 20
Percent of sume populations surveyed in Guangxi_ Filailasis was repuited rn

both Guangdong and Guangxi

V 1091
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Malaria was said to be absent in the nuithein provinces In Shaanxi, Prov-
ince, authorities indicated they have e41114 50 cases uf malaria per year per

100,000 population In Maconghng Commune in Shaanxi province, the mci
dente of malaria was 100 per 100,000 population per yeas In Luancun Cum

mune six cases were repurted in 1977 in a population uf 17,240 In Guangxi,
plasmodium wisax, Jakipantm, inule, and ntalanae were all said to ptesent

ire campaign against malaiia includes vectut control, chernopruphyPhys, and
drug therapy In ffeng County I 5 cases per 100,000 were reported in 1977, d
decline from lb8 per 100,000 repotted in 1953 In Guangdong Province, we
were toll that malaria at one time affected 50 peicent of theipupulation While
the same Ixpes of malaria still exist, the incidence is mucfi reduced

Envmonmenta Sanitation

One objective of the antiepidetnic services is the improvement of drinking

water Barefoot doctors place bleaching powder in wells and use a chloride
meter to measure whether the concentration uf chlorine is sufficient Each

commune has inforniation on the numbei of unproved wells in the commune

and the status of running water Fur exa ,wple, in HenanThai Commune in

Miyun County, 19 of 25 brigades have Jul-thing water, waste disposal, and 110
public latrines in addition,tu private latrines On the other hand, in one cum
mune near Xtan, only 3 of 18 bligades had running water The rate for dysen

tery, which is said to be yen Common in the summer, ranged from 16 to 800

per 100,000 per year based on reports available to us
The barefoot doctor is also responsible fui health edudatiun aimed at eluni

nating flies, mosquitoes, rats, and bedbugs While mosquitoes are still abundant

in the south and flies are still common in the rural areas, there are fewer flies

than one would expect The rat cuntiul plugtram consists uf poisoning and
trapping rats and destroying rat holes A tat index shows reductions of 95 99

percent in the rat population

Occupational ficilth

Occupational health activities ale nut yet
where ne, dust, and I ne were majui fia
and being followed flop:Tye', the maju
to be personal protective deviees issued tu

ment indicated that when an accident uccuis,
and An un-thespub investigation AS conducted

developed In textile factulics
smoking Jule was in cffect
u nuise and dust appeased

s, but unused Plant manage

a meeting is held immediately
to determine the cause of the

accident and to serve as an object lesson
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APPENDIX

Lectures on Epidemiology at
Zhongshan Medical College. Guangzhou

I Inuoduction
2 Basic knowledge* of epidemic patterns
3 Epidemiological investigation and analysis
4 Antiepidemic measures
5. Disinfection and pest control
6 Measles
1 Influenza
8. SmallpoN
9 EpIdentic cerebrospinal meningitis

10 Scarlet fever
11. Whooping cough
12. Diphtheria
13 Typhoid

14 Bacillary dysentery
15 Cholera

..7

16
17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Viral hepatitis
Poliomyelitis
Brucellosis
Schistosomiasis
Hookworm disease
Leptospuons
Malaria
lidanasis
Epidemic encephalitis B
Plague

Epidemic hemorrhagic fever
Endemic diseases
Coronary heart diseases 9
Maligrfant tumors
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Birth Planning

Ptehao Chen

In the summer of 1956 the Chinese Government officially announced a
policy aimed at reducing fertility by promeitoon of latemarriage and limitation
of family size This policy was barely translated into action when it Was called

' off with the launching of the Great Leap Forward Campaign in late 1958
Following that ill fated scheme,, the fertility reduction program was revived in
1963.

bribe early 1960's five service was provided mainly to the urban
populatipn,. the ru eoptaation was left virtually untouched A few years
later, the country was plunged into the Cultural Revolution Whatever the final
verdict on that upheaval, one of its indisputable gams was the creation, phase
by phase, of a nationwide network of health cat" and birth planning services
By '1978 more than 90'"eerc,ent of the rural villages had set up such services,
and China now operates the largest family planning program in the world

The rationale, thrust, and goal of China; population policy in recent years
were succinctly summarized by the Chinese delegation to the 1974.World,
Population Conference in Bucharest. One member, Mr Huang, said

On the ,pasts of energetically developing production and raising the living
sNsildards of the people, China has developed medical and health services
tluo ghout the cities and counuyside and Ihaalattengthened the work of
maternily and Odd care, thus reducing mortality, on the one band, and
regulating birth rate through birth planning, on the other Our birth planning
n not merely birth control, as some people understand it to be. it comprises
different measures for different cucumstances In densely populated areas,
late marriage and birth control- ye encouraged on the basis of voluntariness,
while active ointment is gwerfintase at sterility,In national, mtrionty areas
and other sparsely populated areas, apPtwIklatt measures are taken to facili-
tate population growth, while With control advice and help are given to
those, parents who have too many children and desire birth control. Such a
policy of planned population growth is M the interest of tho thorough email-
minivan of women and the proper bringing up of future generations, as well
as of national construction and prosperity
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An official 'primuuncement on China's policy -was given by Chailman Hua
Kuufeng in his speech to the Fifth National People s Congress in February
1978

Planned both is verb important. To control the population growth m a
planned manner is in the interest of planned development of national
economy, protection of mother and children's health, produchun of broad

, masses, and theu work and study It must be grasped seriously and con tmu-
ously Strive to reduce the natural Micease rate or the population of our
country dun to 10 per 1,000 within 3 years

More significantly, Article 53 of the new constitution, adopted by the Jame
ungress, contains the following provision The State advocates and encour-
ages birth planning To the best of 1./l11 knowledge, this is probably the first
time in which the State s active intervention on behalf IA reduced fertility has
been written Into the constitution of a nation-state

1

Organization

The highest administrative agency in charge of China s population pi ograms
is the State Council s Planned Birth Staff Office (ui Leading GI uup), which
stands above the various ministiles h planning Its lesponsibdities
Include

Supervising and coordinating the various ministries and agencies (e g , the
ministries of health, pharmaceutical industries, the Cutrimunist Youth
League, the Women s Federation, the Federation of Trade Unions, etc )

41 whose activities affect the planned bath piugiams in une way ui artothea ,
Working outeshort term annual and Intermediate-term Ourjc plans,
Supervising lower level planned birth units to implement the policy of
reduced population growth, . f
Monitoring the lower level planned birth program activities,
Diffusing innovations in planned bath through vaiiSus meanst including
the _convening of national on-the-spot conferences to exchange experi
ences

).0
The Planned Birth Staff Office calls a national planned both wui cyinfei

cnce once a year Louver level units such as the provincial planned butfi staff
offices send delegates Through this conference, the National Guveinment
tiansrlits policy directives andiseceives feedback The latest work conference
was in May 1978 in Beijing Some of the pi uvincial and county level planned
birth cadres we interviewed' ad attended

Each pluvince has its own planned both committee, usually presided over
by a deputy ...hall man of the ()lumen' levultmary committee (the highest
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administrative office in the.provinee) w a deputy party secretary of the pro-
vincial Communist Path committee The planned buth committee includes
representaties from various agencies and sectors whose activates promote late
marriage and birth planning They come, fur example, from trade unions
women's federations departments of health, education, public security, and
Commerce phairpaceutical eurporatiuns, and the Communist Youth League
Beneath this committee is the provincial planned birth staff office, which is

responsible for day-to-day activitiesc The Guangdong pruvineial planned 0 th staff office has 15 full-time stall
members This offlee (I) sets annual and intermediate term planned birth

4 targets (2) supervises lower level units to implement pulley and realize targets,
(3) provides technical guidance and assistaim to the lower level units in col
laburation with relevant medical units and (4) conducts IEM (information,
education, motivation) activities, including the convening of on thespot con
ferences

In the last few years, the annual budget of this uffieenas ranged from S to
10 million vuan (548 to 56 million), distributed as follows

Procurement of contraceptive supplies and reimbursement of
the four planned birth operations 50%
IEM activities, including subsidies to lower level units 307
Manpower training and research 20%

The budget does not cover the salary of the 15 full-tune workers, or of workers
at lower levels Their salaries ale budgeted under the overall personnel payroll.
of the level of the government for which they work Part of the fund ear

Marked for IEM activities subsidues the salaries of the communes planned
birth cadres, in cases where the communes involved are financially pressed to
support the positions

An official of the Guangdong I:goyim...tat planned buth staff ot flee' said that
the county-level planned bath °Chet: in Guangdong employs an average of 5

wurkers, although the larger offices may have more than 10 In
Xinhui County, Guangdong, the county planned both staff °Ince has six lull-
time workers, and had a budget of 115,000, yuan (569,000) In 1977, 50,000
yuan was spent well before the end of its fiscal year The Rinds were used for
these purposes

Salary for six full time wurkers at the county planned birth office,
Salary for 26 commune-level planned buth cadres (each of the 21 cum-
munes in the county has a planhed buth cadre, a few large communes
have )wo The total salary for the 32 planned both cadres was 20,000
yuan),

, Procurement of contraceptive supplies, 35.000 yuan,

1 1 4
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Reimbursement for the four planned birth operations,
The cost of conferences, visas .to other units, and IEM activities ie g ,
printing of planned bull posters,,etc,A)

In Changsha, the capital of Hunan Province,. the municipal planned birth
staff office spent 310,000 yuan (S186,000) in 1977,for the following

IEM activities, mostly printing of planned birth posters,
Purchase of equipment for distribution to lower units,
Periodic conferences and diffusion of advanced experience through on-
the-spot conferences,

Reimbursement of medical units for the four planned birth operations
accordant to the following ;ales induced abotion, 50 yuan $30), tubal
ligation, 2 50 yuan ($1 50), vasectomy, 1 50 yuan (90 cents), insertion
or removal of IUD, 0 50 yuan (30 cents)

According to the person who provided the above information, none of the
funds were used NI contraceptive supplies The municipal planned birth staff
office took delivery of the supplies from the relevant pharmaceutical corpora
tions, which were presumably paid by the provincial planned birth staff office
or some other unit

In Tao4ruan County, Hunan, the cou- nty planned birth leading group is part
of the county revolutionary committee, the county s highest administrative
organ, and IS headed by a/ Ate- chairman of the county revolutionary com-
mittee The county plannid birth leading group has 1 i members Set up in
1958, it -was subsequpttly suspended, only to be tevivedafter. the Cultural
Revolution

Linder the county planned birth leading group is ilie county planed birth
staff office, which istin chafge of dayto-day activities This staff otficekias five
full-time workers a director, ,a deputy director, a worker 'in charge of pro-
moting innovation through convening experiencerchtinge conferences, a

worker in charge of contraceptive,,supplies, and a wurkei chaige of statistics
and data gathering According to the deputy directoi, the Tauyuan planned
birth staff office keeps track of "five records' maimed women of reproductive
agerpregnant women, deaths, births, and late majriages

Three Components of the Planned BirtlfPrograms

The Chinese platined birth programs aim at promoting and achieving wide-
spread acceptance of the socialist reproductive norms

a
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Late marriage cities, men and women are not to get married until
they reach, respectively, 28 and 25 full years of age, in rural areas the
respective ages are 25 and 23 full years of age These are promoted as the
"optimal ages of marriage in accordance with the practice of decentra
lined policy implementation, each-area establishes its own local norm
However, this varies only slightly, as summarized in table 1
Birth spacing The first child may be planned right after marriage, but the
second child should be planned only when the first reaches 3 full years of
age

Small lama), Two children per family, regardless of their sex, is the goal.
In practice, however, couples whose first two or more children are all
female, or couples with two children, one of whom has,a congenital
disease, are allowed to have more than two children

In accordance with China's usual practice, these three reproductive norms
have been sloganized into wan hsi shad literally "later, longer, and fewer"
that is, get' married later, make birth intervals longer, and have fewer children
(the "later, longer, fewer" norms)

In the last few years, more areas in China have taken up program perform
ante evaluation, which was first developed in the Chang Jiang DelTh to measure
prbgress in achieving popular acceptance of the norms This evaluation system
consists of three input measures and three output measures

Three input indexes ("the three high ')
Birth limitation rate
Late marriage rate
Planned both rate

TABLE I Optimal Ages for Marriage

Three output indexes I the three low J
Crude birth rate
Crude death rate
Natural increase rate

JAI&
Type

Age for Mlles
(Yrs)

Age for Females
(yrs), .

fieng County,
Guangxi Zhuang A R

Xiaoxincrin Brigade,*

Luancun Commune,
Changan County";
Van, 'Shaanxi

Miyun County,
Beijing Municipality

Nanning,
GuangxfZhuang A R

Urban
Rkl rat

1

Rural

Rural
Urban
Rural

28
26

2.4'

4,25
. 27
425

25
23'

23

23
24
23

% .
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The definition of the three output indexes is no different from that el1, ewhere
and therefute requues no explanation The thiec input Indexes dl e cleaned as
follows

.";
Marred women of reproductive age practicing contraception

Beth Lunatation rate 100
Mimed women of reproductive age

Men married at oltunal age + Women marr.ed at optimal age in a &Nen year
Late marriage rate

Tout marrages veers year

Fost-buthorder births to couples cordon-nog to late mart tar norm +

Planned both
rate.) Se,ord-hirth-order births 10 Ccktp:t4 conforming to longer spacing r arm too

Total number of births

A second definition 01 planned both rate is

Earths to be expected in a psi for calendar) sear Lf all

occur according to later longer fewer norms
Planned both rate x 100

Total population at bevin,ng of plan (or calendar) year

M we learned at the Guangdong planned birth staff office, this second
definition is used to calctlate the lowest possible crude birth tate it is not used
to measure performance There is nu reason why it cannot be su used,
however

These six, indexes measure the performance of planned birth programs
across geographic administrative units (e g , cuuntics, communes, productiun
-brisadea-ni the countryside, district, resident. committee in the cities), and in
a given unit over a period of time The higher the value of the three input
indexes and the lower the value of the three outp4 indexes, the better the
program's performance

In Changsha, Hunan, where we first learned of this evaluation system,. the
input indexes are referred to as 'the three high," and the output indexes as
"the three low " Spatially, "the three high" And the three low" are used as
yardsticks to compare and evaluate the perfulmance of the programs among
geographic administrative units Temporally, they measure the perfurmana of

tr a geographic-administrative unit's pruglarn oliel the years Each unit is ex-
pected to raise the value of input indexes and lower the value of output
indexes until its natural increase rate is teducea to 10 per 1,000 or below. The
goal is to "stabilize" the natural increase rate at that level

Not all the units we visited have adopted this system Some were even
unable to provide the value f the planned birth rate Fut instance 4yun
County, near Beijing, and Heng County,,Guangxi, did nut tecuid.the planned
birth late, whereas in Xinhui, Guangdong, and tauyuari. Hunan, the pLanned
birth _cadres were able to provide the figure In Changan County, thaanxi
Province, we did nut obtain the figure fui the planned both tate because we
did'not meet any cadre from the county plannedilth staff office (This also
explains the scarcity of data about that county in table 2 )
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TABLE 2 Planned Birth and Vital Statistica.,of Three Rural Counties, One Suburban County,
One Provincial Capital, and One Province, PRC, 1977"

4.
county VaNt Ileng Tioyain Clung an igiyun ' Xi an?tonne Guangdong Guangxi Slunan ";;`,. Shiarou Brk mg Shaanxi Guangdong

Population 810000 780 000 R89 843 0 1 431 115 380000 2 63) RnS4 5$ 019 000Married *worn.
Qf reproducrsw
4, (MIKA) /10849 87 667 107 000 384 6P0

Ilf9iR A II percent
,...f population ( 63 10 9 11 2 . 12 14 6

149. RA praAtacing
contraception e 71 73) 6) 633 R5 814

A
313 515 4 208 934

Buth bru tat aon
rate ("4.1 789 70 AO 2 ? 806 765

IUD 29 6E11414) 5) 886 O71) 31 869 (40%) 124 119 (39%) 60%Tribal aibon 23 075 025/ 2 199 1 4%) 31 833 (39%) 42 444 (14X) 20%
Vasectomy 14 157 (21/1) 232 1 1%) 11,062 (13%) 3 675 ( 2%) 10%Oral Rik ' 30164 511 5,715 ( 7%) 66 021 (224) 5%b

t:10 11:y(4table Ill ( IS)
Coodorn 4838( 7%) 2 1291 491') 4 74 676 (24%) 5%;rill ()Over 1415 ( 250Cos, Induced abort lona 1 700 3 ORO 230-300smog

thowanddLate mkt nap rate ("Ci
Total 4 9E Is NA 75

Plaamd birth nu I%) 62 .70 " 67 61

Male ,, 95 1 'Ferrule 96 4 ,
,

Crude birth rate 15 5 20.2 15 1 19 93 10 79 15 88 ' It 58Crude death tete 645 . 5 7 908 678 604 587 597Natural went tate 9S .
145 622 ' 13 15 (75 10 01 12 61

,tt
"Crinhui, Hen& and Taoyuan art rural caulks Chang an and Miro are suburban rowans Yo in is the capitol of Shunzt

Of thew 1,420 315 are in Zhang,an Cotnty under the Turadrad,rt c )(ran
/Include! IJOCCIAbk

clndudei diaphragm and ye Cy

d Average nears for Syeat period up (01977

i.
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if

in Changsha and in Hunan Province, the "three high and three lowNvalua-
tion system is used to exhuxt better performance in Aligned birth work Each
"bar" is encouraged to further raise the value of theethree input indexes, and
each "block" is responsible for supervising all the "bars" within it to further
raise the value of the three input indexes as well as lower the value of the three
output indexes

The "bars" are all the branch-type agencies ur enterprises within a givOn
geographic administrative unit, e g , the factories, trading corporations, govern-

~ ment agencies, within a district in 4 city The "block refers to a geographic -
administrative unit, e g , a municipality, a county, a commune, etc Each "bar"
is evaluated in terms of its performance with res ct to raising the input
indexes, and each "block" is evaluated in term I its accomplishment in
lowering the output indexes

Community Birth Planning

Below the county level, China's planned birth organization is unique in
several respects First, all planned birth workers are los.al persons Outsiders
assigned to an area must live in the community where they work Second, at
every level there is a unit responsible for planned birth work and in every unit
there is at least one person responsible for planned birth work 'Finally, IEM
activities, as well as contraceptive services, are community based, and local
people are in charge of promoting the three reproductive norms

Each commune has its own planned buth commit teeiur leading group) with
representation from various relevant units A deputy party secretary or deputy
chairman of the commune management cummtittle usually prpstdes 'This corn,
mittee supervises the commune planned bath cadres It also stands ready to
render whatever support is needed

The commune anned birth cadres handle day to day coordination and
supervise' the plan

iii
d birth activities of the production brigades within the

commune 'Each production brigade has its on planned birth leading group
headed by either the' caprain of the brigade or the captain of the women's team
(or head of the brigade chapter of the women's federation) The group super-
vises barefoot doctuis, birtiVaitendants, and learn level health aides who deliver
contraceptives t,1 the household of accompany. j..lients to the commune health
center to obtain the type of planned both operation they demand It also uses
locally available audiovisual devices (e g , film strips, movies, posters, broad-
casting) for IEM activities More significantly, it avails itself of the regular
production team meetikgs to conduct IEM activities among, eligible couples
' Since the early 1970's the Chinese programs have made great efforts to

promote community planning of births By ,1977 the following model had been
adopted by all the units we visited, with the partial exception of Heng County
in Guangxi .

i
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Soon after the lunar new yeas, tlie local planned bit tyeading group (Ills a

meeting of 10-20 eligible coupless, a pwductwn team to wink out thie com-
munity birth plan fur the next calendar yea' Eligible couples allocate quotas
or "turns" among themselves in accordance with then usual practice of "sell
proposal and peer review " Each coupre submitkits uwn,buth plan (i e , when
to have the /1st in second chdd) The meeting then approves ur modifies this
proposal in accordance With the "late', lunge', fewer" reproductive norms II
the aggregate total of !Gnats plopused does nut add up to an encessive birth
late, indoidual both plans arc approved by the meeting If the proposed baths
yield a crude birth late higher than that "recommended from above, the
+Malan allocated to couples in the 'highest priority categories (I) newly .

111,1111t1ltuuples who have confuimcd to the late marriage norm. (2) married
WI childless couples, (3) married couples with one child age 3 or above
Among couples in the third categoiy,a couple wbuse childtrs utile' has priority X

over another couple vENse child Is younger Couples with daughters and no
suns and couples with one sun who has a congenital disease are also allocated
"Corns" over the two-child (regardless of se') family Couples who are allo-
cated buth quotas by theft peels abstain fluff' practicing contraception Those
who du not receive a quutaale expected to pact-ice contraception and ty.
resort to induced abortion if contraception fails

Having thus worked out the team Jur neighborhood) plan of birth, the
production team submits the plan to the bligaile The bligade summarizes the
plans submitted by all the teamsundei it and submits its plan to the commune
The planned birth caches we intervioyed said that because of vacations in

demographic characteristics Gum place to place it is not feasible to ask all
teams and brigades to present a community plan that will yield a nude birth
rate within the limit recommended hum above The commune is the lowest
feasible unit where a cumcnunity plan of buths can be worked,uut The com-
mune can u nf u m to the guideline from above while accvmmodating vaiw
lions in demugiaphic charactelistics that are inevitable among the ;humus
brigades and teams

The county in Win aggregates the both plans submitted by its communes
As lung as the dvelall crude buth tale dues nut exceed. the ceiling set by the
piefectute, the county approves the plans Otherwise, consultations with cum-
inuge 'officials will ensue until a final plan 'emeiges that both satisfies the
"demand hum above" and accommodates any genuine difficulties among
lower units To make things caste! fur the towel level, the county planned buth
staff office adopts a ceihrw, that is well above the aggregate of the Fguies
submitted by the communes Fu' instance, akcuiding to the deputy directui of
the Taoyuan County planned buth staff office, the 1977 county plan called fen
12,000 'nabs. This exceeded by 2,000 the aggregate of 'planned buths sub-
nutEed by the communes As it turned out, the actual numb& of bulbs in 1977
was 13,586, which exceeded the county planned blurts by 1,586 In other

V
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words,`the actual' number f births was 36 percent highei than it would have
been, had every birth in the county occuired according to the 'later, longer,

S and fewer" norms

Failures to conceive, cunt' aceptive failures, And other unexpected exigencies
are inevitable a husband may be away fyr a lung time ur a child may dm- and
adjustments may have to be made within the plan period .Eligible couplesmeet
to make the adjustment They may reassign to another couple a birth quota or
:turn" originally given to a couple who has either failed to conceive or will not
give birth until the next plan year If another couple not originally assigned a

coota neveitheless has conceived because or coiltiaceptive failure, its turn'
will automatically go the-next year to a couple ?oi;veri" a turn

The same procedure has been used in the city to allocate birth quotas as a
way of reducing and stabilizing fertility Eligible-q4ples in a neighborhood of
10 to 15 households, a "residents group, meet to work it their community
birth plan They follow the same practice of "vit.-proposal and peer review
and 'are guided by the same three reproductive nuims The residents group
submits 10 plan of births to the next highei level, the "residenti committee,'
which, after having made adjustments and aggregated its total, id turn submits
its plan to the next higher level, the wail iiietlau) The wed makes its own
adjustment and submits its total to the distiact, which again adjusts it and
submits the final total to the municipal planned birth staff office

The adjustment made by this office has a somewhat different meaning Here
it means that at each level the planned birth leading group revises the plans of
births submitted by the luvvei level units, giving additional quotas to one unit

\add subtracting quotas from other units In doing this, it i ssul1 guided by the
three reproductive norms, but takes into consideration (the peculiar demo-
graphic characteristics of each unit (e g , number of marriedivonien of repro-
ductive age, number of children in the family, age and sex of the first child,
etc ) In making this adjustment, the planned bn th leading group has to consult
the lower level units This vertical consultation is referred to as integration of
the lower with the higher" (shang-xia irehe)

In some areas, community planning of births has become so inspu-
tionalized and the three reproductive nuims so well under stood by couples that
it is no Ibnger necessary to call group meetings to work out the community
plarr Each couple draws up its own plan, guided by the norms, and submits it
to the local planned biith leading group On the bos of these individual plans,
ttie group works out both an annual and a multiyear community bath plan In
some areas where this model h4 been followed foi years, a 5-year community
birth plan has been worked out Changsha is one such example

According to a staff menther at the Changsha municipal planned birth statt
office, the arm* plan of births has to be, wuiked out 9 months before the plan
year begins. By March 30, 1978, her completed the Changsha municipal
plan of births for 1979 In drawing up the plan, the office has to take into
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,
aceount the number of manages in the some yea According tu must
marriages nowadays take place around the lunar new year, .(In tei

national Labor Day), and Octubel I (the National Anniversary) Those who get
mauled (Wound the lunai new yell- (usual* between the last week of Janualyc
and the Hist week of February) are assigned a quuta rut that yea Thuse who

'get married oq, May 1 or Octuber 1 are assigned a quuta fur the following yea'
t_abse whu are assigned a' quuta in une year but fad to have a bitch ale

automatically entitled to a quota negt year
Summing up then experience of the last several yeas, her staff has arrived

at a rule of thumb, for which they have vaned a slogan "20/60/20 It meats
that, of all the couples married in a given calendai year, 20 peicent will give
bush dining the same calendin yea, 60 percent the fulluw mg calendai Yea,
and the lemming 20 percent the year after The use of this Jule of thumb,
together with infulmatiun about the number of couples planning tu be maned
and then manage date, has greatly simplified diawing up the annual plan
They can nuw pruject the annual number of baths with glutei accuracy and
make timely adjustments during the Year

All this sugges s that in contemporary China the fundamental reproductive
dekisluns, such age at- marriage, length of birth spacing, asd number of
children, are no I ngei made by individual euuples but are subject tu the renew
and approval of neighbuit peer, and community While this is true to a great
extent, it does nut mean that there ale no individuals whu refuse to abide by
the. norms. People still get married before reaching the "optimal age " As
table 2 indicates, in Guangdong the late manage late fug 1977 was 75 peicent
This means that 25 percent of the couples who mauled in that year did su
before teachipg the "optimal age In Heng Cuunty, 98 peicent uf the couples
married in 1977 conformed tu the late mthirage norm The late marnage late
ful males and fernales in Kinhui County was equally impressive 95 percent for
rhales and 96 peicent rut females. If this trend continues, it will have a de-
pressing effect unTertility even in the absence of a high bath limitation late

Evidence seems to indicate that the trend toward late mainage'began yeas
' ago and is not just a re-eta phenomenon. In all the areas we visited, the

number of Shied wumen of reproductive age as a percent uf the total pupu
lation ranged between 11 percent and 12.percent Except for Van and
Chang'au, at no place we visited did the rate exceed 13 percent (tables 2i1t
6,7)

Contrary to the practice in tithe' countries, where the upper cutoff point
for reproductive age is 44 ur 45,11 is 49 full years of aqjin China This inflates
the numerator and makes the Chinese figures all the mule impaYssive In South

-Kuiea and Taiwan, which have expeiienced substantial incieases in the age at
manage in recent decades, maned women between ages 15 and 44 account
rut 14 peicent ut more of the total pupulatiun This would seem to suggest
that the age at mainage ful wumen in China has also been using substantially
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in the last two decades In, the Indian subcontinent mauled women b e tween
these ages constitute L8 peicent ui mule ul the total population Othei things
&mg equal, this means that the Indian subcontinent population piutiarns have
the task of serving a much laiger clientele in ielatne lei ms It also means that IL,
is much more difficult to reduce fertility there than in China, uther"things
being equal . 4

The best single measure of the, extent to which ligible couples .:unfurm to
the reproductive nuims is the planned birth 'Aril' all the elgible couples
conform to the norms, the planned birth rate NO be 1043 percent. As of 1977,
not Al the eligible couples had dune so As table 2 indicate* the planned birth

--,rate for Guangdong in 1477 was 61 percent In Taiyuan County it was 70 per-
cent The birth total 7i Tau), uan in 1977 was 13,586, yielding a crude birth
rate of 15 3 pet 1,000 Accutding to the deputy director of the county planned
birth staff office, if all the births in 1977 had occurred in accordance with the
three reproductive norms, there wotild have been 3,800 or su fewer babies,
resulting in a crude birth late of 11 per 1,000 But 30 percent of the births
were "outside the plan," accounting fur the highest crude birth rats.-Qn the
basis of data obtained hum complete cnumeiatiun and investigation of 9 ul 60
communes in the courilr, the duectui said that his office has figured it out this
way if the county's planned bath rate uan be raised to 90 percent or higher, it
will be possible to hold the natural mu ease tate to 5-6 pei 1,000 in the next 10
years of su This is the most difficult decade because the piopui Lion of married
women of reproductive age is expected to use, thanks to "our Foluire to pay
attention to the matter of birth planning in the 1950's and early 09'60s

Contraceptive Services

By policy, at least one barefoot dutoi in each coopeiative health station is
a female Must female baiefuut ductois have been trained in contiaceptive
counseling At least one in each biigade has been trained to inseit and iemove
IUD's At least one health woikei in etilkommune has been twined in tubal
ligation, vasectomy, and torminating piegnancies that ale within 3.6 months of
sstatiyn, As our Chinese hosts put it, the thrust of the,effort las been to
realize a condition where "inseition and iemoval of HUD's du nu have to go
outside the commune This goal has been iealized in all the diCcit we visited

Assisted by the part time attendant, the female barefoot doctor serving a
brigade is iesponsible foi (1) pioviding pienatal and pustpaitum counseling,
(2) dein:Ming babies, (3)cunductifig contiaceptive education and delivering
contraceptive supplies to the homes of eligible couples, (4) iefeiiing ui accom-
panying clients expecting compticate4 baths ui demanding obigyn kel vices
induding le four planned birth opeiations eu the commune health clinics,
(5) recording planned birth and vital statistics of the brigade
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Al! contraceptive supplies arsikheices ale government subsidized and flee
The anned birth staff uffice /su reimburses health units rot perfurming the
four anned birth operations at the rates cited earlier.

S e the early 1970's, the Government has required the following leave
schedule for women en-ployed in government agencies and nunagncultural
enterprises when they underg,u planned bath operatiuns 14 days for induced
abortion, 10 days for tubal ligation, 2-3 daykfur insertion or removal of IUD,
and 63 days fur pustpal tum tubal ligation (56 days ale maternity leave) In the
countryside, time off is decided locally, but as a rule peasant women are
allotted equivalent days ui workpvints, which aie the basis fur determining
ode's Income in rural villages (table 3)

in addition, most industital en teipines and some rural cummunes provide a
"nutritional subsidy" in kind or cash In Changsha, where the amount of the
subsidy is decided by each enterprise, the average fur tuba! is 10.15
yuan and many go as high as 20 yuan (512), Foi induced abortions the subsidy
is 5yuan Since the lowest, rdonthly wage in the industrial sector is a mere
40.50 yuan, the nutritionl subsidy should be considered very generous,
amounting to an incentive or "compensation," a term the Chinese prefer
(table 4)

4

Contraceptive Methods

In theory Chma makes all kinds of contraceptives except Jellies and dm-
pluagrns freely available to eligible cuuples A close louk at table 2, however,
leads one to suspect that ural cuntlaceptives ale either r nut made
available at all in rural tillages In the areas we visited, the IUD is the single

TABLE 3 Some Statistics on Admmotrative Subdivisions and Health Personnel
of Selected Counties, PRC, 1977

County
Miyun
Baling

Xuthin Taoyuan
Guangdong Hunan

liens
Guangxi

Population
Communes
Production brigades
Production teams
Barefoot doctors
Health aides
hIldwiVes

380,000
23

330

1,700

880,0002
22

889,845
60

340b
2,200
1,250

780.000
20

237
4,424
1,300
5,600

600

801 which 60,000 are residents of county seat and uthea market towns engaged in non-
agricultural utwities, the remaining are peasants belonging to various communes

bAlthough there are 340 brigades, there are 409 cooperatwe health stations because wine
a the Inge/ brsgyQFs have set up two nations. On the average every coopelante health station
has two-three b t doctors, although some of the bagel ones have as many u seven-eight,

,1'4
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TABLE 4 Leaves of Absence With Ft)] Po or Equivalent for Planned Birth
Operations (in dart:

Taoyuan

Xiaoxicun Brigade
Luancun Commune Nanning

Van, Shaanxi Guangxi

Induced7 abortion 14 14 14
Tubal

hgation 21 7-40 10
Postpartum
tubal ligation -30 60 63a

IUD
insertion 7 I 7 3

IUD
removal

P 7
2

Nutn6onal
subsidies 5-20 yuan

aOf this, 56 days are maternity Leave, to whiCh the industrial worker is entitled In
addition, the employing unit provides nu tntion41 subsidies either in kind or in cash

most popular method of contraception Its use ranges fium 41 peicent in
Xinhui to 841ppercent to Heng County, and 60 percent in Guangdong Next in
popularity is the tubal ligation, which axi.Ounts fur 32 percent, 39 percent, and
20 percent in Xinhui, Tao> uan, and G4ngdung, respectively However' this
method is extremely unpopular in Heng County, where there are many of the
Zhuang minority

The thud most popular method is vasectomy, accounting an 10 percent or
all the methods used in Guangdong Notince Oral contraceptives are appal-
ently nut available in Xinhui, although, together with injectable cunt' aceptives,
they account fur 5 percent of all the nethods used in Guangdong, where
Xinhui located In Taoyuan County, Mils account fur 13 percent of all the
methods used This high late can be explained by the fact that Taoyuan is an
experimental county where they were intioduced in the late I96Qs ui 1970 s
as part of a provincial effort to evaluate the acceptability and side effects of
oral contraceptives in rural areas (tables 2 and 5).

Program officials make induced abortion available, fiee, and safe to all
women who want it, but advise them to use it as alast resort if contraception
fads. Selected female barefoot doctors serving in remote bugades induce
abortion by vacuum aspiration. Huwevei, a woman pregnant mule than
3 months must go to the cotnmune health clinic Despite the official 'last
iesurt" cadtion, the incidence of induced abortion in areas we visited is rela-
tively high, lutig,hly the same as that in the United States in recent yea's. The
abortion rate in Guangdong in 1977 was 244 per 1,000 live births, 285 in
Xinhui, and 280 in Taoyuan The U S ratio in 1975 was 273 In the absence of

1 0
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TABLE 5 Vital and Planned Birth Statistics of Henanzh Co one, Mry un
County, Beijing, 1973-77

Year 1973 1974 r 1975 1976 1977e
Population 20.419 20.058 20,436 20,830 21,517
Married fertile

women (MI W)
to age 49a 2.173 2,099 2,122 2,254 2,301

MIIV as percent
of total population 10 6 10 S 10 8 10 7

MFW practicing
contraception 1,736 1,686 1,793 1,978 2,010

Vasectomy 22 22 23 22 22
1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Tuba! ligation 345 350 3$5 365 369
20% 21f% __,..,. 19% 18%

IUD 993 9794 983 '1,003 959
57% 58% 55% . 5I% 48%

Oral, pals 351 262' 307 395 421
20% 16% 0 17% -20% 21%

Injectable 0 0 0 22 45
0 0 0 II 2%

Others 25 71 125 171 194
2% 4% 7% 9% 10%

Birth limitation
rate b 80% 80% 85% 88% 87%

Crude birth rate
(per 1,000) 14 6 1 2 7 1 1 2 9

aMarrxd fertile women up to age 4a should not be confused with maned 3vomen of
reproductive age The latter includes nth fehile and stenle married women.

bThe Chinese term given was biyun rt, contraception rate, and not the usual fie yu ri,
birth limitation rate

eThe figures in this column are for January through lune 1977 The crude birth rate.
crude death rate, and natural increase rate for 1977 are 11,7. and 4 per 1,000 respectively

legal, free, and easily available induced abortion, the crude both latgs in some
areas we visited would have been at least 26 percent higher than they actually
were in 1977 Although the contribution of induced abortion to reduced fer-
tility is substantial in places we visited, induced abortion apparently has not
played as important a role in 'educing fertility as it has in Japan and Romania,
where it is widespread

One index of the ielative success of the Chinese planned both piograms is
the birth limitation late, which is toughly equivalent to the current users rp.e---/
or current piactice late employed in some uthei countries Measuired in terms
of this rate, the Chinese program is one of the great success stories in organized
family planning. The birth limitation Late ranges from 70 pocertrin Meng
County to 80 percent in Chang'an, Tauy 'Ian, and Xinhui. Fui Guangdong Prov-
ince, with a population of 55 ininlon in 1977, the both limitatiolwate was
76 percent

12 e
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No other Thud World country with a pupulatrun uf over 3 mdliun has
accomplished such a feat The Guangdong birth limitation rate of 76 percent
moy be compared tu the 1976 current practice rate uf 44 percent in South
Korea, which together with Taiwan has often bcen imcd as the greatest success

urgaruzed larndy planning in the Thud World The greater success in Singa
pure can be attributed tu its unusual demographic, sucial, and ecunurnic char
actenstics tether than tu its birth limitation program

Tu sum up, in the areas we visited, a dramatic fertility transition ha> been
accomplished by the widespread practice ut late marriages, birth spacing, and
twu-child tamales Must eligible couples practice the last two by using cuntza
ceptive methods ul then choice and resort tu induced abortion only tu ter
inmate an unplanned pregnancy

Fertility Transition

Vital statistics fur the areas we visited indicate that China has virtually
completed its de ugraphic transition In five communes the nude death rate
ranges from 6 tu 8 per 1,000, the rude buth rate hum 9 tu 19 per 1,000iind
the natural increase rate from 3 tu 13 per 1,000 (table 6) In the five cares we
visited, the crude bath rate ranges from 13 to 16 per 1.000, the death rate
from 5 to 7 per 1,000, and the natural increase rate from 6 tu 10 per 1,000
{table 7) In the rural counties we visited, the crude buth rate ranges hum 11
per 1,000 in Miyun tu 20 per 1,000 in Heng County and the natural increase
rate from 4 per 1.000 in Mivun to 15 per 1,000 in Heng Cuunty The rest of
the counties have vital rates that he sumewheie between the twu cstremes
(table 8) Guangdung Province had reduced its rude bath rate tu 19 per 1,000
and its natural Increase rate to 13 per 1,000 by 1977

The incomplete time series we obtained suggests that a precipauu> feltarty
decline began in the early 1960 s and that once begun. it was rapid and >ub
stanual. Take Guangdong Province, fur example in 1962wits crude birth rate
was 43 per 1,000, the highest recorded there By 1977 it was down tu 19 per
1,000 As we indicated earlier, foi all practical purposes China's planned birth
effort began in 1963 and seemed tu have an immediate depressing effect in
fertility The time series Jur Guangdong province and Tauyuan County suggests
that unce the festally tiansitiun began, alter-net! tu run its uwn Louise, ub
hviuus tu the alit st continuous political upheaval and tut mull that gipped the
country lulluwing the Cultural Revolunun In the 1965-70 period, the crude
birth rate in Guangdung declined by 19 percent, in the 1964-69 period, the
crude buth late in Tauyuan declined by 37 percent (table 9) Fertility leduc
icon of such magnitude in su short a time is extremely unusual in demographic
transitions. Furtheimute, the momentum of fel arty transition has nut only
kept pace, but accelerated in the 1970 s Between 1972 and 1977, the crude
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TABLE 6 Vital and Planned Birth Statistics of Selected ammunes rn PRC,
1977

1

Commune Ilenanzhai . .Dazhaa Luancun Maconghng Taoxu
County Miyun Xiyang Changan Taoyuan 11eng
Province Beijing Shaanxi Shaanxi 'Hunan Guangxi

Population , 21,517 11,600 ' 17,430 21,639 56,923
Crude birth rate 9 12 16 lA 19
Crude death rate 6 7 6 '8 6
Naturel increase rate 3 5 10 6 13
Marred women of
reproductive age
(MWRA) 2,301d 1,474 2,200 2,701 6,398

MW RA as percent
of total popula-
tion I 107 12 7 126 12 5 11 2

Bath limitation
rateb 87 87 84 91 . 78

Late marryage ratee 90
Planned birth rated 75

ante figure quoted here rtfeks only to married fertile women below age 49, and not
mused women of reproductive age

bPercent of MWRA practicing effecticeMelhod of contraception.
Tyrant of mamages in which partners conform to the late marriage norm4.23 for

women and425 for men.
dPercent of births conforming to "later, longer, fewer" norms

bath rate declined by 52 percent in Taoyuan, and by 35 percent in Guang-
dong. Declines of a similar order also took place in Heng County, Miyun
County, and Van

The vital rates and trends furnished by our Chinese hosts seem to be con
sistent with the circumstantial evidence obtained during our tour At Beijing
Maternity Hospital we were told that in the -Last 3 years, of all the babies
delivered there, only 2 percent weie thud-birth-order In the model commune,
Dazhai, Shaanxi, the third bath order accounted for only 3-4 percent of all the
babies born in 1976 and 1977 In Changsha, 80 percent of the babies born in
1977 were first birth-order, 15 percent secondbirth-01de', and only 5 percent
third birth -order (table 10) While visiting Xinhui Maternal and Child Health
Station, v./ examined the admission and treatment record, which shows a

19 percent rate of thud-order baths (see table 10 and. appendix). However,
since this is the general referral hospital for the county, these figures are
probably not typical or indicative of the actual rate for the entire county

12s
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TABLE 7 The Vital and Selected Planned Birth Statistics of Four Cities,
PRC, 1977

City,

Province

Nanning

Guangxi

Guangzhou'.

Guangdong

Xfand

Shaanxi

Changsha S

Hunan

Population
City proper
Suburbs

Crude butte rate
(per 1,000)

530,000
300,000
,230,000a

5,100,000
2,700,000
2,400,000

2.633,805
1,202.490e
1,431,315

897,000f
697,000

<200,000

Total 134 148 159 126
City proper 8 10 9 >10
Suburbs 19 9 14

Crude, death rate
(per 1.000) l
Total 4,-8 5 7 5 9 7,1

City proper 6 2 4 9 .
Suburbs 6 8

Natural increase rate
per 1,000)

Total 8 6 9 1 10 5 5
City proper 1 8 6
Suburbs 1 13

'tarried women of
reproductive age

1,,

53,000)i' 384,860 A 116,610
4 (107) (14 FP) (13%)

Birth limiatron rate 80% 81 9% 81 7 %
Late marriage rate 97% 94 4% 97%
Planned birth rate 67% 67.1% 70 9% .

aOf this, 150,000 are agricultural population in the suburban communes.
tribe figure quoted here refers to married fertile women, and not rity...411.....Aw.of

reproductive age upto 49 years of age,

tAlso known as Cantors, the municipality of Guangzhou consists of four urban districts
in the city proper, one suburban district. and six counties. Of the total population of
5,100,000, 2.700,000 live in the four urban districts and one suburban district. the
remausing 2,400,000 are mostly peasants living in the six, adjacent counties under the
jurisdiction of Guangzhou municipal government

dVan, the capital of Shaanxi Provusce, consuls of three urban districts in the city
proper, one suburban district, and an adjacent county, Changan County

COf this 51,799 live in the suburban district. and 1,150,691 in three urban districts in
the city proper

f Under the Jurisdiction of Changsha municipal government are four urban districts in
the city proper, ode suburban district, and two adjacent counties, namely Changsha
County with a population of 700,000, and %-Vaiiinzheng County with a population of
slightly over 600,000 The figuie quoted here rives not include the population of the two
counties. By the same taken, all the rates quoted below refer only to the four urban
districts and one suburban district, exclusive of the two rural counties.
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TABLE 8., Vital Trends of Two Rural Counties, Two Cities, and One Province, 1963-79 4.

County/City
Province

Miran
aci)xng

Taoyuan
Hunan

)(fan
Shaanxi

Nanning
Guangxi

He ng
Guangxi Guangdong

Xxnhui
Guangdong

CBITTTCRCBR NIR CBR NW CBR NIR CBR MR CBR MR CBR NIR

Populatton
(in 1977)

1962
1963

380.000 889,845 2,633,805 530,000

41 J4
780,000 55,019,000

43 37

1964 49 36
1965 36 30
1969 31 19
1970 29 23
1971 24 19
1972 29 19 21 16

_
29 23

1973 23 18 13 34 26 27 21
1974
1975

18
14 1,26

13
11,)

16
15

11

9
31
28

24
24

24
21

18
15

1976 9 16 10 15 9 21 18 19 13 22 15
1977 11 4 14 6 16 10 13 9 20 15 19 13 16 10

CBR, crude birth rate, NIR, natural Increase rate

13
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TABLE 9 Reduction in Crude Birth Rate iriOne Province, Three counties,
and One City, 1962-77 '

1
Reduction

Location Period , (%)

Guangdong Province 1962-77 -62
1965-70 -19
1972-77 -35

Taoyuan County 1963-77 -71
1964-69 -37
1972-77 -52

Heng County 1972-77 -41
Van 1971-77 -33
Miyun County 1973-77 -52

TABLE 10 Birth Panty Data

Place Period Population Births 1st Order 2d Order 3d Order
(q.) (7.) (",-)

Belling Maternity
Hospital 1974-77 60+ 30+ 2

Dazhai Commune
Xiyang County 1976 150 70-80 16-27 3-4
Shaanxi Province 1977 137 50+ 47 3-4

Zhaothuang Bngade
Yangzhuang Commune 1977 503 6 67 33
Xiyang County o
Shaanxi Province

Changsha 1977 897,000 80 15 5
Hunan Province

Yanan Commune 1978 6.020 25 72 24 4
Xinhut County (several
Guangdong Province months)

Xinhui County 16
Maternal and Child 1978 Oh 21 67 14 19
Health Station (unknown

period) %

.18

Conclusion

The Chinese do not use the term "...ommunity-based distribution (CBD) to
. describe then nationwide birth writivl netwoik Neveitheless, theirs is the

largest CBD onetwork in the world Furthermore, the planned birth servi'.e
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component of their CBD is 100 percent GcRernrnent subsidized Counter to
the conviction of many prupunentsof CBD family planning programs who
believe that free service results in a lack of appreciation by clients and less use
of the service, there is_nu charge for planned birth supplies or operations

In China not 1) y are services free and community-based, but so is the
information, nun, and motivation program Instead of sending outsiders
into villages to preach planned birth, the Chinese try to convince grar,sroots
community leaders that population planning yields benefits These local leaders
to turn use their own language to preach the virtues 01 planned birth and work

,out their own way to implement the program goals In fact, the community
planning model we have described was first used by local leaders in a remote
rural county , Rudung, in Jiangsu in the late 1960 s Only after its spectacular
success did the Government extend the idea by urganging an on-the-sport con-
ference IQ Rudong, to which planned birth workers from all the counties were
mvrted In China, both planned birth workers and grassroots leaders are ex-
pected to exercise leadership by personal example They are the first to "take
the plunge" in practicing late marriage, contraception methods like t.asectyrnv
or tubal ligation, and bearing only two children

In the last few years a few thoughtful scholars in the West and elsewhere
have called for a shift in emphasis from regarding individuals as clients to
regarding communities as clients They have also considered how to get the
community to exert suual pressure un households to regulate births by inter-
nalizing the small family norm China has not only learned to develop and
enforce a community plan of births, but also puts it to practice on a national
scale Outside China, the only program that has the community-based approach
to distribution and IEM is that in Bah, Indonesia Since late 1974 the Bali
population program has coopted the ubiquitous banjur system that existed in
this island fur hundreds of years It is now providing community-based service
and conducting community-based IEM activities, in which the banjur leader,
the kelian, plays a key role- The result has been spectacular by June 1978,
65 percent of the eligible couples were using contraceptives This extra-
ordinarily high rate by been accomplished in a milieu where farm work
occupies the overwhelming majority, per capita income and the literacy rate
remain low, and tiadmunal Balinese Hinduism continties,io exercise sway over
people's daily lives Because of its success, the Bahnese population program has
already met the target set by the Indonesian Government for the year 2000

Although both Bali and contemporary China are underdeveloped StVelleg,
they differ vastly in -ct lime, economic system, and politicosocial organytion
Yet,oth have accomplished feats beyond the dream ul most family planning
administrators The key to their success is the ingenious use of preexisting
grassroots social ur nitations the pioduction team in China and the banjur in
Bali This is food or thought for those who ale searching for a better way to
spread family pla nig in underdeveloped countries

1 3 2
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APPENDIX

Patients at the Xinhui County Maternal and Child Health Station,
June 28, 1978a

Age of Patent or Mother Sex of Baby Buth Older Treatment
25
20
27
28
29 1

28
26
32 Postpartum sterilization
29
28
29 1

29
28
26

41. Midterm induced aboruoi
32
24
29
37 To deliver
29
27 Incision of oval cancer
30
24 1

21
35 Midterm Induced abortior
32
S2 Tumor treatment
4S Control bleeding
36 To deliver
25 To deliver
31 To deliver
20
32
31 To deliver 2

Ina record was copied, with the assistance of Everett Rogers, on June.28. 1978.
bMulterm induced abortion is defined as terminating pregnancy beyond 3 but within

6 months of gestation.

,/
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Diffusion of Health and

Birth Planning Innovations

Everett M Rogers

Introduction

This chapter describes how innovations in health care have spread in China
The information Crimes mainly from our interviews with health and both plan-
ning officials at the provincial and county levels We asked them to tell us how
barefoot doctors and cooperative medical service had spread They provided
many details, and we wee able to .check much of what they said against
articles published in the Pe4,,tes Daily in the late 1960's and 1970's

Innovations were often developed by local units and extended iv other local
units through "on the-spot conferences" Howevei, the State plays an impor-
tant tole in spreading mnovativns, by monitoring progress and providing ex-
pertise. The mass media also help by informing the public about needs and
problems and describing local innovations developed to meet such problems.

Stages in Diffusion

In contrast to diffusion pi ocesses we have studied elsewheie, China s is mole
horizontal, less dependent on suentific expel Use, and mute flexible in allowing
local adaptations. Let us., trace the spread of two interrelated innovations
barefoot doctors and cooperative medical servicethrough five stages

(1) problem definition, (.2) search fin alternative solutions, (3) evaluation,
(4) diffusion/implementation, and (5) institutionalization (table 1).

Pr&bkm Definition

The barefoot doctor concept was a radical" innovation when it began in
China Barefoot dpctors were not Just Physicians' assistants of auxiliaries, but
people trained to diagnose and treat common diseases without assistance ui
close supervision from medical doctors One would expect such a depaituie to

127 0 4
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TABLE I Five Stages in tshe Innovation Process for Barefoot
Doctors/Cooperative Medical Services

Stages/Dates ',Ann Events

1 Probkm definition
lune 26 1965 Chairman Mao Zedong ,ssues ha duectre criticizing the

Ministry of Health and calling for greater stress on rural
health

2, Search for alternative solutions
augua 17 196S National COnfertns revues the idea of training large

numbers of ' nit farmersrpart doctors' (the term bare
foot doctors' was not yet used) to man the rural health
system

1965-E6 Jarman Coronae Nanjing County Shanghai Municipality
initiates a buefoot doctor system Mao endorses an mbesti-
Wive report on this experience

1966 Cultual Revolution begins. and the Ministry of Health 11
heavily criticized Essentially it ceases to function in going
directran to the emerimg rural health system Control over
the Chinese health system is thus demedicalued and decen-
tralized by Mao

1965-68 Widespread experimen(ation a begun by boil Offs
(counties, communes. and production brindes) to identdy
viable forms of the b.refoot doctor(cooperauve medial
fenice concept Many of these local innovations fad

September15'68 People r Lady pubbshes an artsde about the lancuri Com
Mont s expfrenct$ with barefoot doctors repotting an
evaluation( tha mnovation and an endorsement by Mao

196r The tnnovauon of cooperative medical service is worked
out by LUOYan Commune Zhuayong County Hebei Prov
snit and is widely pdsbnzed

Matching the innovation with the problem
1966-70 Many attempts are Made to begin unplearnung barefoot

doctors/cooperative medal winces by Joon units in rural
China many faJ because people will not accept barefoot
doctors as competent and because of f manna) problems.

tarty 1970s Commune hospitals in some arcaskare underused because
buefoot doctors are now treating patients at production
brigade ha lth clouts implementation of an innovation
often causes condader problems.

Diffononrimplernentation

fit 1966-76 National mode are used to diffuse the two innovations
(llanClin Comm e for barefoot doctors, and Luoy an Com
mune for coo sure medal service) along with a/agar
models at t ovincial and county levels. They models
are couple sN other Itiatepel for horizontal diffusion
suds m o the-spot conferences, conferences of advanced
represen urea reinvention of the innovation by local
units, the thyme of the innovation by kat writs, the
rhetoric of the man la, and the provision of individual
models by cadtta

5 InftitutiOnabiatiOn
1976and thereafter Barefoot doctorecooperattve health service see widely

adopted In rural China efforts are turned to upgrading the
technical competence of selected barefoot doctors through
advanced taking Greater emphasis is placed on such re-
lated binontions n bbth planning (whidx began PI the
tidy 1970's in rural was), and waJocal marriage In
1972, Radon{ County, Things.; Province, b designated as
the Rational model for btrth planning In rural areas.
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encounter still opposition Qum the medical profession and traditional Chinese
health piactitioneis, whum the barefoot ductuis would pal (tally replace The
medical piufession s resistance was oveicume by Mau Zedung's June 26 duet
live, which set off a widespread watch fur alternative means uf meeting rural
health piublems It also specified guidelines that formed the ideological basis
for developing the new prat health system in China

Medicine/ health pi ogiams must serve *cake's, peasants, and suldieis the
working people,
Preventive health should be given greater emphasis,

Chinese traditional medicine should be integiated with Western scientific
medicine, and
Health activities should be integrated with mass movements

Search for Alternative Solutions

Barefoot doctors The national conference of August 17, 1965 [9f, which
revived the idea of "part-farmersipart-ducturs' to deliver health services in
production bilgades, also concluded that health aides should be tiamed fur
certain health duties in pi oduction teams There had been some pour expeii
ence with mobile medical teams in ruralChina,and then numbers were glean),
expanded after 1965, especially to Win and assist baiefout doctors. Up to
one-third of the medical staff uf urban hospitals were stationed in rural meas
for 6 months to 1 year

The Cultural Revolution had essentially elimuiated.the Ministry uf Health
(loin directing the search fui usable baiefout dootui concept. Developing the
mnuvatiun has thus fallen largely to local production brigades, communes,
counties, and provinces As explained in chapter 7, the term barefoot ductui"
is credited to Jiancun Commune (2)

Other local dents were also expeiimenting with variations tin the baiefout
doctor theme. Some succeeded, many faded The fast baiefout doctuis- then
called "half-half workers" -were named m Miyun County, Benung Munici
play, in 1965, soon after Mao's directive At first, only one "half-half
worker" was tinned for each pi oduction bugade in the county Impetus to
launch the fast barefoot Iluctui (wrng program came flum a Beijing hospital
mobile medical team, via an uidei to the Miyun County health dnectui Qum
his superiors in the government of Beijing Municipality

The initial 6 months timing of barefoot auctuis was given in the county
hospital and in the various commiine hospitals sthe county The number uf
baiefout doctuis pet production bilgade was giadually_incieased (loin une to
three or four, and in 1976 a goal of une barefoot ductui fur) 200 people was
adopted (the national goal was 1 400). In recent yeas, specialised m sei vice

13C
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training of barefoot doctors was launched, and junior hi 14
chool graduates

were being trained at the- county hospital, where a higher' level of medical
expertise is available After 1970, when Miyun Coun leaders learned about
,the experience in liancun Commune, the "half half workers" were called
"barefoot doctors

Cooperative medical smut' The barefoot doctor innovation was imprac
...peal on cost grounds until it was combined with the related innovation of

cooperative medical service These services were successfully pioneered in
Luoyan Commune in Zhuayong County, Hebei Province (table I) The coop
erative medical service usually obtains funds from individuallnembers of the
production brigade, its welfare fund, and the communevreltare 'fund The
commune also guarantees the cooperative medical service of each of its produc-
tion brigades against bankruptcy The main costs incurredby most cooperative
medical services are for drugs and reimbursements to commune county
hospitals for treating members of the production brigade

pp.Local units played the dominant role in the search for ways to solve the
rural health problem in China us technical expertise (except for that pro-
vided by the mobile medical to seems to have been less important than the
initiative of local people Barefoot doctors/cooperative medical services did not
we from government R&D or from university schools of medicine (as probably
would havevccitred in the United States) This central role of local experi-
mentation a consistent with (1) the decline of the Ministry of Health during
the Cultural Revolution, which occurred at approximately the same time as the
development of the barefoot doctor/cooperative medical service innovations,
(2) the high degree of decentralization in the administration of the Chinese
health system, and (3) the Maoist philosophy, "Knowledge starts with
practice "

In recent years, scientific experts in China have been concentrated in goy-
eminent research institutes that are highly applied in nature, Scientists have
been rewarded for solving social problems, not for publiihing their findings for
fellow scientists In short, research expertise in China was oriented toward
putt/ research results into practice

At the time of our visit for example, research topics at the Shaanxi pro
antiepidemic station (near Van) were selected for investigation on the

basis of local health problems, such as a recent outbreak of leptospirosis (a
disease carried by rats Cr' the rice fields) to nine districts This investigation had

'also been suggested by the provincia}' health department, the Ministry' of
Health, and the Chinese Medical Assoc' ion

A year-end evaluation was made o 11 research staff to determ ine the degree
to which their research findings had been applied to actual health problems by
counties, communes, and production brigades, One laboratory in the station
won a unit citation for outstanding performance honor was

not just for producing an portant research findin t because the
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Inuits led to eliminating an internal parasite The scientists had *mien of then
findingsinpublicatiuns and participated rn shoit courses fur health officials so
as to assist in implementing control procedures lot the parasite In shim, the
reward system lot health ieseaicheis encumaged the application of findings
into practice I --

Mao's philosophy of putting the masses rather than the experts in a key iule
was stated in 1943 141

Take the ideas of the MAMAS [about needs and possible solutions] and con
eentrate them (through study, into more systematic innovations( then go to
the masses and propagate and explain these ideas until the masses embrace
then as then own carry them out, ,old persist in this on then own, then test
the eorreetness of these idea in action [Then repeat the process( over again
in an endless spiral, with the ideas becoming more correct, Mint With and
richer each tune

This statement accurately reflects innovation process fur baiefout ductuis/
cooperative medical service in China from 1965 to 1978

Matching the Innovation With the Problem.

At this third stage in the innovation process, the potential innovation is
evaluated fin us ability to solve the- plublem which, in the present case, was the
lack of adequate low-cost health services in luta' China Articles in the People's
De) featured an "investigative repuit" of the performance of barefoot
dotty's and cooperative medical services Such evaluetion is typically con-
ducted by higher level officials who the local unit and review performance
data Key evaluation questions are considered, such as

Do the people like the innovation')
Is the innovation cost reasonable and affordable)
Is it politically appropilate and consIstent with MaixistiLeninistiMauist
thoughts.'

The September 1968 People's Opus at title about baiefout doctuis in Shang-
hai Municipality had veal impact because it Lamed the endorsement of Mau
He had ieviewed and approved the investigative teput t about barefoot doctors
in liancun Commune and had peisunally visited the tummune to observe bale-
foot doctors in action Perhaps such a laudatuly article with the stated ap:
prOval of Chan man Mau was tantamount to a directive to adopt the
innovation

I Since mid -1978 there ha, been a Shit t m policy toward more basic reseuch as part of
China's "four modcznazabons" campaign
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This published evaluation of the barefoot Joao' idea in Jiansun Commune
used a powerful communication channel, the People', Daily is the official
ofgan of the Communist Party_in China It is the only national newspaper
aimed at the public Published in about 4 5 million copies, it one of the
world's largest circulation newspapers, peihaps sui passed only by lzvestra and
Pravda Regular readership is many, many times 4 5 million because each issue
is posted on the walls of commune halls, factories, and public buildings Each
cadre is expected to read the paper every day and convey its contents to other
members of the small study group of fellow citizens that the cadre may lead In\
addition, the paper is read aloud several times a day over the radio

Articles about heaith and birth planning models inform the public about
both the positive and negative lessons learned fium 'the model s experience
Typically, an article will measuie pi ogiam achievements against objective indi-
cators of success (for instance, the "later, longer, fewer" of birth planning, or
the "two musts and five shoulds" of rural health) Data are usually presented
about (1) the indicators for one unit (for_example, a county, commune, or
production bngade) over time, or (2) the unit's performance is compared to
another unit to show relative progress

Statistical analysis of possible independent variables related to the perform-
ance indicators is not made, as might be expected in a program evaluation in
the United States Instead, there is a more qualitative, intuitive analysis of key
factors Such "mental analysis" may not be as precise as statistical analysis in
establishing relationships among the variables, but it may be appropriate in
making formative evaluations.2

Evaluation of an innovation permeates the entire diffusion process in China
A social problem May be perceived initially from having monitored the trend in
some performance criteria Local initiatives to develop appropriate innovations
to deal with the problem are encouraged and evaluated A model program is
chosen on the basis of evaluative information about its performance, and par-
ticipants at on the spot cujaferences seek to evaluate it The diffusion of such
innovations is then monitored by officials by regular reports from lower units
Many local officials carry a notebook filled with up-to-date performance data
about their unit When reported to higher units and aggregated, these data
provide a kind of management information system. Them is certainly a highly
developed respect for evidence in China, although the evidence is not always as
quantitative as that in the United States

Higher level units select for evaluation local units under their jurisdiction
with outstanding records of performance in Implementing an innovation An

2Formative evaluation is conducted while an activity is ongoing, to improve its effee-
tkveness. Summative evaluation is conducted to reach a decision about the effectiveness of
an activity atter it has run its COMIC Published evaluationl in China are designed to give
further Innovation, not judgment as to whether an innovation should be continued

411
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evaluation team is then sent to investigate successful accomplishments and to
verify the validity of the achievement

Diffusion and Implementation

Solving one problem by mnovation can cause another in the early 1970's,
when barefoot doctors were first widely used in rural China, commune hos-
pitals began to be underused because many patients they formerly treated were
being seen by barefoot doctors The Chinese responded by (I) easing the
requirement that clients must be referred to the commune hospital by their
barefoot doctor, (2) providing commune hospitals with X-ray machines and
microscopes, so they could care for some of the patients formerly referred to
county hospitals, and (3) by sending down more mobile medical teams to
production brigades.

At this fourth stage barefoot doctors spread throughout rural China, some
times with modifications of the ideas Diffusion in China, is unusual in the
degree to which it is horizontal rather than vertical Horizontal diffusion is
summarized in the slogan "Grasp both ends and move the middle forward,
which means that the most advanced units should be a model pulling ahead
those units lagging behind

Models and on- the -spot conferences. The use of models3 and onthe-spot
conferences is crucial in.diffusing innovations in China. One of the first such
uses occurred in the Chinese venereal disease campaign in 198 A large-scale
mass screening for venerpl disease was conducted in one county in Jiangxi
Province, and after training the personnel, screening the public, and treating
the venereal disease cases had been satisfactorily completed, the Ministry of
Health held an on the -sjbt conference. Delegates (torn all the provinces came
to observe and discuss the strategies used Thttse aspects of the innovation were
then taken home by the conferees and applied to theleOwn_.counties [10i.

The innovation demonstrated in the exemplary mociel is not expected to be
copied exactly, instead, emphasis is placed on following the geneial concept

3A model is a local unit (usually a county, commune, or a production brkgado that
pioneers irt inventing and developing an Innovation, m praluating ica<uits, and in serving
u an example for the diffusiop of the innovation to otheillirdts.

Another diffusion strategy is the on-the-spot conference at the site of a model, which

effectiveness, and consider h usedidea might be cd in iheu own home unit. Following
allows participants to see thltyawn ul use by a local unit, ask questions, observe
effectiveness,
the capference , the participants report to thee peers, who than decide whether vi not to
adopt t the Innovation, and if so, how to fit it to local conditions. Cadre leaders are more
likely to be sent to on-the-spot conferences where they exiatange thou units' experience
with the innovation. Such exchange is called letting the cadres educate the cadres" ill
Selection to participate in an on-the-spot conference is considered a reward, as indicated
by slopn "Go out and seek the treasure"

1 4 0
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The result is often a certain degree of variety in the forms A the innovation
actually implemented by local units Fur example, in the early 1970 s Western

observers reported a wide variety of different veinuns of the barefoot doctor
concept then in operation

The October 1968 article in People'sDuly set off many sandal- barefoot
doctor pilot projects in various parts uf China The official in charge uLrural
health work in Hunan Province tuld us that he first learned abuut theirancun
Commune project in Jjoy 1968 This Aficial and several uf his colleagues in the

<Hunan Provincial Health Departmen I selected 1 inchong County as the site for
launching their baiefout doctor prughtim, they studted the local situation and -

consulted with commune and bligad7 leader s about training barefoot doctors
and organizing a cooperative rhedical service to fund local health activities
They trained two barefoot doctors in each of 70 productlun brigades in
Yin chong County

The results of this projew were evaluated and featured at an on thespot
conference in November 1969 (after the 140 barefoot doctors had been in
place for about I year) Over 300 delegates attended this conference, which
met for I day in Ymchong County and .,.: ays in Changsha, the capital of
Hunan, about 200 kilometers apart B./ iv. time about two-thirds of the
production brigades in Hunan had experienced some kind uf bankruptcy, and a
variety of barefoot doctor projects were being tried (some were not successful
because people refused to go to then barefoot doctor in case of injury or
illness, and indeed some of the baiefout doctors were nut very competent in
medical matters) The conference was intended to consolidate the knowledge
that had been gained from the experiences in Hunan Yrnchong County was
visited during the on-the-spot conference because its barefoot doctors were
relatively successful Prioi to the conference, each county in Hunan was asked
to "dig out" its experiences with the innovations, which were then summarized
by the provincial health department staff and distributed in written form at the
conference

At the conclusion of this conference, reports were published in People's
Dad; and in the Hunan provincial newspapei Theie were alsu several articles
oh the barefoot doctoi/couperative medical Insurance project in Shanhong
Commune, Heng County, Guangxi, which was also considered to be relatively
successful Similar on the-spot conferences were held in many other provinces
in1969

Hunan has held on-the-spot conferences.on rural health each year since
1969 The July 1970 conference was held m Lanwu County and was devoted
mainly to problems of insolvency uf the cooperative m ical services Some
brigades' healthsy stems would be out of funds by mi

t
ear, and then the

barefoot doctor would have nu drugs to dispense Linwu County was selected
for the conference because its communes guaranteed the cooperative medical
service funds in use of insolvency, an eliment in the innovation that iy,now in
w4despread use in rural China -a

141
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Two barefoot docturs in Hunan became famous as individual models of the
new paraprofessional rule One was m Tauyuan County, the other in Mayin
County During 1975 the latter was featured in several articles in the People s

" Daily In spite of her success, she declined offers to leave her production
brigade for more responsible health positions elsewhere one tirticle was en
titled "She Never Leaves the Battle i Ids The mass media recognition ac
corded these two barefoot doctors, t annual on the spot conferences, and the
gr,adual solution to local financing oblems of the rural health progra d to
widespread adoption of the barefoot ductur,couperative medical ser e Info
vations in Hunan By 1976, the number of barefoot doctors leveled off at
103,551 and remained at about this figure in mid 1975 So the diffusion to
barefoot drxturs/couperatie medical services was largely completed by 1976

Rhetoric of the mass line Niina is distinctive in its use of catchy slogans as
a diffusion strategy for conveying innovations in a popular shorthand
furm 131 The basic idea of the "mass line' is to take ideas from the masses,
summarize them, take th dess back to the masses explain anal popularize
them, and translate them into non

Followingeare some illustrations of,the rhetoric of the mass line in the term
of slogans

"China must walk on two legs" (by integrating traditional Chinese
medicine with Eastern scientific metheine),

-"Three don't wants" (stressing the self- reliance of Dazhai Brigade),
"Grasp both ends and move the middle forward (indicating the use of
advanced units as models to diffuse an innovation to the majority of
units)

Other examples of slogans were encountered by our delegation

, "Two controls and five improvements" (chapiter 3),
"Heavy in the head, light in the feet" (to Indic* the advantaff of
decentralized health administration in avoiding a top.heavy bureaucracy),
"From 'small to large" (begin with kpilot project of an innovation and
then spread it),
"From iey points to general application' (diffuse an innovation from
models through one the-spot conferences and by other means),
"Sen
feren

impl

"Later, longer, a
"Three high, thr

ing out and inviting in (send participants to on the-spot con-
es and Invite experts like mobile medical teams to assist in

n innovation)

d fewer" (chapter 13),
e low" (chapter 13).
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"Bar, bar, block, block" (the "bars" [vertical arms of government] and
the "blocks" [local units] should collaborate to maxunize local re
sponsibility and self reliance in carrying out healthrbirth planning
programs)

One important function of this rhetoric Is to nationally popularize and
standardize understanding of certain innovations, policies, and diffusion
strategies Each slogan must be applied in practice in somewhat different and
flexible, ways. The ambiguitif and incompleteness of these shfans invite in
terest and involvement

Cadres as rule models Nut only can brigades, communes, and counties serve
as diffusion models fui other such local units, but individuals can also provide
rule models Especially important in this regard are `cadres, the political, ad
muustrative, or technical leaders of China found at all levels of society tadres
must provide !cadetship by personal example, they are expected to cake the
plunge in adopting an innovation For example, when sterilization was lust
promoted as a family planning method in China, local cadres (such as the
chairmen and vice chairmen of party committees and revolutionary corn
mittees) were the first to adopt it [1] Such early adoption of State
recommended innovations helps deciease the ask and uncei tam ty of these new
ideas fur the public Cadres do not esk then followers to do anything they
themselves have nut already done For example, in Xinhui County, Guangdong,

'vasectomy is more popular than in most of rural China (20 percent of the
71,771 adopters of contraceptive methods in the county have male sienna-
t n) The male cadres were steidiced and then told then followers that the
u ration had nu serious side effects Thus the Ladies, motivated by a sense uf
alt wic responsibility, political loyalty, and internalized expectations, adopt
an innovation first and help make it more acceptable for their followers

Remsentrem

Reinvention is the degree to which an innovation is changed by the adoptei
in the process uf adoption and implementation diet its utiginal develop-
ment [7] Although nut utiginally recognized in the classical diffusion model,
U S diffusion scholars in the 1970's have documented the occurience of re
invention for certain innovations

China stems to encourage reinvention

The Chinese Government's decisions on many important Issues have a
tentative and experimental quality They are can in the form of general
statements, indicating models to be followed or goals to be attained, but not
specifying exact procedures, forms, and relations. The meaning of such a
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decision emerges only in practice as lower levels carry out then preliminary
work and begin to deyelop concrete reypunses to the tasks demanded of
them 181

137

As stated earlier, a guiding principle of the Chinese health system is cen
tralized policy making combined with decentialized implementation ul the
policy [II This approach is appropriate in a nation like China, whets there. is
tremendous diversity in local conditions and where the problems and needs of
each local unit may be somewhat different

A popular slogan m China, )in di ziu yi ("Make the best use ut your
conditions"), is quoted es one Justification fin reinvention and the differing
applications,o( an innovation. Stich initial diversity in apply mg a policy inno-
vation to implementiuun is replaced by n greater degree of standaidizatiuri as
more information is obtained about how much reinvention is necessary In

chapter 2 we documented the diversity we encountered in the barefoot doctor
concept vartatiun in medicines and equipment in the medical kit>, the content
of tiainmg programs, the types of health/medical responsibilities they are ex-
pected to assume, and the supervision they receive Similirly, cooperative
medical services vary fium production brigade to production bygade, some du
nut require individual contributions to the annual fund,s, while others du Some
production brigades charge a registretion fee, uthers,chacge nothing

Inununonahunon

At this final stage the innovation becomes a regular part of the ',going
operations of the adopters At this point it is no longer recvgnued as an
innovation because it has become 'rico; purated so fully mit) the iuutines of the
adopting unit

We were told that by the mid-1970 s about 1 8 million barefoot doctors
were trained and iii place and almost all piuduction brigades had vvperauve
medical service The related innyvatiuns had been adopted throughout most of
rural China (table 1) Then, from approximately 1976 though 1998, the rural
health system could begin greater standardization 4.4 the innovations (fur ex-
ample, though publication of barefoot doctors manuals, descaed in
chapter 7).

Once the basic innovation of barefoot ductuis cooperative medical services
was in place through rural China, efforts could be devuted to promoting related
innovations such as (I ) advanced training of certain barefoot doctors to up-
grade then competency in such speciaLties as bath planning, maternal and child

health, (2) gioup plantung of baths and other aspects of bath planning, and
(3) uxordocal (mintage 4 These innvyatiuns were diffused through models and
on-thespot conferences

4h which the newly married couple tries with the bride's family!

-.1. 4 I
, 4
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Discussion

The diffusion of innovatio% m China is distinctive in that it its I ) more
horizontal in nature, ((less dependent on scientific expertise, and (3) more
flexible m allowing reinvention of the innovation as it is implemerged by local
units These three aspects are facilitated by China s use of such diffusion
strategies as models, on-the-spot conferences, the rhetoric of the massAne, and
the provision of personal models by the cadres -

The "learning from others" approach to horizontal diffusion in China was
officially adopted as,a national policy in the State Constitution in .1928 This
diftu5bri from models is not only a domestic policy in China, but also an
implied eline on an international basis for the' four modernizations of
agric re, industry, national defense, and science and technulogyuhat began
in 978

Local models are certainly one of the most important diffusion strategies in
China- There is a rather direct U S parallel to the Clunese,models federally
sponsored demonstrations of an innovation Introduced by agricultural exten-
sion agents about 70 years ago, the tine of demonstrations has spread to edu-
cation, health, public transportation, and many other fields in the United
States These demonstrations win be categorized into two classifications,5 ac
cordin,gto their main functions

Experimental demonstrations function mainly to determine how well a
technological innovation pert orms under field conditions.
Exemplar), demonstrations function mainly to disseminate information
about a technological innovation horizontally to peers of the
demonstrator

Conventional wisdom in the United States indicates that it is difficult for a
demonstiation to be both experimental and exemplary, because the ideal char-
acteristics of each aie coptradm-tory For example, an experimental demon-
stratron usually shod be highly technical in nature, involve low public visi-
bility, be oriented tov7rard replicating prioi research iesuhs under controlle
contlitN1,% and be approached with an au of skepticism In contrast, an e
tmplary demonstiaiion usually ,hould be highly publicized, conducted under

..-
realistic and varying conditions (without controlling external vaitables), and
viewed with an air of optimism (in that the innovation is portrayed as a viable
solution to a social Probleln) pr

Chinese models seem to function as both experimental and exemplary The
lack of seeming conflict in these two functions may be doe to the fact that a
model initially is imply an experimental demoristiation, and serves later as an

a

%The present categorization is bayed directly on MeYersiSi. but other author*, have
utJazed a Imam distinction
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exemplary demonstration For example, Jiancun Commune was an experi-
mental demonstration from 1965 to 1968, when the concept 01 barefoot
doctors was being worked out and evaluated, thereafter it served as an exem
plary demonstration in diffusing the innovation to other units

Perhaps models in China are somewhat unli}.e those in the West in that they-
receiveno extraordinary inputs of expertise or resources, so they can more
easily be replicated through widespread diffusion The lack of special inputs
characterizes models not only as exemplary demonstrations, but also as expert.
mental demonstratiiins.

In analyzing the diffusion of technological innovations in small-scale indus-
try, a visiting U S delegation stated "What we witnessed in China was an
extensive, flexible, and varied system for aqtutng, adapting, and utilizing
standard technologies-16] This conclusion alio accurately describes our im.
pression of the Chinese diffusion of healthibirth planning innovations We
expect that the nature of the diffusion process described for heajth and birth
planning also applies with some modifications to agriculture, industry, and
other types of development

The People's Republic of China is a distinctive systempoknically, ecct.
nomically,, and socially Whether any particular aspects of its approach to
difftision can be effectively borrowed by other nations is an rpen question But
at a general level, the horizontal approach to diffusion used in China can
probably be transferred elsewhere 6

A
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Mental Illness

Arthur Kleinman
David Mechanic

Introductidn

Our limited view of the treatment of mental illness in China comes from
several sources (1) visits to two departments of psychiatry and one outpatient
neurology clinic in teaching hospitals in three urban areas, (2) reports on or
observation of psychiatric patients treated in hospitals and clinics in rural areas.
and (3)interviews with patients displaying, psychosocial concomitants of
physical disease br somatization of psychological problems in coral clinics. The
last subject is reviewed prtmatily in chapters 5 and 8

/here is a long history of stigmatization of mental illness in China prior to
1949 This stigma continues in present-day Taiwan, Hung Kong, and overseas

(Chinese communities, II ,2,5,6,8,191 . From our brief visit, we could not uge
Its magnitude today, but we were frequently told by cadres and health w rkers
that they were facing up to this problem through populai education. Ho ever,
Chinese retiAnce regarding mental illness and psychiatry can be inferred rum
the hesitancy, embarrassment, and limited extent to which public health and
health are personnel in China are willing to inform visttors on this subject.
This reticence may receive (whet support from a simplistic reading of Marx
and Mao that associates mental illness with the' evils of capitalist society and
assumes that it should not exist in a socialist state

For these and perhaps other reasons, mental illness is not highlighted in
China. During our meeting with China's vice minister of health, Tan Yunhe,
we were informed that ". , in the countryside mental Wness is not a major
problem and its incidence is not }ugh." The fact that mental illness is not
regarded as a major public health in health kale problem was reiterated in our
discussions with the ;ice president, deputy secretary-general, and leading
member of the Bening branch of the Chinese Medical Association Their views
were largely reiterated by officials and medical and public health personnel
during our visits to county, commune, and pioductiun bilgade health facilities
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Seymour Kety,.in concluding his observations about psychiatiy in China in
19'3, posed a petpining question Why are the Chinese su ieiuctant to talk
about psychiatry w to acknowledge mental illness when there die indicatiune
of trrgressive care and accumplishment^ [4J Kety, a piumment reseachel,
describes his difficulties in meeting colleagues and visiting psychiatric facilities
Must visituis seem to be duetted to the same institutiuns the '4"3 Huspital of
Bening Medical Cullege that We visited, and the Shanghai Psy chiati iv. Hospital
Visits tu #3 Hospital have also been nuted by Sidel [17]. and Luwinger II 31
At this huspital we saw a planned petfutmanLe by psychiatlic inpatients We
also noted a listing of psychiatric diagnoses in English muunted uncler glasstin
a desk, presumably fin respunding to English speaking visitors Luwingei s le
port [131 could serve as a panel transcript uf uur own visit Any generalua
lions on the basis of ow visits w these specially selected institutions must
therefore be made with great caution

A point tu remember is that the Chinese usually speak in nurmative rather
than empirical terms, their descriptiuns are often idealued In the psychiatric
area we found access difficult We also luund groat discrepancy between their
ideology and what we could see with uur own eyes, even in their model
institutions.

It has been maintained and repurted by Sidel [171, fur example, that after
Laberaticin "Isolattun and binding ut patients were prohibited But in one
teaching institution we saw three patients bound by then hands and legs in
lucked isolation iuums. We were assured, that psychiatric units we visited were
nut lucked, yet we could see a physician hulding a key in anticipation as we
appipached certain units When we asked sensitive questiuns about social as-
pects of mental illness, we were told that psychiatry in China is a biolugical
discipline, nut social psychiatry Despite uur repeated requests to see non
teaching psychiatiic units and ow knuwledge that they were sometimes close
by in areas we were visiting we were always told that the institutions were too
far away We would be driven tu rural areas 4 or 5 hours away to see model
piuductiun brigades when (here were bitgoles within walking distance of the
compounds where we stayed It was impossible to see psychiatric units
10 minutes away It is exceedingly difficult tu evaluate the claim that there is
little mental illness in China Only lately did we see data to support such
claims, and the data available to us were highly inadequate

In the suburbs uf Xiian, five members of ow group strolled unaccompanied
into a farming brigade neat ow hotel We saw a man behaving strangely (here
His neig,hbuis tuld us he had a sei ious mental illness uf many years dutation At
least once, this 46-year -uld man had spent several munths in the provincial
psychiatric hospital He was ched fur by his chddien and wife, and neighburs
offered help from time tu time. He had nut been in the hospital in recent years
He was described by his neighbors as harmless, but they added that he lie-
quently "says strange things and speaks in a stiange &um and has strange

19
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thoughts " They claimed not to fear him and paid little attention to his ex
aggerated behavior with us At une point he brought out a large pipe, put on a
hat, and spoke in a falsetto voice One of ins daughters shooed him back into
their home with a threatening voice and a few light slaps This patient s produc-
lion team did not have a barefoot doctor nearby, but was close to a hospital It
was unclear how often he went fur treatment, and we did not learn what kind
of treatment he received Nut did we learn vsQether his work responsibilities
were different from those of his neighbors This was the only example we
witnessed of a patient with chronic mental illness in d community setting

China is largely a rural nation dependent on simple agricultural methods
Strung family ties and cohesive social organizations abound at production
team, brigade, and commune levels This tends to shelter mentally impaired
persons and can, provide sufficient social support and restraints to mask the
more bizarre manifestations of mental Illness Moreover, because mental illness
IS seen as equivalent to psychosis and apparently is still stigmatizing for
faMilies, it may be more readily ignored, normalized, or handled as physical
illness or as an issue requis ing social control rather than treatment They claim
that "adequate maternal and child care, economic securitY, and the solidarity
of the people with a common purpose national reconstruction- are all factors
likely td reduce the rate of mental disorders" (3J This Is possible, but the link
between such factors and psychosis must remain problematic

Other Reports

Given the absence of epidemiological data, we can say very little about the
incidence of mental disorder in China Ow visits and discussions, however,
provide some sense of teir pathways into treatment and contexts of care
Findings from ps) chiatik, epidemiological studies conducted in other Chinese
communities disclose roughly the.same amount of psychiatric morbidity with
respect to the major psychoses as in Western societies 110,1 However, alco
holism and homosexuality have a decidedly low prevalence Lacking epi-
demiological evidence (rum our hosts that YWLS" refute findings libm other
studies of Chinese population groups outside, we think it plausible to assume
that the prevalence rate fur psychiatitc disorders inside the People s Republic is
roughly similar to that of Chinese in Hung Kong [9), Taiwan 1111, Singa-
pore (151, and the United States 1181

Studies have determined that must n)ental illness among Chinese is soma-
Hied (i e , mandested as physical rather than psychological complaints) Our
own observations in China arc consistent with this view Tseng 1201 dis-
covered, for example, that 70 percent of the patients who visited the psychi-
atric clinic at National Taiwan Univeisity Hospital and were later demonstrated

*N.,
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tu be sulleiing hum flsychwiic disuideis cumplamed chiefly ul physical ail-
ments We elk...unto:I distances of tlya; aniung patients suffering Gum de-
pression at all levels of thq health are system we visitaid It is theicluic
plausible tu assunte that a sinnlai number ul uther psychiattic publernrate
surnamed these Peihaps public health and health case personnel lad tu see the
true prevalence ut mental illness becauee ul then uwn concepts ul illness.
coupled with the absence of epid69talogical data

In Taiwan, W111101 inental illness (depression, anxiety neurosis, hy stew.
hypo.. asis) . is must lielquently labeled as new asthenia (shenfingillit
shatruo) u given a cultuie-specific diagnosis ("wind disease' ui 'kidney de
fluency ') fa lay men and liken even lot pactitiuneis these labeh connute
physical lathe' than psychulutical distress and sanction a medical lathe; than a
psychiatric sick role PI ' ..

Depression among Chinese*, when labeled as "neulastheme ',or "kidney de
licicricy GA, kuo, is not unly categtnued as a ghysical disc.:del, but appeais
4o be,expei laced vegetativelp, nut ithiaphy mull, This in turn influences the
choice of health care serviyes Patients with menial disuidels initially gu to
Chinese-style doctors, Wcstelmstyle geneial pactitamels, oi shamans, not to
psychiatiists ortcpsychulogasts Only il 'hot disoideis ccuisen significantly and
are perceived as severe and unbeatable by the usual pia...whiners du patients
enter psychiatin. treatment 'aunties [see set I 2.1o: data on Chinese in Van
comer)

Chin and Chin III suggest that, at least until the Cultuial Revolution,
'Oulasthenia may have served the same, function in China as in Iowan and

uthei Chinese coniniunities It was out general impression that neuiastheina
lepiese,WIs the hugest single illness category pi psychiallic patients in uut-
patientiacticc in China and that most patients with psychiaty.dista den die
thetelute heated in geneial medical and neutulogical settings lather than in
psychiatric ones .

General Observations

In almost 21t the cases we obseit,ed, both physician and patient saw the
undeilcing disease as a physical one When they did 'write psychological
problems, these were viewed as caused by the underlying' physical disuldei
RaieI' was a diagnosis 01 mental illness enter tamed by eithei duck.' ui patient
11(teuvet, these problems were nut managed with psyk,hosocial inteiventions in
the geneial medical case settings we visited. either at-pm11y ui mule spe-

:attic...I levels ben the Chinese medicine clinics in county and commune
hospitals, which,appeat tu manage such problems ioutinely, did not provide
psychosocial expluiatiun ut care Vague. diffuse complaints were inteipreled rn

umalupsyh. flame ul reference and treated solely with somatic the:apes
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Netiher the Chinese-style doctors nor the Weston style physmans we observed
inquired into personal, fatndv, or social problems In two situations in which
we asked about social teltsions, ow hosts became concerned that we might
misinterpret what we heard

Our observations of barefoot doctors in active practice were few, but in no
410a. case we saw treated by them WASIlpeolh. attention given to espertenttal or

interpersonal aspects' ot illness These impiessions Gt with" research hridings
from Taiwan that Chinese style and Western-style phystchins do not usually
provide psychosocial interventions, whereas sacred lolk practitioners do Be
cause the latter have been prohibited hum practicing, one can only wonder
where, outside the contest of the family, psychological and social aspects ot
sickness are dealt with Do the 0110110lb "small groups' in China play such a
rule' Are these problems recognized and responded to in informal social net-

. works' These questions cannot be answered on the basis of limited formation
obtained in visits such as ours

Delivery ot psychiatric care in China, especially in rural areas, is based on
the restricted meaning gtven to the terms "menial illness" and ' psychaim.
disease" These terms die largely limited by the Chinese to denote psychotic
Msorders, menial retardation, and mho severe Mims of behavioral pathology
Although concepts of mental illness may differ Irum place to place and from
one practitioner to another, we found that such terms as "menisci illness,"
-schiiPhfenta," and "psychosis" were used interchangeably Mos inpatients
were diagnosed as schizophrenic A distinction was made between excited and
passive schizophrenics, with the-passive type predominating

In one teaching center we were told that excited schizophrenic patients
respond to lithium carbonate, supporting our hypothesis that many Of these
complaints would pro.bably be diagnosed as bipolar depressidn in Western
countries Manic depressive disorder, we were told repeatedly, is infrequently
diagnosed, and depression is also lately seenThe fact that /host depression is
manifested as somatic complaint; by patients means that few cases are iden-
titled or referred to psychiatrists by other health personnel Other common
inpatient disorders included primarily organic dtsorders such as senile psychosis
and arteriosclerotic disease

The psychiatric outpatient depaitments in the hospitals we visited Are also
primarily directed toward managing schuvphien II. patients PsychiatiLts in the

ny as halt then outpatients were netomics, piedominantly patik itnts with
Teaching Hospital ut the Hunan Medical College, howevet, told it; that as

lt

neurasthenia, but there were also some hysterics and obsessive neurotics Drag
hoses such as Anxiety mitts*, phobia, hypochiondiasis, and reactive de-
presstort were rarely made In the neurology outpatiat service of the
Zhongshan Medtcal College, we were tuld that netnasthenia was very common
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Treatment in Rural Areas
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In theory, the treatment ul mental illness in China is togarnied rn tiers, akin
to the general oigamiation ul medical care The lowest level is the baiefuot
dotty' in the 1176duction brigade, who may identify patients in need of care
and assist in administering medieation ft)! patients in the brigade The second
level is the commune hospital, which may neat min/uplift:nit patients as in-
patients for as lung as 3 months it they are nut su agitated that they disrupt the
work of the hospital Patients who du not improve sufficiently to return to
then homes may be sent to a psychiatric hospital that may provide shut t (elm
...ale fur up to 6 months yi long term care for several yea's, depending on the
locale and faedities available Some chiunically ill patients whu cannot return
to (he community may spend lung penuds in laige f.Juunic disease institutions

( `tanitoria ), associated with laige faetur les and State Industi ies, which treat
both the mentally ill and uthei chionic patients We were told these sanituria
do nut keep patients lot decades, although several years of care may be IMu-
vided Many chlorite patients ale returned to then brigades and heated in

home beds by ',undies and barefoot doctors In urban areas, there are also
municipal and provincial mental hospitals, but we could nut get a consistent
picture uf the types of patients treated or average lengths of stay

It was difficult tu get a ',lea' understanding of huw schizophrenic patients
were managed at the brigade level in the areas we visited Fur the most part,
the existence uf mental illness is nut iecognized The concept plays only a
small pail m lutal medical tale Some schizophrenic patients stay in the bum
munity in home beds As we undeistuud the concept. they ge special atten-
tion hum the barefoot doctor. assisted by staff frum commu hospitals and
any special psychiatiic institutions in the area Chinese ductuis iequently refer
to prevention ul mental illness. Close questioning revealed that 'prevention
means ( I) Awing the faintly tu dangers of suicide (2) insuucting on neces-
sary medication (3) paying attention to loud habits and feedmg the patient,
and (4) telling family members what to observe and report to health personnel

Only one uf nruie than a dozen batefoot donors we interviewed admitted
w ',fluently nearing patients with mental illness tn mental letaidation Must
denied that they had encountered any depressed patients, but all had had
experience with treating neurasthenia Our interpreter had had .hardly any
experience with mental illness during her 2 years as a barefoot dus..toi in

Hellornmang Again an interesting question cso_fuithei research is to what
extent these and whet health tale piuviders fit tu diagnose depression,
hysteria, anx,Fly neuiosis, and uthei mental illnesses that are common in
Chinese commUnthes

The simplicity of Chinese agriculture and industiy, the strung family net
wolk, and the tight system of 304,1411 vigamiatiun provide considerable flexi-
bility in managing patients in the community Family members and commune
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officials are involved in patient "planning"' and ccicipeiate in arming at work
assignments patients can manage Patients may du mule simple tasks and re-
ceive help at the workplace in managing daily activities

Mental illness inIChine is nut a cunfidential relatiunship between patient and
doctor It is a social issue invulving the hume, the wurkplace, and the produc-
tion brigade We were tuld lepeatedlrethat educatiunal effutts were being made
to reduce the stigma of mental illness We were also tuld that marriage was
possible for schizophrenic patients

Schizophrenia in rural areas is initially diagnosed in commune and cuunty
hospitals It may be treated fur up to 3 munths ur referred immediately to
provincial psychiatric huspitals Psychiatric care m ummune,and county hos
pitals is provided by Western-style physicians with general. medical training
These hIspitals usually du nut have psychiatrists. But at the county and pre
lecture I vet, general hospitals may have Westein-sty le phy sic13ns whu have had
special courses in the diagnosis and treatment uf mental illness, such as those
provided by the department uf psychiatry of the Hunan Medical School
Psychiatric persunnel frum specialty huspitals may also visit general huspitals in
rural areas as part of special mubde health teams to piuvide consultation and
instruction.

Provincial and municipal psychiatric hospitals furm part of China 3 chronic
disease hospital system. This system includes tuberculusis and leprusy hos
pitals. This triad itself suggests that the stigma uf mental illness and its isulatiun
frum the mainstream of general medical care may help shape China s psychi
atrc services for the chronically mentally ill, just as a affects psychiatric care
throughout Asia Because we did nut ubseive lung -stay hospitals ur hume bed,
psychiatric care by barefout docturs, we can report little about huw chronic
mental illness Is managed

Mown County hospital

Our visits and interviews formed our general observations At this hospital,
in the far suburbs of Beijing, we were tuld that when psychuttc patients are
first seen in the outpatient clink, they aie evaluated and usually sedated with a

neuroleptic drug by the Western-style ductuts in the internal medicine clink.
They are then sent immeilately to a stability hospital ' in Beijing Because the
county hospital Is relatively close to a huge municipal psychiatrtc hospital, it
does not treat patients with mental illness but refers them doectly to the
specialty hospital. At the Chenkequan Brigade in the same cuunty, the bare-
foot doctor's medical kit contains injectable chluiprumuine, which we were
informed IS used occasionally to neat chrumc schituphrenic patients whu are

being kept in theft pruducuun teams and treated at the Migade health station
or in home beds
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&Thai Oimmune Hospital

Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

We were told that over the past year only two ur three people with
psychoses were treated as inpatients at this hospital, which serves 11,600
people None was referred to the provincial psychiatric hospital in the county
Here as elsewhere we were informed by local cadres that the few cases of
mental illness show that mental illness is caused by che bad social conditions
that especially affected women in China before 1949

By vastly improving social conditions, China has removed the rout cause it
mental illness, we were told The ditectur of the hospital went on to say that
depression bing), which they rarely see, is a psychotic disorder and there
lure ental illness, wheieas mtnui "psychological problems (xinli Kenn),
which arc mmun in than uutpaticni clinic, ale caused by neurasthenia
or "Insomnia- and are not mental illness (/ingshen bing)

first lathing Thspital Hunan Prourit sal Collcge 0/ Chinese Traditional
Medicine

Like commune and county hospitals, the traditional Chinese medicine hus
owls we visited refer patients to psychiatIN hospitals The staff uf the First
Teaching Hospital repotted that psychotic patients seen in the outpatient clinic
are nut heated as inpatients but dIC immediately Like then Western
style t,ulleagues, these traditional doctors were idallildf with the term
"hysteria," but claimed to encounter patients with this problem only rarely
They regarded it, like neurasthenia, as a physical, nut a mental, illness Such
cases would !cum outpatient treatment with herbs and actr-

San}ang Commune Hospital, Taw uan Cowin', Hunan

This hospital, which serves a commune population of 22,900, sees three or
tour cases of psychosis (all schwuphienicsi each year At the time uf um visit
two young men with schitophienia who were being tieated An the hospital were
on home leave. Three months befuie usur visit both had been hospitalized Iva
psychusas lot the first time Then Locates had brought them lu the hospital
because 01 delusional thinking They had not consulted baieluut ductuis hist
The young men had not exhibited violent behavior, nut were they paranoid
But both were diagnosed as suffering hum 'excited schizuphienia and were
treated wikh chlurpiuma i Inc, Li iflupi unia, me, and ti aditiuna 1 herbal medicines

then syhriptums were untiulled they would return lit lwe with their families
and be encouraged to continue fainimg If they did not improve. they would
be referred to the provincial psychiatik hospital Then lanyhes were said to
want them back rr,
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TaoYuan County People's Hospital

Casts of psychosis referred hum commune hospitals to the provincial
psych hospital pass through this count), hospital, where the diagnosis is
cont.; med cited psychiatric patients who are difficult to control are sent
directly to the psychiatric hospital Patients without pvholikgical excitement
ate kept for 2 or 3 days to reassess the diagnoses given by the commune
hospitals, and a decision is then made concerntrig relerral Like several cum
mune hospitals we visited, the county hospital may treat nundisruptive
psychotic patients for up to 3 months If no improvement occurs by then,
patients are referred to the psychiatric hospital Each gar the hospital treats
three or four psychotic patients, but we were told that most cases of psychosis
are treated in the 60 commune hospitals in this county ot 880,000 people
Patients at the psychiatric hospital are returned to then lamtltes eventually,
even if there is only partial Improvement However, if there is no change in
their symptoms and behavior they may remain at the psychiatric hospital

C7suanshan Central Hospital, Guilin

Only two patients wish psychosis had been seen during the past year in this
commune of 18,600 people on the outskirts of Guilin, even though this hiss
pita! provides technical support to three commune hospitals One patient
whose psychosis was described to 9s as severe was referred to the provincial
psychiatric .hospital The othei patent was treated in the internal medicitie
clinic with Western antipsycputic drugs In all of Guilin there are no psychi
atrists, and the provincial psychiatric hospital is a considerable distance away

Taoxu Commune Hospital, Meng County. Guangxi

in the Taoxu Commune Hospital, which serves a commune population of
56,923, our hosts reported that no cases of mental illness were seen in 1976 or
1971 (In 1977 there were 43,266 outpatient clinic visits and 523 inpatients )
Of the eight patients we interviewed in the outpatient clinic, however, one
impressed one of us as a ease of sumatizationl due to Briquet's syndrome

Betause we often had limited interviews, did not have detailed rersunal and lamily
histories or psythologstal test results. And were not in a position to conduit further
medical tests, our impressions could nut be substantiated in most eases Readers, them
,fore should ieg,aid these impressions as unsum)ortcd 4r14:1 tentative Because we did not
make the diagnosis of somatization if there was evidenct ul spttgit distdx and
we selected only those eases with chronic us subacute complaints that had undergone
medical workups that had not turned up positive findings we believe that our overall
assessment conservatively estimates the prevaknce of svmatsation in our sample But our
diagnosis of individual cases could well be off the mark

0
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Chystei la) Ileng CuuntY Hospital itsell, which has 145 beds, has 150.600 out
patient visits and 4,000 inpatients annually and seive; a pup/dation ul 760,000,
had treated only three cases ut mental illness in the previous 3 Yeats These
included une patient with schizophrenia, another with, depression, and a thud
with 'Actinic psychosis fullowmg a head injury Because the World Health
Organization (W110) reports the prevalence rate ul schuophienialur a variety
ul Western and nun Western societies as ranging trom Z to 10 per 1 000 1161
including Chinese populations in Taiwan, une would expect a much greater
number tit schuophremc patients to be seen at the Meng Count', Hospital and
similar institutions The low reported prevalence pl mental illness in China
deserves careful study In the absence ul population based surveys hospital
based data like these may lead Lu gross underassessment ul the actual magni-
tude of schizophrerta and other psychiatric disorders This in turn may under
rate the need liar rural psychiatric services (01 the 16 patients we interviewed
in the outpatient clime at this hospital at least one and possibly a second
impressed Dr Kleinman as cases of somata...Run of psychiatric disorder )

Treatment in Urban Areas

Bac Aground Int orrnauon

Must of what we learned about psychiatric theories and practices in China
came (rum meetings with psychiatrists and neurologists at the hospitals in
Beiting,Shangsha, and Cuing/114u, so we will describe these discussions rn
detail rust, however, sunte iere'vant background information needs to be re
viewed

Our trip to China occurred during a time of great political change This
partly manifested ascii in somewhat more freedom to explore psychiatric and
psychosocial issues than previous groups of visitois had experienced But since
our mandate was to study rural health care, psychrat is services were viewed by
our hosts as a somewhat marginal interest, so we did nut spend, as much time
studying psychiatric care as we would have liked

While we were in China, however, psychology as a discipline was being
rehabilitated The June 26, 1978. issue Of Guangrtung Mao (Guangmtng
Oath, the leading newspaper tor intellectuals) reported the findings ul d

national psychological convention held in Ilengrhou May 8 15, 1978 This
convention asserted the importance of psychology and detailed pan of the
content of an 8 year plan foi national psychological research The 'Gang ut
Four" (a group supposedly led by hang ()mg, Chapman May's wile) was
blamed for the 'mutilation' of professional psychology Chairman Ma
Guofeng was praised tor giving the profession new life so that it could go on
to make important teaching and research contributions Developmental
psychology was litSUISSed at the curivention, and the wine and purposes kit
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this discipline *ere described to the paper s [cadets in Icons educated laymen
could undergtand It> practical edueatiunal significance ectived particular
stress Atter a VICW of the histinieal development of psYchological research,
beginning with the work of Wtlham Wundt, readers of the article were in-
formed that the conference participants were ynanimuus in agreeing to
"actively promote teaching and research work in psychology SO as to con
tribute to the lour mudernvatiuns campaign and to the strengthening ut our
"grand socialist nation

Subsequent issues 01 Guangming Rtbao haste introduced other aspects of
psvehohigy to readers Although this dramatic change in the tortunes tit
pse OlOgN occurred while we were io China, we saw little evidence of it It is
however reasonable to surmise that this development and many related
changes portend significant change in the rule and functions of psychiatry in
China Thus special caution should be attached to this concluding seetion of
the chapter because what we learned may he Inure representative tit the past
than predietive of the tuture

Number Three Affiliated Hospital Betting Sfedual College

Patient (arc The first pssahtatris department we visited was at the =3
Affiliated Hospital tit Beijing Medical College It has 24 ducturs and 15 nurses
and maintains 100 beds, divided into wards fur men and women We visited
both the inpatient and outpatient facilities where we interviewed several in
patients and Observed then treatment We spent about 3 hours talking with the
deputy head cif the department and the attending psychiatrist The outpatient
tunic has approximately 100 patient visits a day Must suffer from psychosis.
we were tuld The next largest group suffers hum neurasthenia and other
neuroses (Unlike their medical colleagues in the county and commune hos
peals we visited, the psychiatrists in this lauspital labeled neurasthenia as a'
neurosis ) Most of those with psychoses ale discharged patients who return
once every 24 weeks, for followup care We were told that, whereas most
neurotic patients are self referrals, most psychotics are brought to the clinic
(oecastonally against their will) by family or coworkers Neurotic patients
usually are nut released from wink obligations psychotic patients are released
routinely while they are actively psychotic Treatment of both neurotic and
psychotic patients may involve family, neighbens. and co workers, who help to
resolee practical piublems involving the patients At a3 Hospital sumatization
is resugAted as a common manifestation of both disorders but is frequently
not recognved as such by tor.A. doctors

Psy shoos patients are often admitted to an inpatient wand when they enter
the clinic They are treated lust with dribpsytholic medications le g, chlor
promatine or haluperidull along with milieu therapy and small group drs
eustat (having both political and theiapeutic functions) partiopation in

-, t.J ,j
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, vt structured p.eicrit activities (exerciswes, athletic games singing) occupational,
therapy, and so forth It patients do not I espurhl insulin sh ck therapy is used
Approximately lb percent ul all inpatients were estimated to receive insulin
shuck tl-rerapy, usually administered in such a way 4s nut to. produce coma
Electruconvulsise therapy (hCT) is nut used in this department because its
early use was associated with untoward effects that frightened patients and
families This was reported as a local problem, because the deputy head 01 the
department remarked that KT is used in other psschiatrit hospitals Lont,
acting injectable phenothiaimes arc increasingly bong used,lu treat 4.htUalL
schizophrenia

All patents who attend the psychiatru, clinic pay a registration fee ul
10 cents Some pay only this tee must pas more If the patient's visit is nut
paid tor from cooperative insurance system funds the patient may have to pay
2 or 3 riPan (S1 20-Si 80) fur medication People who visit the clinic and are
ria.4 part of a cuuyerative insurance fund crray be covered by a certificate say ing
thes,cannot pas, in which case the Csovernment pars the hospital Inpatients
pas 1 Yuan a day as a basic fee toi room but this does not include medication
ur loud Patients with severe chronic mental disorders that do not respond to
treatment in this hospital are 'sent to the stability hospital (the municipal
psychiatric hospital.) fur long-term care

Research and reaching Besides patient care, the department of psychiatry
has research and teaching activities Although there is no active research pro-
gram ,now plans call fur mass survecs and biochemical studies of- the
mechanisms of schizophrenia During the current S sear medical school cur
riculurn 60 hows of neurology and psychiatry lectures are given No clinical
training in psychiatry is provided to medical students but there is a 3-year
postgraduate training program for psychiatrists

4

We were told that psychuanaly tic approaches had no objective basis and pit
tuu much emphasis un sex Instead, a dialeclIcat materialist approach is sup-
ported using the doctor patient relationship to bring the initiatives of the
patient into lull play We were told that the patient s acceptance of the therapy
de-pends on the dimor s outlook and un the quality of the doctor patient
relationship In such relatnInships patients are taught to take an optimistic
vieV, of their illness and treatment For example, therapists teach schizophrenic
patients who are !lightened by the seriousness of their disorder that it can be
cuted and that a good attitude can lead to a better outcome Patients with
neurasthenia are told that their insomnia and anxiety ale caused by "a lurc
lions! disorder of the brain nerves Patients are told their doctor will be better
able to cure thern 11 thes can tell the doctor about the "mental !actors

,contributing to then disorder For example if (he patient is a daughter in law
who is having regular conflicts with her mother in law, the patient is told that
such conflicts are "normal and widespread She must "face up to them and
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solve them These conflicts can be 0(4n-inlet-I In terms of their concrete contra
dictions which in turn can be analy ied (loin a dtAltik.tic.il materialist position
Then the patient can take a attitude' toward her mother in law 11 tI44:

women cannot 'solve their problems themselves despite this encouragement
neighbors, family members, and friends may be asked to help

The staff claims not to"have problems with confidentiality VY were told
that "mental illness is a public problem Hence it priportant to shale in
matron about the patient's inkiblem with ismily, neigilhors and co-workers
But some limitations are placed on such communication and information is

shared with others primarily when it serves a therapeutic purpose
Sexual neurosis (common in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and in overseas Chinese

a
communities) hornosexualitv and alcoholism (uncommon in other Chinese
populations) .a re not sr:en Suicide also is reported as unccimmon.
Though the stall recog,nwes that depression I quently masked by somatic
symptoms there are not many cases ut somat wed depression Most of 'hese are
presumably treated 'Oh medical clinics There is little experience with anti
depressant drugs Consultation liaison service is Ignited to consultation on
psychotic patients who are on other services in then hospital They do not
consult on questions coni,er rung psychosocial concomitants of physical disease
r death counseling W observed three female patients in their early twenties

receiving insulin shock therapy fur catatonia We also met one middle aged man
who had developed drug dependence on a tranquilwer

The doctors were looking forward to what they said would b the lust
publication of the Journal of the Chinese Sit wit of Antrologi and Psi chtatri
since the Cultural Revolution The society, they reported was debating
whether to become active again

ptdemolosttal data The only psychiatric epidemiological data we saw in
China were at this hospital This psychiati lc service was founded in 1951 as the
center fen clinical psychiatiie teaching and care at Beijing Medical College The
department works closely with at least one subui ban county of Beijing where
they periodically survey the number agd types of patients with mental illness
The stall consults with and supervises doctuis in commune hospitals and hare
loot doctors who Lai e ten the mentally ill, giver specially ti eatment to selected
patients and teaches prevention

In this suburban county they have conducted mass surveys in dilferent
communes y call} since 1914 2 Local barefoot doctors are timed to identity
mental disorders Then, based on then knowledge of the local population, the
barefoot doctors decide which eases they "presume to be suffering from

21t was nut clear to us whether this data miltstion rnvulvtd doctors ui commune
hospitals as wel1 as betrotki doctors. Lu 1141, rsportinkt on these surveys, indKates that
the imtrat identtfitatson of cases was made by the barefoot doctor

16
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mental illness. (There have been no comniuruts wide suiveys in which psychi-
aunts or physicians conduct household surveys.) Each 'presumed case" of
mental illness is ieevaluated by d psyclitanist from this department 1.1) &tel.
mme the "cases" we On table I

The &mots 6dtauned us that these crude statistics shouldnot be iegaided as
having true epidemiological significance We agree Huwevei. they aie the only
survey data we obtained duting our visa in spite of repeated attempts to
discover what was known about the pievalence of mental illness at national,
provincial. county, and commune levels Theiefine we present the data, lecog-
:suing then seilous limitations We were unable to 6141ify yuestivas taisedg by
the findings, such as why "total cases treated' are nut reported fur certain
communes, ui the significance of absent numeratuis uncle' 'epilepsy, mental
retardation, "other psychoses,' and "schizophienic patients Nor were we
able .to discover why the number of local barefoot doctors of numbers of
reported cases varied su much fur some of the communes We noted that the
numbci of schizophrenic patients to each commune was much higher than the
anecdotal MdlCILII iepvited to us an twat communes Even so, these numbers
ate still very low when compared to WHO estimates based on a number of
international surveys We expected this underestimatiun because of the iela
Lively casual enummation of cases, without scientific sampling ui house-to
house surveys.

Wall charts illustrated the depaitment's subuiban catchment area of about
190,000 people. Patients in home beds in 1977 were classified in terms of
clinical improvement un an A to-D system A" represented clinical recovery,
"D" no effect Of the 232 schizophrenic patients, 102 were classified as
clinically recovered an impressive statistic lot a 6unditiun so difficult to treat
Out fuithei questions revealed that patients who have a iemission ol symptoms
Ica I month are classified as 6Imically recovered They stay rn the A" group

__even if then symptoms recur This is less impressive, and it would be a dis-
SCIMC to report such superficial findings uncritically The doctors at the
hospital seemed mimic We certainly found nu evidence of a Jessie to mislead
us. If one persisted in asking the fight questions, issues could be clarified, but
this is difficult under the hurried conditions of a delegation visit

Number 29Jeahmg Huspual. Hunan Proimual &dual College. Changsha

The second :ssychiatiii. !aunty we visited was the department of mental
disease of the #2 Teaching Hospital, which is the only psychotic unit in the
Hunan Provincial Medical College and has the only academic psychiany faculty
an the province One of the senior staff was earned in psychiatry at Beijing
Union. Medical College, and he himself named his two younger colleagues

The department has 20 doctors, including postgraduate trainees It has 65
inpatient beds there ale 100 to 150 outpatients a Jay The department trains
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TABLE I Survey of Certain Types of Mental Illness' in One Suburban County of Beijing

No of Ratio of Cases Treated in Hospitals to Those m Home Beds
c Local Scluzo Mental Other

No of Date of Barefoot Total phrenic" Rent Psy

Commune Population Brigades Survey Docton Cases Patients Epilepsy dation chosesc

1 14.607 8 07/10/74 24 163 24 15 § IS
2 13.514 10 03/24/75 11 i 128 52 27 23 41 15 49 6 11 8

3 18.158 4 07;14/75 71 206 113 59 54 50 25 76 13 21 21

4 43.129 14 10/20/75 24 335 137 61 36 98 37 141 35 35 29

5 15.230 8 02/23/76 12 122 82 28 25 39 16 42 36 13 5

6 19.481 7 01/19/76 12 56 -I 16c1 17 17 6

7 8.396 7 07/19/ 76 12 60 29 6 14 8 1

8 12.837 9 e 10 80' 42 26 24 18 6 18 9 18 3

9 1.978 4 3 33 18 5 , 2 8

10 12.999 10 24 83 45 19 19 36 25 18 10 1

II 17.694 36 85 57 . 23 19 24 23 28 II 10 4

12e
Total 189.915 247 787 292 221 159 115

'Thu survey was restricted to patients suffenng horn psychoses, epilepsy. and mental re hadahun CAMS ul neurons and
other psychiatric problems an not included

beds an defined n patents treated in then own homes by riffling nurses and barefoot doctors winking with
foam

cOther psychoses include reactive 1psytthogenic or atypical/psychoses and manic- depressive psychosis.

dWe did not learn what "-I" meant

*Data not receded
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psychiatrists fur specialty and general hospitals in the province I_ ntil recently
the postgraduate training program in psychiatry had been ieduced to a single
Vet',11''s totlfSt as a direct Milli of polio mandated during the ( ultural Rev olu
Lion The senior staff led that a longer program will produue better trained
psy hesitate to call the graduates ol then I year course 'psvchi
atrists t1t the 300 to 400 "psychiatrists" estimated as practicing in Hunan
Province must had ieeeived thou training in this department The input into
the general 'didacii, and clinical clerkship program for nsed Leal students is
limited to a bud review (ii schizophrenia and a levy other psychiatric disorders
and their heatment The 1 year postgraduate course, which will he expanded
to several years indrides lee wit dtillorNijtion ',Lilts on biological aspects ul
psychiatry descriptive psychiatry psychophaimscology and psychotherapy

a4.11 trainee engages in supervised cliruyal work with inputtents and out
patients including experience in what they called psychotherapy

A psychiatric research group was organized in 19c8, but all research stopped
during the ( (Aural Revolution Only in the last yea, have clinical studies been
resumed alley a hiatus of shout a decade At present, 12 of the 65 inpatient
beds are devojad to the expeinnental use ol various traditional Chinese
medicines particularly in the treatment of psychoses The stall believe t.hat
sest lal indigenous insintdicins s may he efleetive sedatives and antianxtetv agents

All the patients come hum Hunan Province Seles,ted patients are treated
Ito I month with indigenous medicines II theic is no improvement, Western-
style medication is tried Research to be initiated in several other areas will
include standardising and validating behavitual assessment scales and psycho
metric tests in order to conduct rigorous clinical studies

Sixty to seventy percent ()I inpatients haye been diagnosed as schizophrenie
It is estimated that one filth have "exerted schizophrenia while tour hiths
have depressed or retarded schizophrenia Approximately 30 percent sutler
hum yatotis types of organized brain syndromes There are le* patients with
manic depressive psychosis, psychotic depression, or psychogenic psychosis At
least hall the patients in the outpatient clinic safe' hum neuroses About
80 percent die diagnosed as neurasthenic mole than 10 percent have hysteria
Only a Lew are diagnosed as suffering horn obsessive eumpulsive neurosis,
phobic neurosis, or anxiety neurosis

There arc virtually nu cases of homusemiality, alcoholism, or drug abuse
One of the stall noted that although they see few cases of teactIve depression,
vegetative syrnptoins of depression are common among neurasthenic patients
this may reflect "masked depression Most of the uthei patients to the out-
pattent clinic suffer lions schtzuphienia, diagnosed as a ehiurite psychosis
associated with thought disordei, apathy ambivalence and 'loss of will, and
obsessive symptoms

In addition to administeiing an tipsy chow. inciltcat ions Sandal 1.0 those used
in the United States, the stall treat patients with lithium hypnotics, and
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sedatives. Albtidepreisfic medications, although well publicized, were mire-
quently used in the institutions we visited (We could not determine whether
this reflected unavailability because of economic reasons or other factors )

Patients can stay on the inpatient service of this department for up to
3 months They arc then referred to the provincial psychiatric hospital for up
to 6 months or to district hospitals. where they may stay several years Most
chronic patients are sent home after that time and treated as outpatients, but
some may remain for years in sanatoria associated with factories and large
State enterprises This depaitmentpaiticipates in an informal psychiatric net
work," including specialty and district hospitals In Hunan Province theri are
10 "disirict hospitals," which are at the prefectural level between provincial
and county hospitals Each has a psychiatric service and treats inpatients for
lung periods Changsha, the capital of the province, hasa municipal psychiatric
hospital with 200 beds and a pruyincial psychiatric hospital with More than
300 beds

The staff admitted that mental illness was still heavily stigmatized in China
However, they noted that ongoing health education campaigns involving bare
foot doctors and other production bripde members are aimed at convincing
peasants "not to look down on such patients " They point out to patients'
families that because schizuphienia occurs throughout the entire world and has
a biological cause it is like any other disease

At this hospital. they rarely sec sexual neurosis ur the culturebound dis-
orders well descrrbed for overseas Chinese communities But they admitted
that "perhaps our patients-du not find it easy to talk to us about such things
Patients who have concerns about masturbation are told that "though it is
wrong and they should try to stop, if they cannot stop it will not hurt them

The staff pratdes some psychotherapy within the limits of 10 to
15 minute outpatient interviews, emphasizing "the theiapeuticielatiunship,
"heart to-heart talks," practical advice, and mural exhortation based on Maoist
values The psychiatrists expressed deep fiustration with the efficts of the
Cultural Revolution, which they blamed for bringing their academic activities
to a halt for a decade Although they now lakeive about 20 foreign psychiatric
journals, fot a time during and after the Cultural Revolution no dutside pub.
lications were permitted Thus they feel that psychiatrists throughout China
need to catch up with recent 1,echnical developments in the West, raise appre-
ciably the level of clinical woik, and initiate relevant research Significantly,
they look toward the West as a model

The staff welt acquainted with developments in biological psychiatry and . 41-

were particvlaily interested in competing ideas about the effects of drugs on
brain processes, particulaily the dopamine hypothesis They believed that
schizophrenia is a genetic vulnerability triggered by social and psychological
factors, but were less acquautted with findings in social epidemiology and were
unaware of studies linking social clan to the prevalence of schizophrenia ur sex
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to depression They had the impression that women were more frequent
psychiatric outpatients but had no supporting data

thongshan Afedsof College, Guangzhou

The main campus of Zhongshan Medical College has no psychiatry clinic
The psychiatry department is located at the huge provincial psychiatric, hos-
pital, which we did not visit Instead we visited the schuul s neurology out-
patiejkt clinic with the head of the department of neurology, and spoke with
her and the head of the neuioluto clinic In this medical school curriculum
24 bows of classidum lectuies ale devoted to gerreial psychiatric topics such as
majui psychiatric disuideis, then tiedrment, and pieventiun In.addition, there
is a clinical clerkship in psychiatry for 26 hours

The department of neuiulua has six seniui neurologists and eight junior
staff members and trainees Two of the senior stall ale neurologists yoith
special naming in psychiatry Eaeh day in then outpatient clinic they see 80 to
100 patients Roughly 10 jcercent have acute illness, the rest, chronic illness
Approximately 20 percent of these patients ale visiting the clinic fur the first
time More than half ale thought to be suffering from neuroses Each day at
least 10 cases are diagnosed as neurasthenia, each month 50 to 60 cases of
hysteria are diagnosed

The staff recognizes very few cases of depression They do not think
neurasthenia patients suffei "masked depiession, (Neurasthenia was viewed as
the result of "decreased cerebral function," primardy affecting "brain
workers" under a heavy load of intellectual work and associated with
symptoms such as headaches, insomnia, dizz.iness, and memory piublems in the
absence of "organic distase.")1Thele die one or two schizo epic patients
each day Unlike the Hunan Medical College, wheie many cascTuf epilepsy are

treated in the psychiatry clinic. the neurology clinic at Zhongshan Medical
College sees most cases of epilepsy They alsiS treat a wide range of other
neurological problems.

Severe cases of schizophrenia are iefeired to the provincial psychiatric hos
pita! In Guangzhou, while mild cases are treated in the clinic Associated with
the provincial psycleijanic hospital is a special 100-bed -sanatorium for the cam
of intractable patients (mostly schizophrenics). Unlike the departments of
psychiatry we visited in Changsha and Beijing, this clinic does not use the
"excited/depressed 01 ietaided" classification of schizophienia and does not
report a small percentage of paranoid. symptoms foi schizophrenic patients
Approximately 50 percent of then schizuphienic patients were said to be
paranoid.)

Each patient in the clinic is seen foi about 15 minutes by a resident, who
then presents the patient briefly to one of the attending neurologists. No
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antidepressant medications ate used'. Phobias (he treated with talk therapy,
sedatives, and chluipioniaime Acupunetuit is used tv, beat hysteria hind
venous calcium biumide en calcium chloride and, occasionally ether dIC used
to treat the symptoms of "acute hysterical attacks"

We ilia nut review the textbook of psychiatry wiitten by the laeulty leach
department ul psychiatry we visited had compiled its own textbook) The
school's textbook ul neurolegy contained virtually nu inlormation on psychr-
atiy, except fur psychiatric ptublems associated with central IICAVOUS systun
disuideis like trauma and 'unt's. The textbook ul internal medium, which
euntained more than 800 pages, had 36 pages devoted to neuroses, including
neurasthenia, hysteria, dud hrimatule personality Depiession was discussed in a
single page

The library catalog had 70-100 enures ern psychiati 6 books Must had been
published prim to 1949 Only a lew textbooks woe listed with later public.'
nun dates There was nu listing tut Freud uncle' psychology err psychiatry The
only psychiatric juutnals we saw were the Journal of 'Venous and Mental
Disease. Akta Standinairka Psidatrika, and frkerpta Psrchwtrna The

psychiatry stalls in Changsha and Beijing received the lineman Journal i))
Puchiatr) and The Anhnes of General Psrthiatri, but these Journals were nut

'Lei the Zhunphan libido, The Animal of Piichwtrn rnerpts nom Japan
contained brie' abstracts l)I papeis hum Wester n psyehiatirc literature About
thiee-fuui ths of the citations were biolugleally °Hulled, and most of the r st

had a social err community psychiatry olientation The peoudical shelves, t
the uthei hand, displayed 4 great many Westein and Chinks jouinals
internal medicine

Conclusions

We were able to observe only limited Aspects of the treatment of mental
illness in this vast country Although we had gieatet access than pievious
visitors to some aspects of the system, we were able tu learn almost nothing
about how mental illness a identified, euneeptualued, and dealt with at the
family, team, and piuduetion brigade levels We had no uppui Lung), to explore
the way social eunipols in the-piimaty poop cum' ibute to the containment ul
symptoms and social disruption en iv* these euntiuls affect pathways into
treatment

In cunsideting the eptdemiolugy 01 menial illness in China. it is essential tu
differentiate between ineidenee. pievalence, and help-seeking. and to apply the
same iigutuus research culetra tot ease finding used by the Wuild health Olga
nuation in other cuuntties It would be wuith investigating whether the
ineidence of mental illness is towel m China than that among usher Chinese
living groups and, if so, the ieasuns lot such a difference The incidence of

1 G
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thatmental illness Ii e TION

1.

La)eS n lleVeitip uwing a spesilltd interval) max he
the same in ( tuna as elsewhere, but non recogni/ed beeauw of cultural patterns

I illness elpression and illness beliacior because tai ily members and other
kin nay ass id such dellintions because agrieultmai life contains deviance or
he arse a light knit social sY Stein and strong eXpeclaticicS 1111111111Ve the most
ag,gressice and hwarre manitesiations r)I psychotic behacio Barefoot doctors
and most dooms at the commune Iced ate not irainsd to notice any thing but
the most blatant and obvious pat" b Io.ogy II the marulestations of ['seams's are
masked or restrained hecauW it social conditions they may not he recogni/ed
This inattention h reinforced b( a national health police that glees mental
illness a tow prionte

I Yen it the incidence if menial Illness in China is no JO ferent than else-
where, its prevalence may h'e lower The ( hinese hack: a stung family and
social %esti:in a %dial sense of determination and purpose and a pronounced
sense of interdependence Their se stern oilers a variety of economic and social
supports and the ( hinese ate magmatieally ingenious in social management
(despite their hies lion ol social factors as signil icant causes of mental illness)
It is therefore phsthle that thereourse of illness in rural China caries from that
in other Chinese populations 11 .1Sailable supports and controls work to
shorten the acute wore of mental illness 'the prevalence rate may indeed he
lower Rural China oilers a lasemating laboratory in which to examine Ole
interaction between psYsliobiologLal factors and social organvation

I malty our discussion of the 0 rgativdtion of mental health services and the
relationships between pscchuti le and general medical care services reveals the
fragmentation of our knowledge Many of the releyant reactio and detini
nuns we would like to understand occur in the production tea ns and com
mimes before care is provided, so we have almost no informali n as to what
actually takes place ,We hate no notion of how Many people in the community
who can benefit Isom existing knowledge and interventions are never defined
as mentallY ill MrnetAel, we have only the vaguest notions of mental health
care in the mainstream of mental health institutions in China, although we have
some sense of current thinking in the teaching hospitals

Perhaps most fascinating is the disciepartcy between the "social psychiatric
aspeets" of ( hinese We and the treatment 01 mental disorder and theinsistence
be ( !mese psechiatric specialists that psychiatry is a biological discipline It
remains to he seen to what extent this changes with greater academic freedom
and contact with the outside The fact is that despite China's ingenuity in
manipulating social structure the practice of clinical medicine is bereft ol
concern for the impact of faindial lit psychosocial events on the occurrence or
course of illness This duality requires Further examination

In SUM, the questions are many the research agenda is large We hope our
colle$gues who have the opperitunity to visit China can build on these observa

-thins and our understanding of mental disorders
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Summary and Conclusions

George/ tvihcoti

Achievements

2

Ji ;hi 1,1 means "make the best use uf your conditions Clearly China
has dune that in develuptug a system uf Lulal health care that has chalked up
unpreurve achievements Its infant mortality late compares with that uf the
United States. Chddien have been immuno.ed against vaccinepieventable dis-
eases. Teenage imegnancy and venereal diseases die all but eliminated P314$1l11,

plagues have been brought to heel. and tiles are uncle! cuntiol Safe drinking
water and unitary betimes serve every rural village

Foi a poor nation. lacking in technology, these are momentous advances, all
the more so because the task that has conflunted contemporary China a fur
tradable, With nearly a quarter of the Faith's people spread over the world's
third laigest land mass, China s problem is awesome Yet somehow, China s ui a I
health system leaches every village and provides its vast peasant masses with a
level of health cars that other nations of the Third World as yet can only envy

All this has been acci.implahed in less than 30 yea,' Given the magnitude of
the need, the immense logistics, and the tune period, China's health care sys-
tem a unique in its enormous achievement in enhancing the quality of Indiral.
ea' lives.

One of the mayui assets of China's rural health service is the effectiveness
and breadth of its preventive work. In China, prevention is more than ihetura.
It is the prime focus, it hr effective and inexpensive. A major reason for the
increase in life expectancy and the chop in infant and tthild mortality is the
vigor of China's antiepidems. services Communicable diseases are in idlest
Possibly the best indication of this LI the emergence of ,hronii, degenerative
disease as a major cause of death in China today.-

Yet China's victory is far from total China shares many of the difficult
communicabk dung problems faced by the United States, pauticulaily hepa-
titis and influenza Labor hygiene is still in its 'infancy Furthermore, China
needs to du much mute in standardtLing as i mord' and statistics, a deficiency
we found vexing on more than one occasion.

c9163
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The if IDS 01 WI eluut doctors csokesa 1111klUit of reactions Beyond doubt
they are dedicated and hard working China could riot hope to bring primal,.
lwalth care to its rural masses without them Yet by Western standards these
practitioners lease touch to he desired With tratntng measured in months
rather than scars they often appear to be beyond then depth 06st:ration led
US to conclude that they can and do ;MSS diagnoses We were appalled il)
diCCOCer that thee ce tdcnile dispense injectable ehkiiproinatine a drug is ith
/Asks and rewards that should be used oak be those with more phaimacologic
understanding than the barefoot doeturs displayed to us Perhaps inadequacies
such as this are part of the price Chin, must pae I or a choice it could not
escape to provide better eerie to Revel people ur core "1 lessen caliber to masses
of people scattered over a cast subcontinental expanse Wisels we feel China
has chosen the latter

Organization

TO achieve its goals in rural health care China has had to concentrate on
masterful organization Its grand desigt is to formulate policy centralle but
allow that policy to he broadly interpreted in the pounces and eillages This is
the strength of China's system Because of it localities base seen able to
deeelup imaginatisc programs that are showcased by the National trovernment
sir other localities can adopt them China s health care system is directed top
to bottom, by its political apparatus Elected party officials and their
appointees call the turn administrative's at each level Where strictly clinical
decisions are at stake this idea is inset red with patients being referred upward
to higher lesels of medical expertise when their cases cannot be managed
adequately at the lower level

There are three tiers of advancing medical orgarniatrun At the grassroots
lesel is the production brigade health station, manned by one or two barefoot
doctors and health aides What they cannot handle is referred to the commune
hospital and what the commune hospital cannot handle is referred to the
county or provincial hospital or one of the specialty hospitals This referral
system is not always followed, howeser, since a sick person who lives closer to
a county hospital may go there first for treatment

Financing

China's health care is financed through three separate systems The first
two, for industa Lel winker s and government employees are neatly cost free to
employ ees Benefits al: simdai except that dependents of government workers
are not covered The thud system covers rural health care and is financed Irum
the production revenues of each of the 50,000 communes in the countryside
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This self financing system is called cooperative medical service Benetits and
cuserage vat) among cvnimuneS and depend on the productivits of the corn
mune's agricultural effort Nonetheless the National Government helps to sub
wive the cooperative medical sersict bs twining doctors, nurses and other
health workers and by piostding vaccthes and contraceptives The salaries it
phssicians and nurses are extremely modest by Western standards This to
gether with the low pay of barefoot doctors keeps ()serail expenses exceed
ingls low At a cost of less than S20 per person per year China provides basic
protection from the cost Of illness for its people

China's financing of health care is not however without problems Its
industrial and governmental health insurance systems do nut meet Western
standards of cuseuge And in the countrsside mans nunproductise workets
and retired farmers base no insured coserage Nor do sick workers who are
unable to work receive sick pas which may well influence people to retrain
from seeking care when they need It

China's Blend of Two Concepts

Medicine in China is .1 blend of the old and traditional with the new and
scientific Chinese traditional metcine still has deep roots It has been prac-
ticed for millenia and many Chinese still prefer it Chairman Mau did nut fight
this loyalty but encouraged at sating that China s health care should combine
the best of traditional and Western medical concepts Thirwalking on two
legs" as he characterized n has puzzling aspects Practitioners of traditional
medicine seem to accept the biomedical orientation of Western medicine set
they often employ techniques and approaches that clearly ignute it This
bothers them nut in the least they justify it by saying that then will employ
whatever approach works

Interesting)y enough a somewhat similar attitude manifests itself among
those in American medicine whu have become proponents of holistic health
techniques The two attitudes may indeed have common roots and an explore
ion of the two approaches might well make fur an intriguing collaboratne
tovestigatton

Birth Planning

The success of both planning. an integral part of China s rural health sys
tem, commends n to other nations of the Third World struggling to control
their population growth

China's birth planning organization, like its health care system, is directed
Born the top but managed hum the bottom National goals and policies arc

171
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established and enunciated hum Bening, but much 91 the etlur t and impetus
emerge from the village level

A July 1965 directive hum Beijing aiticulated a nauunal birth planning
policy that aimed at reducing fertility It spelled uut three reproductive
"norms" fur achieving this goal gel married later, space children farther apart,
have fewer of them This polio inevitably was given a slugan "later lunger
fewer This objective is canted uut by a grassiuuts otganizatiurial effuit reach
mg from the pruvincial level down to the cuunty level and intu every village
Every planned birth worker in a village lives in that village, nu uutsideis come

to preach bath planning Village leaders are persuaded uf the value of birth
planning. Convinced themselves, they lead by work and example, often being
the first to undergo a vasectomy or tuballistion

Each commune has a planned birth cummittee, and eligible couples meet
vath it soon afar the lunar new yeas to wvik out a community birth plan for
the next calendar year Cuuples that want tu have a baby request d "birth
turn," which is granted if the aggregate requests in that commune du not
exceed the unit's quota 'In practice, there is inure latitude than this procedure
implies Many individual tiadeuffs and adjustments can be made within the
cumnuttee's own purview Some villages may exceed then quota if another
village in the same jurisdiction'has not attained its quota

We did not review national pupulatiun and fertility sates, but we al inspect
bath statistics at several hospitals and provinces What we saw tended to can
firm uur view that China's birth planning system winks Between 1972 and
1977, for example, Tauyuan County's crude rate declined 52 percent and
Guangdong Pruvincets, 35 percent We were tuld that unly 2 percent of the
infants delivered in Bening Mateiniiy Hospital in the preceding 3 yea's were
the thud child of their parents

Dpease Pattern

China's disease pattern ieflects A nation in transition Thuugh still classifi
abk as an emerging nation, China presents a disease prufde and mortality tate
that confuim iu thuse uf developed nations It has effectively conuolled infec-
tious diseases, leaving chronic degenerative diseases to emerge as majul health
prubkms. Vaccine preventable diseases have been brought to heel, due largely
to the system A universal immunuatiun clearly in evidence dining urn visit
Smallpox, we believe, has been eradicated in China The incidence uf vectur-
but ne diseases like schistusumuisis has been greatly ieduced These campaigns,
coupkd with determined' efforts iu impure sanitatiun conditions, have had
their effect

In contiast to these success stones, we saw eviderce that the diseases uf
modern society have begun to assert dun-mance Column y disease, suukes, and

1 "94,,
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Lancer now rank high as causes ul death in (hind We observed little IlbeSIIN,
Which IS .1 contributor tu caldiuskixuLi diseases However we did sec ecidenke
that China has yet to take cigarette smoking seittlU}IY as a health hazard The
easy indulgence id uw Chinese medical hosts in the smoking habit suggested
that the Chinese have yet to confront the depth ()I that health problem

Mental Illness

Chinese health officials scidentic do not regard mental ElIncss a) j significant
public health problem they goys a low primly, Although they sac there is
Luis mcnlal illness officials were unable to procide us with data to support
their claim Mental may he one ul China s cultural blind spots Both
dusty,: s and patients tend nut to see it even though we ubserced clear indica
Lions of muual problems, The incl riati,in in China is tu describe underlying
mental dlncss by physisai am Perhaps China's close 1,1E114 We and
closely knit village structu e mask the mute bizarre expressions ul fray shuns
behaciur apparent En Wes n w In any case it was uripossible lor us
even to sstimilte the real incidence and sal c of mental illness in China
Our psy,hiatris expert suspected that they closely approximate those of other
deccloping nations but evidence will have to await more thorough studies

The organvation and kicker), of mental health services in rural Chin, arc
based on the restricted meaning the Chinese give to terms likt. 'mental illness
and -psychiatric diseases To them these terms largely denote psychotic dis-

orders, mental retardation and scare forms of behavior pathology
Theoretically China s mental illness sei vices parallel its (hive tier suusture

liar dealing with physical illnesses Barefout ductois ale supposed to recognize
mental plants and refer them lo approm Late sumac tor cure But it was steal
to us that these under named workers are not equipped for such responsibility
Commune hospitals treat sehizophrenis patients for up to 3 months provided
they are not co unruly is to disrupt husplial routines Patients who fad to
improve die sent to a psychiatric hospital (or periods LangIng hum 6 months to
a loc. years The chronically mentally all who cannot ictuin u then collages
may spend social )1.40 in large chronic disease institutiox own as sanitolia

The ( hinese tell us thec do not have msulutuns fur lifelong care ul the
severely disturbed or retarded

Summation

Every nation reveals unique strengths and shot teumings in what it attempts

to uhabe based on its own mixture id history politiesiand economics
China s rural health site system public try illusti ales the point With little tie,
sure or technology but cast numbeis 01 people Staitelt4 liSSI an immense
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landscape, ( tuna's' rural health care s, stein is at the moment uniquely .on
strutted to its need That system should bt Judged it it is to he judged at
all not against ans other nation's rural health care but on a scale that balances
China's situation and resources against China's reponse and aduesernents
Judged thus China ha. achieved a momentous triumph in caring for iis vast
rural population

I
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Appendix A

Rural Health Systems Delegation Itinerary

BEIJING

June 7 Discuss itinerary with Chinese Medical Association

June 8
Morning Three groups

Bening Children 's Hospital
Bening Maternity Hospital
Department of Psychiatry, # 3 Affiliated Hospital Bening Medical
College

Afternoon Bening Textile I won' a 3
Health faiibues. school, workers' canteen

June 9
Morning 'Institute of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, Academy of Chinese

Traditional Medicine
Afternoon Visit the Ministry of Health for discussion with Vice Minister Tan

Yunhe and staff

June 10 In Miyun County, &long Municipality, visit Miyun County Hospital.
Antiepidemic Station, Ilenanzhsi Commune Hospital, and
Chenkequan Brigade Cooperative Medical Station

DAZI1AI

June 12
Morning, Visit Dazhei F xhibition Center
Afternoon Visit Dazhai Brigade. Dazhai Commune Hospital
Evening Discussion with doctors from Dazhai Commune Hospital

lune 13 Visit Chaochuang Brigade Cooperative Medial Sutton, Yancituang
Commune, Xlyang County

XI'AN

./ Vat 14 Visit Changan Hospital on outskirts of Xs sn
lune 15

Motnmg Visit Luancun Commune Hospital, Chariton County
Afternoon Visit Xisoxincun Brigade in Luancun Commune
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June I(
Afternoon Visit Shaanxi Provincial Antiepdcmic Station

venins °actin:on, with lusan Ith prsonntl on family planning and
antierademns

June 17

lune 16

lune 19
Morning

A fit moon

lune 20

lune 22
Morning
Afternoon

lurn 24

June 25

lune 26
Morning

CHANGSHA

Visit tht 1 ust Teaching Hospital cal an Hunan ProWMCUI ( olltge cal
Chinese Traditional Medicine

In Taoyuan County, Hunan, visit ShCf1)1441/11$ BrIS<Idt ( UOptiatIVC
Medical Station Macongling ( ommunc visit Macongling Commune
Hospital

Two coups ach visiting difterent brigade cooperative medial
stations in Tao) uan County alSO Willi the Sanyang Commune
Hospital. the Taoyuan County People's Hospital. and the Taoyuan
( odnty Hospital of Traditional Medicine
Discussion with health personnel from TaoYuan County

PAO groups
Department of Pay chief) # 2 Teaching Hospital, Hunan
Provincial Medical ( ollege
Visit Hunan Provincial Museum return to hotel for discussions on
firmly planning and anticpidemits

GUILIN

Vint Chuanshan Central Hospital in Guilin suburb
snail (thing Brigade (oopetatnt Medial Station. Chuanshan
( ommune

GUANGXI ZIIUANG AUTONOMOUS REGION

In 'Jena: County. Guarrgm Zhueng Autonomous/2.41°n Wish 1 uwang
and Sharvdong brigade ( ooPerative Medical Stations. Antiscinsto-
somusis Station and Taoxu ( ommunc Hospital

Vail the Ileng ( ounly People's Hospital
Inscussions in hotel %rth bounty healtarpersonnel on family Planning.
antnipidemics

Three, groups
Nanning AntkpIdcmk Station
Nanning People's Hospital
Guangxi Nationalities Institute



Itinerary

GUA 4/110U

lung 27
Morin% Vaut Ihone &ban dial (olItse
Afternoon Discussions in hold tan f ani> antispidsmks, maternal and

hdyl health

June 28 In Yinhui County, Guangdong, viut the Ymhui ( °um> Pcopls's
Hospital Maternal and Child Ilealth Station and ( Ants Hospital 01
Chinese "traditional Medicine

Jun 29 %Jut ths Ya nan ( immune Hospital, I.Au bilk ads coop' ratty. msdical
stations a ItshcrY brigade, and peasant( boons

Visit Soacifengshan Labor Lniversitslune 30

A.

a
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Hosts in Beijing

Lu linchun
Fu Yicheng
Zhao Zhuyan
Lm Chuanna
Luo Huochun
LIU Kul
Sheng Lin

Appendix B

Hosts m China

BEIJING

Vice President, Chung Medical Association
Deputy Secretaa-Gencral, Chinese Medical Association
trading Member, Hebb% Branch, Chinese Medical Association
Director, Beijing Child Institute, Baling Children's Hospital
Attending Psychiatrist, # 3 Affiliated Hospital, attune. Medical College
Beijing Anfiepidemic Station
Deputy Director, Beijing Maternity Hospital

Staff Members Accompanying the Delegation

Zhang Chao Leading Member, Section for I oteten Affairs, Chinese Medical
Association

Gu Dezhang Staff member and interpreter. Chinese Medial Association
Chen Mm Staff member and interpreter, Chinese Medical Association

Affdiated hospital. Beijing Medical College
Hou Ys Deputy Head, Department of Psychiatry
Luo Huochun At tending Psychiatrist

Beijing Childzen's

Lan Chuanjia
ens Lei

Wu Ruipmg

Hospital

Director, Beijing Child Institute
Deputy Dilector, Department of Experimental Research
Deputy Director of Hospital

Baling Maternity Hospital
Sheng Lm Deputy Director
Mang Lingmti Chief Physician
K uang Zhao Physician

Institute of Acupuncture and Moubustion. Chinese Academy of Traditional Medicine
Lau Wenchuan Director
Wang Deshen Head. Department of Acupuncture and Historical Statistics
Wei Rushun Head. Internal Medicine

Mating with Vice Minister of Health
1.NI Tan Yunhe Vice Minister

Mr Chao Lading Member, Division of Rural Health
Mr Tu Bureau of Medial Education and Medical Science
Wang tiancheng Office of Planned Ruth. State Council

4e.

4
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Miyung County

Li Linde
Zhao Shanzhen
Zeng Zhaomtn
Shang Jiyuan
Chen Weiym
Chao Wain
Liu Futtan

,

Cheng Cons ,
ha Latheng
Du Manz lu
Zhang Manfeng
Hu Huhua
Zhao Ytnyu
Sht QuithanS
La Chenmiao
Zhao Guangyun
Zhang Yaochong
Tian lhonghua

Hosts an Van

Nau Chengshi
Yuan Wenkun
He Puigkui
Wang Xinyu
Coo I eng
Ma Duthi

Chaney, County Hospital

a

Beijing Suburb)

Director, County Bureau of Public Health
Deputy Director. CountfIlospital
Deputy Directoi, County Hospital
Head Nurse, County Hospital
Deputy Director, County Antiepidenth, Station
Director, Ilenanzhas Commune Hospital
Brigade beader. Chenkequas,Brigade

DAZHAI
Member, Xiy ang County Revolutionary Committee
Deputy Leader, Dazhai Bngade
Duector,DazhatCommune Hospital
Gynecologist, [Sabha] Commune Hospital
Lab Technician, Dazhar Commtine Hospital
Nurse, Dazhai Commune Hbspital
Cadre, Dazhai Rekeppon Station
Secretary, Chaochuang Brigade Party'Branch
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor. I

Xl'AN

Secretary-General. Shaanxi Branth,'Ounese Medical Association
x...Peputy Director, Changan County Hospital

Deputy Director. Chang'anCountyilealth Bureau
Deputy Duetor, Shaanxi Provincial A nbepidenuceStation
Staff Member, Shaanxi Chinese Medical Association
Staff Member, Shaanxi Chinese Medical Association

Chong Chenli
11""3/4 Yuan Wenkun ,

,Hu Itantao
Chen Fuya
Yang Ywrin
Chen Suihua
Yu Pelkun.
Li Luytni ,

Chen Xutping
Xi Meng

gr.

Director
Deputy Director
Deputy Director
Chief.0B-GYN
Secretary, Staff Office
Chief Nurse
Doctor of TraditionalUedicine
Chief, S cry
Chief, taint Mediciice and Pediatrics
Due r,Anutpidemic Station

Lianeun Coln ne Hospital, Changan County

Cai ChOnglai Director
Bao Shoutong Doctor. Interrtal Medicine
Yao Shengming , Doctor, Traditional Medicine
Qi Yam= Nurse
Wang Ming Director, Xi'an Mobile Medical Team
Zhao Hinmin Antiepidethic Station
Fens Shugiag Doctor, OB-GYN

e
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Shaanxi Provincial

Wang )(my u
Yu Xuewen
Hui Qicheng
Ma Lhongmo
Liu Zfuping
Jung Kerpan
Liu Quits/tan

Tiernan
Yan Qingyun
Yin Ruoping

Hosts In Chgllgsha

Wang Yuehua
Ma Shaoyun

Tang I engde

Yang Wei
Hu Peiyao
Liu Ziyi
Ouyang Yumei

T.tovantgranty,
Chinh Hatching
Ching Chingtsal
Yang Mingahen
eitian Caiyun
Peng Xingshan
Peng Fuming
Zhou.Songpai
Li Chinglan
Ding Wenping
Ye Mang -
Huang Luigip.

Anoepidenuc Station

Deputy Director
Deputy Director
DuectormAdmuustrative Office
Deputy Section Chief L
Deputy Section Chief
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Doctor
Technician

GIANGSIIA

President. Hunan Branch, Chinese Medical Association
Secretau4,eneral, Hunan Branch Chinese Medical Association,

Deputy Director, Hunan Provincial Health Bureau
Stall Member, Hunan Chinese Medical Association, Stafi Member

Hunan Provincial Health Bureau
Staff Member, Foreign Office, Hunan Provincial Health Bureau
Doctor, Hunan Provincial Maternal and Child Health Center
Doctor, Hunan Provincial College of Chinese Traditional Medicine
Doctor. Hunan Provincial Annepidernic Station

Hunan

Vice Chairman, Revolutionary Committee
Duector, County Health Bureau
Staff, County Health Bureau
Director, County Hospital of Traditional Medicine
Deputy Director, County Hospital of Traditional Medicine
Deputy Director, County Hospital of Traditional Medicine
Director, County Pcopk's Hospital
Deputy Director, County People's Hospital
Director. County Antaepiderruc Station
Director, Bacilu Commune Hospital

,Barefoot doctor, Xmfugao Brigade

# 2 Teaching Hospital, Hunan Provincial Medical College, Department of Mental Illness

Ling Youming
Shen lux
Yang Deshen
Tan Yanfet

Hosts In Guilin

I nag Xuechang
Chen Shouyuan
Yang Chunahi
Lan Liangai
Dal Shonshang
Xk Gong
Ysng Shikang

Professor
Lecturer and Deputy Director
LeCtUrePo-

Head Nurse, Infernal Medicine

GUILIN

Sectetary-General, Guangxi Branch. Chinese Medical Association
Doctor. Cuilin Antiepidemic Station
Doctor. Internal Medicine, Chuanshan Central Hospital
Student Interpreter
Student interpreter
Foreign Office. Guilin
I oreign Office, Guilin

180
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Chuanshan Central Hospital (Guilin Suburb)

Liao Chuluen Director
Yan San u
Huang Soren
Wang Xtngchu
Zhou Yaoqun

Deputy Director
Doctor, OB-GYN
Doctor, Pediatrics
( toe! Nurse

(Ming (7 Star) Brigade, Chuanshan Commune

Chen Yuchang
Wang Yinghua
Huang Mrnzzchen
Huang Yuanche4

Huang Ruhong
Xic Xtaochun
Peng Aihua

as in Guangxi
Huang Chen
Mai Wenkuei

Liao Yongfu
Yang Yanfang
Chen Yi
Wang Chuhen
Hu Oulgfeng
Huang Chichu

Leading Member
Leading Member
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor
Barefoot doctor NI

GLANGXI ZHUANG AUTON'OMOLS REGION

slPresident, Guangxi Branch, Chinese Medical Assona nt
SegeSCe tar y -Gent ra I, Guangxi Branch, Chinese edical

Association
Staff Member, Guangxi Branch, Chinese Medical Association
Doctor
Foreign Office, Nanning
I out tgn Office, Nanning
Interpreter
Interpreter

Hosts in Heng eisewyt..Nann lecture

Huang Sliding
_Wu F uyi

Wu Chengnang
Ban Iltia)ang
Song Tamen

Vise M n, Revolutionary Committee
Deput Ihrestor.-Rerolutienuy Committee Office
Director, County Health Bureau
Deputy Director, County People's Hospital
Deputy Director, Health Bureau of Nanning Prefecture

Heng County People's Hospital

Huang Yortgzong Director
Ban Huapang Deputy Director
Wu Zhongming Head Nurse .

Hosts in Guangzhou

Zhang Wenlung
Tang W'enrning
Chen litaxian
Li Guoyuan
Wu Llnying

4

GUANGDONG

President. Guangdong Branch, Chinese Medical Association
Secretaz y-Gtne rah Guangdong Branch, Chinese Medil Association
Staff; Guangdong Branch, Chinese Medical Associatioh
Staff, Guangdong Branch, Chinese Medical Association
Intetpre terfrom Guangdong Bureau of Light Industry
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Zbonphan Medical College. Guangzhou

eve Tianchun
Wu Zfuzhen
On Guozhen
Lung Gushing
Lung Xiuzhen
Zhou Dons hang
Chen Lauquo

Leading Member
Leading Member in Charge of Revolution in Educution
Professor, Internal Medicine
Professor, OB-GYN
Neurologot
Director, Faculty of Hygiene
Head, Nursing Care

Rom fas Xanhui County, Guangdong

Tang De nang
Yu Kennian
Lung Xraoxu
Xiao Huayne
Xu Yining
Lau Qungpan
Xse Xuqing
Yu Huazhao

)(Anhui County Hospital of Ginnie Traditional Medicine

Vice Chairman, Revolutionary Committee
Deputy Director, County Health Bureau
Head, County Office of Planned Birth
Deputy Director, County AntrepidemIC Station
Deputy Director, County People's Hospital
Deputy Director, County Hospital of Tndiuonal Medicine
Deputy Director, County Maternal and Child Health Station
Foreign Office, )(Mho, County

Ln Twain Director
Lan Mau Doctor. Orthopedics
Wang Nanchang Doctor, Internal Medicine
La Weixtng Head nurse

Xinhw County Maternal and Child Health Station
Chen Wang Director
Mo Wens% Doctor
Tan Nacpong Doctor
Chen LaYun Doctor
Yang Jutting Head nurse

%Shim County People's Hospital

Xue Rongqing Doctor, Internal Medicine
Chen Quits Doctor, Surgery
Kiting Tiehe Doctor, Pediatrics
Chen Yuan Doctor, OPD
Zhang Peding Head nurse ir

I
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Appendix C

Contits of the Medical A as of I Barefoot
Doctors and One HealtAtde

Barefoot cloc tot s medkat kit io quint; Produwon Brigade. Chuanshan Commune tom
Guilin). Guangxi awns Autonomous Repon

Western medic-me
Athens luw (I vial)
Belladonna (1 plastic bottle)
Chlortruneton (100 tablets)
Glucose 12 vials. 50"5, 20 ml, for vomiting)
Oxytetracychne (100 tablets)
Sulfanilamide (I packet of powders)
Vitamin C.11 vial)

auntie medicine
Antinthma medicine (50 tabkts)
Antunfection medicine (50 tablets)
Anttswellmg painkiller 11 nal)
Berbenne (2 nab, an antibiotic)
Cold preparation (40 tablets)
Heat stroke medicine (4 packets of powders)
Heat Woke medicine (10 vials)

Topical arms
I6dine (1 plastic bottle)
Oxytetracychnehmtment (1 tube)

Equipment
Acupuncture needles (5)
Cotton gauze (1 roll)
Cotton swabs on sucks (30)
Pdl-wrappuig papers (20)
Stethoscope (1)
Syringe for giving try tenons (2 cc) and 3 needles
Thermometer (I)'
Tinders (I pan)

Total value of contents about 10 Yuan ($6)

The previous numbered page

P.e. ongical dccument Om
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Barefoot doctor's inedital kit in tongivei Production Biipde, Sally ang Lommune, Tao, uan
County. Hunan Province

Western medicine
Adrenaline (10 vials)
Atropine (10 vials)
Dthy drostrept omy an (10 vats)
try thrornivin (1 vial, to mix with saline solution for injections)
Niketharnide (10 vials)
Saline solution (1 vial, for injections)
Tetracycline (10 vials)

Chinese medicine
Aginrnocune (10 vials, to stop menstrual bleeding)
Antivomitang medicine (3 vials)
Berberine (10 vials, an antibiotic)

medicine (4 packets of powders)
Prieurnorna/brcochitisiententis medicine 15 packets of powders)
Topical agents

Mosquito bite salve (1)
Equipment

Acupuncture needles (12)
Cotton balls in alcohol (8)
Prescription pad (1)
Stethoscope (1)
SYnnse for giving injections and 3 needles

Health aide's medical tut in Quin Production Brigade. Chuirishan Commune meal
Guangxi Zbuang Autonomous Region

Western medicine
A.P C , Aspirin- pheriacetincaffeme (1 bottle of SO tablets)
Belladonna (1 bottle)
Chloramphenicol (1 nail
Sulfa (1 package of powders)

Chinese medicine
AnticoughingJantivothiting medicine (1 package of powders)
Antunflammation medicine, especur:Ily for at (Nita 11 package of powders)
Heat stroke medicine (10 vials)
Stomach pain medicine (10 vials)

Topical agents
Disinfectant (I bottle)
Iodine (1 bottle)
Potassium permanganate disinfectant (I bottle)
Tetracycline ointment (1 tube)

Equipment
Adhesive tape (1 roll)

' Cotton squares (6, 4" x 4")
Cotton swabs (100)
Sticks (SO)

4
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Appendix D
Sample Hospital Record Norms

Injection Card

vane Medicine Quantity Method Tine
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Name Ward
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Laboratory Results:
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E

Hospital No Age

Diagnosis

_____Sex_
Ai*

.,--
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.0

=
0

Q.vl
Specimen 0

Reason for 0

Lab Workup(

Person Requesting x
Yr Mo_Day Diagnosis ,0

0 Person
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Hunan Chinese Traditional Medicine College
1st Affiliated Hospi al

Surgical Ward Informatio Card
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wow. Chinese Tradition! Medicine Cone?. Temporary Prescription Card

Ward
Patient's Nat aospit41 NO Department Ned No
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Date Time Temporary Prescription
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Nurse's

Signature Supervisor
Treatment

Fee
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Hunan Chi nese Triad Clonal Medicine Col lege
1st Affil ated Hospital

Pharmacy Depar tent Prescription
..

197 r Mo Day No

Medication Type Unit Quantity
Dispensing

. Unit

.

4

i

7

A
Recipient Person in Charge

Series No Physician
4

.P

Dose

Treatment
Fee $

Herbal Medi-
cine Fee

Injection
Fee $

Medicine
Fee $

Acupuncture
Fee $ .

Material
Fee $

Surgery
Fee $ Total

iltt

Total Treatment Expense %

.

$

Total Amount\ Collected $
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Guano*: Mang AutOnOmOos Region

County i(ItY) designated 24 types infectious
fiOlase combined repOrt form

Total number of unit; that tine to report disease' condition
Actual number of unlit% reporting this month

All Affected

Fore No (64)
National Mygiene S Form

Printing 011ie.

Dept of mare

Authorizing Office
National St4t1StICS Bureau

Designated Mo (4) (513 (8) (9) (11) (12) (13) (le) (15) (18) (21) (22) (23) (24)
!Alec-

00 s
Inc Phi-
11tis

Diph-

theria

84c erg
Ameba
Dys n.

ter

raft

Typhoid

P ra ty-

Ph Old

Inlet-
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Menin
pith

illeatiel

Ganglio--
Neuritis

4.5.021^9

C ugh

G45
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- ewes
In 4,
ti vs

(rice Ph-
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r
Ina Iv.

f Za

malaria Leptd-
spirosis

All teed Jiff-Dead Dead aft Dead ie. Dead an Dead Ail Dead off Dead aft Dead off Deed off Dead Aff Dead off Dead off Dead
Total

.

....

This Year
Total

l's

V

Referent-, Mass food Poo ningtotal Nimbi eating food
. actual number poisoned , number of persons dead

unit Responsible Person (Seal)

. a tad reporting date

19 in alo 04y

Pecordimq Person (Seal)

NOE Among ta4 24 natiOnelly desireted Infectious di eeeeee are
(1) P149). (2) cholera (3) tmelliloa (6) tyPhuS (9) relapsing lever (10) scarlet fever (16) brucellosis (11) encephalitis (19) tsutsvgamushi.and (20) hemorrhagic lever, whichare not listed above if there is my occurrence in Dm nee. please fill in the count al the right
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Covnty (City) lefectio.s Diseases( Covnty (City) infectious Disease
RePOrt COOy Diagnosis and Prognosis Report

Reports.; Person Ro I I.OoYting Payson 190

'

con. AdspitelSem A9t _ I

Patient S Retie ___\--

addredS Ireilset s moor

Date of 10,191.41 Reoo,te4
!Fines% Pr Mn Day Disease

Disease 'Discos' 01,1r0Sed

RepOrSfel 0iseeS. PecOrti49
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Discos* Diagnosed Pro9n0s1s Recovery Death
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2UU
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Appendix F
Sample Immunization Forms

Preventive Vaccine Reporting Form

197 197 197 9 1974

Vat

Reg

Act
Vac

Vac
Reg

Act
Vac

Vac
Peg

Act
Vac

Vac

Reg

Act
Vac

Initial

1West

Initial
.

Repeat

c
a

al aam. ca
e r,°17

Initial

1 1

712

+1._
2

Addi 4

tional

Initial

1 1 1 1

2 . 7 2

$:* ' Addl.

titmal
.

t

I
.

$974 For OPT and encephalitis, " Indicates` I injection, "2' 041 ates 2 I Jectiont

The previous numbered page In

BEST COPY AVAILABir the ougmal document was blank
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200 Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

lianzhong County Different 8io ogial Vactine Recording Form

I. Date
Erwaunizat o Year

I'
Year Year Year Year Year

Smallpox Vaccine .
a

BCG Vaccine

Oral Polio
New -

...
Repeat t. 1

Encephalitis
1st Dose .
2d Dose .

Add; Dose , ^

Pertussis
Diphtheria

irTiTe7ctious

1st Dose
24 Moe

,

34 Dose
...

Addl Dose . .

Encephalitis
IW. Dbse
24 DS,e .
Addl Dose . . .

Tetanus
1st. Dose
2d Dose ,

Addl Dose 4 .
.

priasles
.

N '
Other

1
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Name

Residence

I

Preschool Children Preventive Immunization Card

A

'A

No

Sax Date of Birth Yr It Parent Name

Commune (Town) Major Party (St) Village (Ong) Minor Party (No)

Type Smallmix

la ...

Oral Polio

--,

Measles Pertussis.

Diphtheria
Tetanus

Diphtheria

Toxoid
.

Tetanus
Toxoid

Encephalitis

Time of
Illness

Time of

Vaccination
0

(ibnth

and Year)

o

Ini-
tfal
Vac

Reac-

Mon I 4 II III

Initial
Vaccin-
tIon

IMO 1
Vaccfna-
tion

!nit al
Yacc na-
tion

Int 161

Opting-O
tion

'Initial
Yaccina
tion

1 7 1 7 1 7 7

Re-

peat
Reap-

Oen Repeat
.

. S

/

Repeat Repeat Pe eat Repeat

.
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206 . Rural Health in the People's Republic of China

Doctors
'Assistant doctors, 91
Continuing education, 88
Coursework, 89
Educational costs, 90
Internship and residency, 89-90
Selection, 87, 90

, Training. 87.88, 89.90
Drugs and medicines, 17, 18, 19, 20-21,

31-32, 37, 38, 48, 50, 51, 68, 71,
72.73, 97, 98 99, 156-157

I

Ear, diseases of, 6
Economic influences, 3
Encephalitu:Japanese B, 6, 102
Enteritis, necrotizin_g, 6
Environmental health and sanitation, 5, 9,

13,14, 15,72, 103, 163
Epidemics

Food-borne, 5
Water-borne, 5

Epidemiology, 93, 94, 99-103
Data collection, 95, 97
Major diseases, 96
Mortality. 96
Data analysts, 96.97

Esophagus
Cancer, 6

Family planning, 9, 13, 14, 20, 24, 52, 53,
105.106

Community involvement, 112-115,
124, 123, 137, 165-166

Compensation (monetary and
nonmone Wyk 116-117

Contraceptive measures, 111,
117-119. 136

Funding, 107
Government involvement, 21, ..

106-108, 114, 124-125,165.
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Reproductive norms. 108. 112.113,

114,166
Vital statistics, 109-112, 115-116,

119-124, 126, 166
Financing structure, 17-2147-48,j0,.

58.59
'icht improvements," 13, 14, 15

Gerontological services, 15
Goiters. 7, 13-14

Health education, 9, 12
Health networks, 9, 15
Hemorrhagic fever, 6, 102

Herbal remedies, 30-31, 33, 34, 37, 38,
51, 53-54, 64-65, 66, 67, 68-70, 71,
72, 75. 78

Hospitals, commune
Chuanshan central, 19, 49
Daizai, 148
Luancun commune hospital, 14, 33-35,

37.38, 66, 67
Sanyang, 19, 148

/ Taoxu, 149
Hospital, county

-a Changan, 19
Hens, 2, 19, 20, 39-41, 150
Ityun, 13.14, 66, 147
Taoyuan, IS, 19-20, 35, 69, 149
)Cuihui People's, 30, 71.72, 73

Hospitals, miscellaneous
idemy of Chinese Traditional

caMedicine, 75, 76
First Teaching Hospital of the Huen

Provincial College of Chinese
Traditional Medicine, 65, 67-69,
76, 148

Institute of Acupuncture and
Moxibustion, 65

Second Teaching Hospital of the
How Prcpincul College of
Traditional Chinese Medicine, 20,
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Zhongshan Medical College, 21, 89.90,
94, 145, 158-159 ,

Hospitals, municipal
Beijing children's, 12-13
XI'an, 38
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Immunization and vaccination programs,
5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 97, 98-99,1014 163,
166

Income, per capita, 3
Infectious difease control, 6;14, 15, 7;
Innovations in medical care, 127, 128,

132, 133
Diffusion models, 133, 136, 137,

138.139
Evaluation, 132, 134
Reinvention. 136

Intestinal parasite control, 12

Kidney disease, 6
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Liver
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Cirrhosis, 7
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Emphysema, 6
Tuberculosis, 5, 99

Malaria, 5, 101, 103
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Levels of care, 82
Nursing schools, 79, 83-85

,SaLuy structure, 8546
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